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Why Negro Candidates Did Not Win Election
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The South's Independent Weekly"
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, AUGUST 29, 1959

Mug.20 Autopsy
Given By Nat D.
The election is over and now it's time for the post
mortem. Weeping and wailing and teeth gnashing have
been abundant. Morale of thousands of hopeful Negroes

By NAT D. WILLIAMS
Well, the tumult and the shouting have died —the
captains and the kings have departed. The city election
In Memphis, on the Mississippi. for this Year of Our
Lord, 1959, has

been, decided. The hitherto

has taken a nose dive. Everywhere we go, we hear the
words, "if only ... ."

vociferous

Volunteer Committee on Beale street, has left its headAs the campaigning Volunteer candidates proclaimed
quarters on Indigo Lane largely
so many times, "we've got news for you." And the news
deserted and quiet. . .and black, values on
the intangibles in the
isn't necessarily bad at all. There is no reason in the
brown and beige men thereabouts last
election. Large numbers viewworld for Negroes to crawl into a corner rnd sulk. Those
are studying a new shade of blues ed the ballot
results and took comA lot of Negro delusions and illu- fort in such
who weren't far sighted enough to participate in Thursmoralities as their
sions are dead!
owned heightened self-respect and
day's election need to hang their heads in shame. But the
Crying is not in order, despite the respect which many feel has
rest of us can walk tall and proud and take heart from the
S "corpses" scattered around,
been stimulated among white peout considering the manner of ple. Certainly t6e Memphis 'It'results of the August 20th balloting.
their demise, some kind of cool- gro's election effort gained him a
Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr., the stalwart attorney who
mentary by way of "autopsy" -is respectable place among the Newas "brash" enough to fight for a seat on the City Coin.
almost mandatory,
gro freedom fighters over the nein the first place, let it be ad- tion. At last the Memphis Negro
'mission, put his well trained finger on the essence of
mitted that a man has a right to was in the "cause". . .and the
just past political excursion. "We won everything but the
his dreams. In fact, dreams are headlines.
election," Sugarmon said. "But this is not the end.
needed. There's something subAnd truly, all was not lost nor
stantial about the gossamer stuff, disillusioning in the struggle. Take
the beginning."
out of which hopes, aspirations, l the unusual outpouring of interest BACK TO SCHOOL AGAIN —
sure whether to put their
tory won by Negro candidates,
cia Blakey, a 1,eMoyne stu- ELOQUENT WORDS
desires and the like are forged. among local Negro women in the Waving paychecks from Volearnings into new clothes or
the young misses are, left to
dent; and Gloria Demlre, also
Those 17 simple but eloquent words must become the
Memphis Negroes were not amiss happenings. Maybe the youth and unteer Campaign Headquarto hold The funds for tuition
right, Nettie Pearl Bland, who
a Tennessee State coed. (PhoIn their fervid effort to gain status good-looks of two of the candidates ters, these Memphis coeds
battle cry of the oppressed Negroes in Memphis. The Nepayments. Pleased that they
attends Tennessee State A&1
by Withers)
to
via political action. Struggle is the had a stimulating bearing, if one
head for local shops not quite
had a part in the moral vicgro candidates were defeated but every single one of
university in Nashville; Fellessence of life, They only missed calls spades spades.
them came in second. No matter that the gap between
the boat in the area of their illu- Then again, maybe the Negro
sions and delusions.
first and second was frightening. The point is that Sugarwomen of Memphis were merely
FIRST ILLUSION
reasserting the traditional role Nemon, Hooks, Love, Bunton and Stanback all wound up No,
Evidently, the first Illusion con- gro women have always played in
two in the voting. If they could end their races in the
cerned the size and basic feeling the life of the race. .to stimulate
of the white majority in the the "high hopes" of that man in
runner-up spot, there is nothing on God's green earth
Memphis population. The cam- her life and help him close that
that says they -can't
the tape Brat next tilted
,
generally
settled "hole in his head" ... and use ii
Paign pretty
Admittedly novices in this complex game of politics,
down to the issue of black' versus to butt down the dam of racial
white. A lot of Negroes saw it proscription. Women really loaded
the Negro candidates learned a lot of tricks from this
that way. But far too many didn't the voting lines.
campaign.
Now, they and their strategists have an obli.
CENTERVILLE,
Miss.
— (UPI)IShe said she knew nothing about Falkenhetmer asked about th el far he had little to go on towards
aigure on "how much white" nor Another interesting development
Wow "deep" the white.
of the campaign was the part Ne- — The widow of a Negro business-threats on her husband's life and letter, said there had been "lot of solving it or establishing a mo-, gation to look back with candor and with honesty to prof.
"How deep the white" refers to gro teen-agers and young adults man mysteriously shot from am she could not imagine who would rumors about the case," but soltive.
it from this experience. They have the challenge of hold—
one of the delusions that has long playedI theeffort,With II thebush, said Tuesday she does not kill him,
ing on to the potent organization they pieced together,
involved
was
believe
the
race
issue
'LOT
OF
RUMORS'
And
that
local
Negroes.
plagued
vim, vigor, and get-up-and-go of
building it systematically, and plotting their course tois that there is not any substantial youth, they welcomed the chance in her husband's death.
"He belonged to the Methodist
number of white people who want to pitch in for a colored cause. . . Samuel C. O'Quinn, 68, a cafe church and the masonic Lodge,"
ward the next chance.
to see Negroes progress beyond just as Negro youngsters are do- owner and undertaker, was killed she said, "but that was all."
This they should do quietly, with little fanfare. Until
the clown-cook-katow stage. A lot ing all over. They speak loud for by two blasts of a shotgun as he
•
•
•
of Negroes went to the polls last tomorrow in black, brown, a n d opened the gate to his farm home,
the next election, the war will be a cold one. This should
week to get out of their "place." beige. . .with fewer illusions and 5 miles south of here, his wife told
Whites suit the purposes of
Station
ite
Negro strategists fine because every
officers. She was sitting in the car
on the assumption that a whole delusions.
Judge Dismisses
of the families have report- step they take from now on should be kept on ice and pullnearby and did not see who fired
lot of white folk wanted to see NEGRO MINISTERS
ern building to replace the old edly been offered fabulous sums ed
them do it.
out for general consumption only when thawing time
Negro preachers and pastors the blast last Friday night.
s
wooden structure known as PatThey didn't consoler the impor- cut a higher niche for themselves Sheriff J. T. Ea lkenheimer said $ M
t
See SCHOOL, Page 2
comes.
terson school in White Station,
tant fact that most of the white in the estimation of increasingly the case was under investigation'
I 1 IIOil Suit
which has been in use for more Joininianautoalitainpainnipannuanaiiiihiiiiii
Few will disagree that, despite arguments to the conhate groups holed up here in questioning and demanding c o n- but no clues had been turned up as
than 60 years, has caused at least
Memphis since the integration gregations. Many representative to who fired the shot,
trary, the Memphis political battle has degenerated to a
five
"For
Sale"
signs
to
spring
black
struggle began, welcomed a
ministers welcomed the chance to REPORT LETTER
white vs. black affair. The sheer weight of numbers makes
vs white contest of any kind to join their followers in reaching for In McComb, Miss., the Enter- Against Defender up on lawns of the $13,000 white
homes on nearby Fairfield circle.
it necessary that Negroes attack the problem of electing
justify their reason for being and some of the world as well as Jeprize Journal said It had learned
Also alarmed and displeased at
for continuing to collect dues. The sus.
Atty. S.
Wilbun, Atty. Rus- public officers through every legal and ethical strategem
that a white businessman in Wil- The million dollar libel suit filed
the sight of the new two-story sell B Sugarmon's campaign
recent political campaign was a A lot of Negro church-goers likkinson County had received a let- recently against the Robert S. Abbuildings are members of the East manager and a candidate for the possible. And one of the greatest elements of successful
windfall for the hate groups. . ed the change. They were agreebott
Publishing
company
and
the
ter one month ago purportedly
and made it easy for the vested ably surprised to see a new facet written
Tri-State Defender of Memphis Memphis Civic club, who reported- 1958 Legislature really took on a strategy is surprise.
by a Negro threatening to
ly said, "It will be a colored neigh- tough job in the Aug. 20
interests to get out the unprece- of the Negro minister's capacity kill
elections TEACH THE MASS
O'Quinn because of the alleged was dismissed last week.
marked
the
dented white vote that
The suit was filed by a white borhood from now on. They will and came through with flying colfor leadership. They had forgot- activities in the NAACP.
The full weight of the future does not lie in the
move
in."
elecion.
ors.
ten about it in the worldliness of The writer said the letter was mother who claimed that she was be trying to
The school, however, is located
They rallied to the call to "keep racial progress. Their job now is
of Negro leaders alone. The great mass of Negro Memattacked
by
Mack
Atty.
Wilbun
Charles
Parker.
was
head
man
in
sent because "white people might
egroes out of elective mike in to re-establish Negro faith in the
Later, he was dragged from the soine distance be it'd the N e w getting out the vote in Ward 60-3, phians,
through education, must be taught the true truth:
be blamed" for O'Quinn's death.
Pearl River County jail and lynch- Philadelphia Baptist church at the largest Netro Ward in the city,
e city government." Many Ne- power of prayer.
roes hadn't thought of that.
The suggestion contained in the O'Quinn's wife, mother of 11 ed. The plaintiff was represented 533 S. Mendenhall rd., and is situ- with 2,418 registered Negro vot- whatever gains they achieve here will be by their own dochildren, said her husband h a d by Atty. Lawrence Arrington, of ated as near to Negro homes in ers.
PLACE VALUES
ing. We are sympathetic to the dilemma many
never belonged to the N A ACP. Hattiesburg, Miss.
the 4900 block of William Arnold
Negroes learned to place more See AUTOPSY, Page 2
When the final xebulations were
Dismissal action in the libel case, as it is to white homes, in the im- counted, Atty. Sugarmon had recelled 1,789 votes, Running a
was taken by Judge S. C. Mize, of mediate area.
close second was Atty. B. L.
the United States District Court OFFERED SUMS
for the Southern District of Mis- Negro residents in the area, most Hooks, with 1,676 votes. Revs. Roy
sissippi, Hattiesburg Divisio n. of whom are school teachers or Love and Henry C. Bunton polled
Among the legal references he city employees, have had a diffi•I 1,G72 and 1,535 respectively. Eliequoted was the case of Lee vs. cult time in remaining in the area. hue Stanback, running for the tax
Memphis Publishing company, 195, They here successfully fought off assessor post received 1,462 votes
an rtten:pt to have part of Black,from this potent ward.
See JUDGE. Page 2
rd. resmo-cl com.meretal.
11111111111111010111111110111111M011111111111111111111111111111
I Golfers and mere spectators' weekend when they see Gerard nique all his own.
Mr. Gerard, a former Memphialike will get a special thrill at, Williams, the one arm wizard
1923-1925
lived
and
here
fritni
an
ball
Indianapolis,
hit
the
Robert
Wright
from
Annual
the Second
Golf Tournament. Labor D a 2, down the fairway. He has a tech .itis won the senior championship
in Indianapolis for the past three
years. lie also won the senior
championship in Dayton, Ohio in
1958-59.
Accompanying Mr. Williams to
Memphis for the Robert Wright
By M. L. REID
Negro support, Mr. Taliaferro had no difficulty going hack into
Open Amateur tournament are AlNegro voters failed last week in would have been the new commis- office for the sixth time as the
ton Smith and 1131,ert Hathaway,
their strong bid to place Negroj sioner of public service by defeat- Negro candidate, Eliehue Stanboth city champs of Indianapolis candidates to
a city office, but al ing Mr. Dwyer in a close race of back was his nearest competitor
and Mrs. Elizabeth Stansfield, city
study of returns from predomi-1 about 56,000 to 54,000.
with 25,104, lie was assured of vicclub championship of Indianapolis. nantly Negro wards show they pro- But the
big question this week tory with 74,177.
Mrs. Stansfield, a school teacher,
vided the margin needed to sweep is not "What candidates supported
In the school board race, t h e
has the reputation of sizzling the Stanley Dillard out of office of by
Negroes won?" It is, "Why, two white members of the board
balls down the fairway also.
commissioner of finances and. in- with so much work and prayer, of education challenged by NeWIDE ATTENTION
stitutions and return John T. Dwy- did not one Negro come out on groes, Mrs. Arthur N. Seesel and
top?"
This will be a sporting event at- er to the public service post.
Mrs. Lawrence Coe, were returnattention
tracting
throughout In 32 predominantly Negro Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon, who ed to office by more than a cornAmerica as Mrs. Ann Gregory, na- wards and precincts, the victifi- received the moral support of a fortable margin.
tion women's champion, will be ous Jimmy Moore received 18,916 great part of the nation as a re- PREACHERS LOSE
featured in the play. Mrs. Greg- votes, while the incumbent Com- sult of the publicity attending his Rev.
Roy Love polled 31,956
missioner Dillard only garnered effort to become the first Negro votes to
ory is from Gary, Ind.
Mrs Seeeel's 541,66, and
to
Compublic
2,693
works
occupy
the
On hand for competition will be
Rev. Henry C. Bunton gathered
mission
Dwyer's
challenger,
LeT.
John
post
since
Reconstruction'
this oncein-adifetime show in
the Nashville winner of the Le28,992 votes to Mrs. Coe's 55,718. TO APPEAR HERE — Dinah
forthcoming Issues. Tickets
Washington, socksational song
roy Tyus Invitational tournament wis Taliaferro. tallied only 4,154 Days, drew 23,000 less votes than So. the Memphis Negro in his
are $3.50 for general admisstylist and Eddie Heywood.
recently held in St. Louis and the votes in the same polling spots as the victor, William Farris.
greatest effort to elect a Negro in
sion and $5.05 for patrons. Tic'
noted pianist and composer of
winners of the Central States Golf the electors cast 15,841 votes to ALL RAN SECOND
this century, failed to place a
Atty. Ben L. Hooks ran second member
kris can be obtained f r o ma
association of which the S a in assure Mr. Dwyer of the same job
of his race in a city post. "Canadian sunset," will be In
in the race with the Incumbent Why
members of the .1-1.1-G-S. The
Memphis Sept. 20 for a conQualls golf club of Memphis is a for the next four years.
didn't he succeed with so
Judge
DILLARD
the
BOUNCED
J-U-G•S
Elizabeth McCain for
share of the proceeds
cert and fashion show sponmember. A bus load will be down
many Negroes registered and eliJuvenile
out
for
D
Negroes
gone
Mr
the
length
had
Court
post,
hut
will benefit Si, .rtn;wg flosplf•
sored by the J-C-G•S, Inc. The
from Saint Louis including N a t,
gibte to vote?
at for children. The show is
show will he held in Ellis auJordan who will also handle the! Dillard. he would have defeated between the two candidates was
One of the answers is that the
Mr. Moore instead of being sound- some 20,000 votes.
ditorium. Watch the Tri-State
co sponsored by the J•U•G-51
City Tax Assessor Joe S. Hicks1 See CANDIDATES, Page 2
See ONE-ARMED, Page 2
Defender for more details of
1 ly thrashed 85,007 to 45,273. With
and Maryland club cone*.
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Lynching: America's Disgrace

Case Of 'Blue-Eyed Niggers'
Installment V

deaths in Alabama. The guiyt parties have been apprehended, fair
trials have been given, and one, NEW SCHOOL — The erection
believclaim is false. Erection of
whites in the alea
Some called it a race
Tom Robinson, is under sentence
of a new and modern building
ed Negroes would be moving
school has caused "For Sale"
of
death,
and
other
members
of
Others looked upon it as one
for Negroes in White Station
signs to sprout in area. (See
to other parts of Memphis.
the Robinson family are awaiting
replacing the old wooden
Some residents claim students te story, page one).
of the bloodiest man-hunts
trial."
structure which has been Patcan see in their windows
Tom Robinson, it must be emin the history of the South.
terson school, has disturbed
from second floor, but such a
phasized,
was
guilty
of
nothing
about
doubt
But there was no
more than being drunk and striksome aspects of the case of the
ing Clarence Boyd with a stick.
"Blued Eyed Niggers" in Emeile,
..No mention was made in the reSumter County, Alabama, in 1930.
port of the white lynchers and
(Continued from Page 1)
1. Four Negroes were killed.
murderers who sent four Negroes
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1).
slain.
were
to
their graves.
men
' 2. Two white
Negroes' great effort to show his
The
case
of
the
"Blue
Eyed Nig- political strength only aroused the by white real estate brokers for Commercial Appeal that local Ne3. One of the Negro victims was
ers" was closed.
whites who do not want to see a their homes but all have refused groes' desires for participation In
lynched.
the city's administration be handlMOB STRIKES AGAIN
black man in power in Memphis, to sell.
It all started over a second hand
of Eche ed by giving some of the better
A few weeks before the Robin- and who believed that chaos According to the Board
auto battery. At least, this trig.
cation, one grade a year, begin- appointive jobs to them, struck a
son massacre was written into the would result if the lily-white patgered the slaughter. Tensions
ibit
e
be
ineadlisd yteoarpawttiethrstohne
rather interesting chord. Realistic
blood-red pages of the American tern were broken.
around Emelle had been smoulduntil
thinking in some Negro circles
ledger on lynching, a Negro was MASTER PLAN
ering for a long time because
comes a senior high school.
leads them to the conclusion that
lynched in Rosedale, Mississippi. From the minute it became
WHITE MEN had been CONSOR. ,
LONG DISTANCES
thserbe'
e isngwhtselrkeeosome practical sense
leek itemThis time, a white, Clayton Fund- known that Negroes were going to
TING WITH WIVES of the VICtiCHING, irwerfierre.s;:ae"'
At
present,
Negro
children
in
the
,et eeeelese SPoaP, M.•lo Aliborli!stelae. Wont OW imehilw fotilmjs
TIMS and because the slain Ne- ewe'. teealsty
erberg, owed a Negro, Dave Har- seek public office, a master plan
1..1,1kAN
ban
arler
it
ix.
rioAnmoi
ott.Aeonol twit. Hot
area
ere
forced
to
pass
by
White
4fte4.4 ,41
groes had physical characteristics
nl If
ris, some money for whiskey he was formulated to keep them out Station high school and go to high Some calm thinking is beginning
which had earned them the tag.
had bought and relished. When of city hall. The plan was simply, schools in Memphis, none of the to be expressed concerning Ne"keep
Memphis
government
I groes who took stands in suppor.
"Blue Eyed Niggers." The old, FIFTEEN MINUTES T 00
hanged. Five men pulled the Funderberg went to Harris' cabin white."
ed of attempting to attack a
Negro schools being located closer , of
white candidates during the ccreused battery simply generated the
for
more
liquor,
he
was
refused
Negro into the air. The outrage
police
19 year • old white girl, was
of
than
six
miles.
Carloads
—
LATE
The
two
daily
newspapers
ami cent campaign. At first blush the
spark that set off the explosion.
was witnessed by passengers The white youth—he was only 17 plified the plan and
The new building is being erect
dragged from a jail cell
City armed with
Kansas
from
built
it
to
putta
Negro,
-1 tendency was to regard and leg
Esau Robinson, a
thiough the main village
and crew of a Wabash train —threatened Harris and in a fight crashing crescendo with the tune ed in cramped quarters, and at them as "traitors to the race."
riot guns arrived fifteen
chased the battery from Clarence
which followed, Funderberg was
street into the open country
present children will have to cross Some of the younger
that
which
had
"peace
and
been
prevent
halted
harmony"
diffito
by
the
of
fate
the
experienced
too
minutes
and hotter
Boyd but Boyd
by a wild, cursing mob of 500
city would be shattered if Ne- odveeiormloansdapotwisntedenboyrchNetwo
mob. This lynching, including shot to death.
!i heads and mouths were in favor
culty collecting the $3.50 due him. the lynching of Walter Mitget
were voted into office.
Again the sounds of hostile bloodmen. A rope was procured,
hundreds like it, is a m pl e
• of working out special treatments
chell, Negro, shown hanging
couple of months later—July 4th
proof of the need for federal hounds echoed through Bolivar Another reason why Atty. Sugar- Patterson. There are no cement with the emphasis on violence for
and at an oak tree about a
to oe exact—Boyd interrupted a from a tree in Excelsier
walks,
and
last
year,
when
it
rainmon
was defeated in his courageanti-lynch legislation.
mile from town Mitchell was
those "Uncle and Couein Toms."
Church picnic Robinson was at- Springs, Mo. Mitchell, accusCounty as a 20-man mob scoured
ous bid for the public works coin- ed every child would have to wade NO RECORD
tending and demanded his money.
When he was unsuccessful, he'was a crackling mass of flame. the Mississippi woods for Harris., missionership was Commissioner through mud ha get the build.
But happily there's no publ
snatched the battery from Robin- The man-hunt continued through This was a familiar sound to res- Henry Loeb, the presnt mayor- ing, which is unequal to any pubrecord of any such development.
the night, the posses growing in idents of this fertile territory in elect, and the victorious Clatele lic school in the city.
son's car and left.
Now, besides conceding that even
size and in determination. Winston
VIOLENCE FLARES
the Western tip of the state. The: Armour, reelected police and fire One of the gripes of the East a Negro in Memphis has a right
Later that day, Robinson went Jones, a Negro, was shot to death
:
commissioner, brought s t r o n g Memphis civic -club is that Neto look for Boyd, He carried with when he failed to halt on orders min!), had Chalked up I lynching pressure upon Mr. Stigai mole; op. gru children will be able to look to his own choices as an individ•
sal
and an Amercan, some folk
recerd
of
brothers,
one
every
four years.
of the blood-hungry mob A Nehim his father, Tom; two
ponents — "so a Negro won't win" into their' bedrooms from the sec011is and King, and a cousin. They gro woman, Viola Dial, was slain They caught up with Harris not —and succeeded in getting Will ond story of the building. A re- feel that maybe its good that two
bostered themselves with guns when mobsters poured a stream of too long after daybreak. They Fowler to drop out of the race. porter went to the. school last or three have entry to the courtDear
hos
uosm
e.e of the
and bottles of liquor. The latter slugs into the car in which she was
PICKED FARRIS
week and found it impossible to
4
knotted his hands behind him and
grass-roots colored
Boyd
the
search
for
was
used
as
riding
with
her
husband.
The
see
into
Dial
aptwo
white
which
men
homes
are
then picked Bill
Freedom-loving people in this country of ours, and throughout
tied him to a tree. They lifted Farris as "their"
folk are ready to go along with
man and engi- near the school.
The world are shocked by the appareut inability of the Justice De- progressed. In fact, a bottle was parently did not understand the
anybody who, like themselves, susa stamnede for him so that TOLD NEGROES GOING
partment to prosecute members of a Mississippi mob who lynched used when Boyd was located— posse's order to stop and contin- their firearms and took aim. Dave
'Mack Chafles Parker after abducting him from an unguarded jail. Esau Robinson cracked it across ued on his way, resulting in his Harris stiffened at the first sharp the other white candidates would "The whites are disappointed," peel figures It wouldn't take
much to get a lot of them to
Boyd's head
wife's death.
crack of gunfire. When he stopped not split the vote significantly. one Negro homeowner said; "be- swear
Although reportedly identity of members of the mob who comthat there was some dirty
his truck, grab- LEFT HIM HANGING
'
Boyd
rushed
to
The
plan
was
been
turned
ever
to
Mississippi
a
great
crime
have
success.
cause
the
erection
school
of
the
vicious
the
mitted
beeathing, there were at least 200
Some Negro observers feel that seems to add permanence to the work at the cross-roads in the
I authorities due to the unjust and archaic customs of the state, 1 bed a pistol and started shooting, By the time state police arrived gaping bullet holes
in his body the Negro candidates announced Negro community. Many of the matter of tabulating the vote. But
Ihave little hope the guilty persons will be apprehended and convicted. He wounded Tom. One of Esau's on the scene, some 50 members
none of the coolel• heads will go
Hence the violations of tree democratic and legal principles in brothers shot Boyd—dead. In the of a mob had untied Esau from spelling out a ghastly story of jus- telbir intentions too long before white residents were told before along with
,
that contention on the
election day and allowed the op- they me ved into the area that Ne!the case pose a grave and most disturbing threat to every citizen excitement, all of the Robinson's the post, shot him and strung tice — Southern style.
basis of the evidence available
:of this country regardless of race sr color. For I know that evik escaped except Esau, who was him up. Froth the hanging tree About six months later, some ob- position sufficient time to draw groes were on their way out,
grabbed by a group of whites and
once tmleashed does not respect hymen pigmentation.
"We have had to fight contin- They figure they were beaten by
his limp body swung in the gentle scure court clerk entered into the their battle lines.
figures. . .but straight, not crooktied to a post. When the county
breeze from just before midnight, records a paragraph that made it These same observers feel that uousiy to keep our land from be- ed figures.
71mrefore I urge you to 'rapport telly a civil nights bill with a
sheriff arrived and learned that
too many Negroes ran for office, log rezoned commercially, but we ,
clause which will give the Justice Department jurisdiction in au*
July 4 until Noon July 5 — a grisWhere the autopsy points as to
Esau had not fired the fatal shot,
official that an investigation had and that if only one or two had intend to stay in White Station,"
eases.
ly wartime to passing Negroes.
the morale of the survivors in the
he formed a posse and started the
been held. No indictments were been in the political spotlight, he said,
When
it
was
cut
an
ear
was
down,
and
*Mice,
peace
harmonyBy doing tots you ran enbance
Negro political community can't
there m,ight not have been the
search for the guilty parees. Be
chopped off by a souvenir fancier. brought. No arrests were made."
'for all Americans and win greater good-will of other countries.
great Negro scare which was cre•,
he rightly said just here. It me.
left Esau tied to the post and inThis matter as of sufficient gravity to demand your immediate structed two white citizens to What happened to those involv- Bolivar County went about its ated among white voters.
be that smart leadership will te ,
ed in the murders?
action.
orutine buisness.
A MORAL VICTORY
a look at the shambles made o( Isguard him.
Sincerely,
A report of state police explains
Still
will
deanother
cal
TOOK ONE WITH HIM
installment
Negro illusions, delusions, and
reason given for the
(The next
the fate of the Negroes:
dreams. . .gather up the fragThe searching party, led by
, (Signature,
scribe how a Negro was burn- failure of Negroes to poll a high(Continued
from
Page
1)
er number of votes in predomiments. .mold them into a newer
yelping bloodhounds, stopped at DIXIE JUSTICE
ed in a similar manner.)
nantly Negro wards and precincts radio broadcasts on WLOK, Mrs. and more realistic model . . .
the home of Elates uncle, John "After state enforcement agents
'Street and Na.
another
was
tormentand
how
is that Negro voters were not fa- Mamie Blake, women's ehampion chart a program based on the
Robinson. When he objected to a arrived on the scene, there were
miliar enough with the machines, of Central States for 1959 and win- facts of Negro life in Memphis. .
plan to search his house, the mob no more lynchings and no more ed in a similar manner,
State
City
and mistakenly cast their votes ner of the ladies championship di- and from that go on to that still
opened fire on him and his house
for white candidates opposing Ne- vision of Robert Wright Open beckoning tomorrow. There must
When the staccato of lead bullets
be somebody around here who
groes.
Amateur tournament.
subsided, John Robinson was dead.
really believes it can be done.
However, in the case of Atty. CROSS SECTION
And so was Charlie Mnrrs. a leadSugarmon, the front-running Nee A cross 'section bf golfers will yet. Now, vvhatchubet! Selah!
er of the mob, stinking of liquor.
(Continued from Page I)
gro candidate, the combined num.'descend on Memphis from Miami.
Thinking that the fleeing Robinher of votes received by his oppo-!MinneaPolis, Omaha. D e t r o it.
sons were still inside the house,
by
what
are
frustrated
must face. We recognize they
nents in the predominantly Negro:Nashvine, Springfield, Kansas
1
the Sheriff ordered a torch set to
the frame shack and in minutes, it would seem to be divided loyalties. The fact that the 1 wards and precincts cited above: City, New Orleans, Little Rock,
was 4,279, not enough to spell vic-,Jackson, Tenn., and Ja c k s o re
overwhelming majority of working Negroes receive their
1 tory for the winner and certain1y I Miss Atlanta and Chica o Dud
and sit tight.
(Continued from Page 1)
disconcerting
of
a
white
man
is
ntislands
that
he
will
make
a
paycheck
from
the
INSTITUTE.
Alite
;fear
not
enough to put him into office.. ley Liggins and Charles Bailey.
TUSKEGEE
"Behind this fear," he said,
The election was a suer es s,'two of the greatest amateur golf- mississimai 282.
The 158 graduates of the Tits- take."
'was a very definite pride. It was but a very real factor which must be faced as we carry
sonic Negroes say, in that it re. era in the country will play. Both
• kegee Institute Summer commence RETOLD PARABLE
In rendering his decision Judge
a pride that resented the fact that
message of freedom.
ment were challenged to bury — He likened their challenges to his feilow servants had been as- forward the
vealed that the Negroes of Hem- are from Chicago.
Mize said: "I am of the opinion
Ignorance of the use of voting machines, sly intimi- phis do want a share in the goy) To make certain that the w i n that the motion to dismiss the case
not their talents — but fear and Close received by the leibl:cal acre. signed greater tasks than his It
;tiers will be playing tip top golf should be
pride,
ants who received various talents. was furthermore, a pride that dations, a passive attitude toward the shackles that bind ernment of the city.
sustained for lack of
Negroes in other southern cities i they take the trophies and prizes
The challenge came from Dr. He centered attention on the third could not take a chance or failure.
jurisdiction and service of probe
problems
for
which
answers
must
us—these
are
real
have been inspired by the efforts away from Memphis. There are
Earl E. Dawson, president of servant who buried his talent and If he did nothing with the money.
cess within the state."
of Lincoln (Mo.) university, who was penalized with a total loss of no one could ever prove that he found. So long as they remain unsolved, city hall will re- of Aug. 20 in Memphis, and the Memphis greats to contend with:
The nlaintiff charged in tow suit
results may be that Negroes will Lilt Elton Grandberry, who shot
addressed a commencement crowd tatert.
mild not have mike a great suc- main lily white.
that she had been libeled in ea
be
record
elected
to
a
nine
under
par
of
63
to
major
office
public
of 500 at the Logan Hall auditorium
The third servant failed to invest cess if he had wanted to do so."
story written about her, which air
This is not the end. It is just the beginning.
in other cities of the South in the win the city tournament this year
Friday night, August 14.
• his talent wisely for two reasons — The graduates included four ofpeered in the Tri-State Defender.
near
at
Fuller
future.
park.
Also
Lonie
(DolDr. Dawson saluted the gradu-!pride and fear — said Dr. Daw• ficers commissioned through R.
Few will rebut the argument that the Negro citizenry
lar) Sanders, Robert (Bubba) Je- The Robert S. Abbott Publishing
ates as "trustees of a great United , sere The servant, he said, decided O. T. C.: one docenr of veterinary
, won the battle if not the war. The very fact that Negro
States" who '-have an important he would very possibly be re- medicine, 16 bachelors cf science
ter, Aubrey Pierce, Dr. I. A. Wat- company was represented by Attorneys Euclid Taylor and Je s s
rendezvous with destiny." and ad- quired to find the money some- in education and 61 masters of • candidates were able to scare the segregationist-minded
son, Harvey Smith, Cheiter Mat-'
monished them that "the greatest where to pay it back. He decided education, the largest department white citizens out of theit wits is significant. This means
thews of Little Rock, Leonard Brown, the latter of Hattiesburg,
mistake a man may make is to to do nothing. hurry the money represented.
Yates. Mason West, Lawrence Miss.
'simply that they recognize a threat when they see one. NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
Dougherty, Alfred Reynolds, CleoAnd, as a consequence, they are going to ease up on the Columbia Broadcasting System
juniorHudson, Robert PleaVan Buren, there, including
Althea P y 1 e e,
. will devote a series of 14 special jr.,
champion,
Jones,
vice-like grip with which they have held Negroes in
half-hour TV programs to the ex- runner up in Junior division will, Odessa Dickens, Doris Clift,
I Memphis.
change of visits between President be there.
ise Walker, Frankelle Wand
Lou'I and
.
Eisenhower and Soviet Premier
!MORE REPRESENTATION
Women enjoying the play will be Lillian Wolf.
- - -Already they're talking about "giving Negroes more
representation in government." We appreciate this gen-
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Editorial

Award 158 Degrees
At Tuskegee Finals

,dge
.

CBS To Televise
lke-Khrush Series

erosity but we accept nothing as a gift. As we said earlier,
'every achievement we win will be gained by our own doing, This newspaper will not be satisfied with token ap!
pointments and will continue to openly oppose "Negro divisions" of any kind. But we can see the crack in the
damn and to us this is ominous.
Let there be no misunderstanding about one thing:
James W. "Jimmy" Moore will be installed as the next
Commissioner of Finances and Institutions only because
the Negro voters picked him up and put him there. We
will be watching closely as he tackles his new responsibility, He made some campaign promises and we have faith
ht will keep them. Stanly Dillard is out in the cold because the Negroes in Memphis didn't want him anymore.
Negro Voters rallied behind Commissioner John T.
Dwyer and if they hadn't he might well be pacing the
floor along with Dillard. If Dwyer has any intentions of
running again, then he has no choice but to kemone eye
cocked toward that bloc of Negro votes and woo it during

!FADER HONORED — Dr.
M. Lafayette Harris (I e ft
president of Philander Smith
retiree, l.tttr Rock, Ark.. wa,
honored last week in Washing

ton by the 12th Annual Reelon•
at 444 Club Como. H. is
Otown receiting a 4-11 Mem,e
for outstanding service from
Charles Block of Prescott,

v.-a, • s.
Ark. Dr.
four honored hv the ,• .800
Negro .1.1Pers in the e .uth,
The ceremony took pbc- at
Howard link ersity, it -OA

the next four years.
In all reality, the only way Negroes are going to cut
through the lily white political curtain in Memphis is to
start sharpening heir knives right now. It's going to take
an awful lot of lining but we've got the steff that's needed. The

only

theig lacking no' is another ton f.f spirit.
you come it.,

That's Wile!

DISTINGUISHED GUESTS at
the national convention of the
National Association of Nevi.°
Musidans in St. Louis hold
grid trophies presented to
them by a eitiZen. committee
of the St Louis Mualc Association.
ercipotats
t n r
"achle vent e nt and service"

are Robert Mfferiin. first Ne
gmo with a contract at t h e
Metropolitan Opera: Miss Etta
Moten of the original Broadway "Porgy and Bess" cast;
Dr. Roscoe C. Polity, president, N,ANM, and Mrs, W. C.
Raney. •vhn
eon.
tattier of water from the Mis

sissippi River. The awards
were presented during a gigantic festival honoring the late
Mr. Handy on the riverfrtmt,
by William G. Porter, right,.
chairman of the committee
and assistant In the vice twee.
drnt, marketing Anhenser•
Bosch, liii., which sponsored
me awards.
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1Veteran White
!Teacher of
Negroes Buried

High School's
Improvements
Now Doubtful

lion of
✓ Sale"
a. (See

3

Sat., August 29, 1959

If

Imes at sets ices for Mrs. E. A.
SOUTH FULT-V, Tenn. — The
'Nero Smith, 81,3'ear-old white
Improvement of the Negro hirb
teacher who spent many years in
school here was left in doubt last
the South teachin-2 Negro chileek when 12 Negro juniors and
dren, and one of the founders of
seniors attempted to enroll in the
the Lutheran Cooperative school. W ingSPIP0
previously all-white high school.
were held Monday afternoon at 11111PrArsil.
The Obion county school board
Second
h,
churc
Congregatioeal
had planned to put in $70,000
with the pastor. Re%. John C. Micworth of improvements this year
kle, officiating.
to., Rosenwald high school, add
Early in her carver as a teach.
Iwo grades and bring it up from
er, Mrs. Smith, a native of Cedar
ten to twelve grades.
11111111111111081111111011
burg, Wis., moved South as a
One mother of a student who at- ,
worker for the Amtrican Mission'
tempted to enroll in the all-whitel
•
ary Association, aid taught in
school said, "Our only motive is
schools in Alabama, Mississippi
to try to get the best possible edand Georgia.
ucation for our children."
She returned Norh to Racine.
C. 11 Parr, superintendent of
Wis., and became he wife of a
schools in the county, said the
businessman, lienie Smith. Folmatter will be discussed this week
lowing his death, hrs. Smith rewhen the school board meets, but
to the South and was on
turned
that whether the three new classthe faculty of LeMosrie college.
rooms and other improvements
Mrs. Smith helped to found 1.uwill be added at the school is not
thmn Cooperative ichool around
known
since
contracts have
1046.
already been signed for them.
Dr. Peter Cooper, g member of
office of Commissioner of Pub.
voters throughout the city,
•
One Negro parent said elel UNDER WATCHFUL EYE of
the LeMoyne college faculty, paid
lie Works. In 25-1, Sugarmon
the best total accuinutatea uy
wanted her daughter to graduate. Lofton Bowers, election of.
tribute
to
Mrs.
the
Smih
during
white
picked up 1241 votes; his
a Negro candidate was the
liter, voters in 25-h east the.r
from an accredited high school.
service.
5,268 count rolled up by Atty,
opponents gathered 207. There
In previous years, Negro students ballots in the municspal elei'
Interment was in Millwood cem- . •
who
jr.,
Sugarmon,
B.
Russell
are 2,015 Negroes registered
ve had to go to Miles high lions at Walker school. Despite
etery. National Fuaeral service
was defeated in his bid for the
chool in Union City for their last' unusually long lines of Negro
to vote in 251.
e
was in charge.
;
two years of schooling.
-;
South Fulton. Tenn.. is near
South Fulton, Ky., where Negroes
log to Miss Brown's right is
day before election. Invited by
MINNIJEAN BROWN, stand•
and whites attend the same
Youth t'ontinittee Chairman Sathe Youth Committee of the
ine right, one of the original
schools, and an integration atrah
Lewis. Seated are ErnesVolunteer Ticket to speak in
Little Rock Nine who was exBy L. F. PALMER, .111.
t
in the Tennessee city has
tine Wright. left, and Mrs.
Memphis, Miss Brown recentpelled from Central high
empt
t
been
for some time.
1 aurie Sugarmon. (Staff Pix
,,it.
ly rompleted her high school
boo!. R.vei sol.mto.4
One Negro attempted to enroll
try in their purses. They never
by lies. Hardin.1
work in New York City, StandWomen I just don't get.
paign workers a lift on t h e
in the school in 1956, but was rebeastly,
They are seinues• -I createres. 1 know where to put the
a!
At
efused entrance. The incident reout.
are
Mrs. Elizab4h Russell,
The 77th Annual Conimunica- AGP
Couldn't do without them and all things when they
ceived no publicity.
I often find myself cut•I lion of Excelsior, Grand Chapter, Mrs. Bernice Kennedy Mrs. M. E.
that sort of stuff. But women I banquet.
of
instead
leather
aligator
tine
•
Order of Eastern Star. PHA, TendStewart, secretary, ani Mrs. Alice
'
beef.
Mrs. Mattie Morris, of Chattanoo- Arledge, treasurer.
Take hats, for example A Womwomen have pockets August 3-5 on the campus of Ten- P. G. P. Goodner stalled the
can't
Why
an just can t go tins pia..0 or oat : just like men to carry their esorwteor.
fficers.
place without a hat. They've got , sentiais in? Why must they tote ncssee A and I State university in npe
to wear a hat to church, to a ban- around these expensive suitcases Nashville, Tenn. Mrs. Rosa B. Mrs. P. II. Walketi is the re-,
of
Matron
Worthy
Grand
Whitson,
funeral
i
dd. ,
•
,
everywhere they go and why must Memphis, president.
— 1
Not just any kind of hat, mlndi
Some women may believe that children into the world to be a degree, in Romance languages. She
e they
1 - It'a
ol
h
hold on to them
of
president
Davis,
S.
W.
Dr.
they
hat'
of
kind
special
a
but
—
1., you
politics is an exclusive man's slave. I want my children to live , eventually wants to teach.
contained . uranium'. 'Course,
.
Before the couple's second child
,1 — though some of them are noth-1 women did away with handbags, the University was on hand t,
world, but not Mrs. Russell B.I a better life in the South than I
etthe members of the influen
, ing more than a square piece oflgre
arrived, Mrs. Sugarmon taiight a
Sugarmon jr. wife of the defeat- 1 did as a child."
they wouldn't have anything
then
I
than
.1 material pinned down to the hair..I that they couldn't wear their new tial aggregation and the more
,course at LeMoyne colleze and
ed candidate for public works comMr and Mrs. Sugarmon are least
385 now inductees.
So they sit in a church, or a shoes with.
missioner.
ing this week fig Chicago fur a served as public relations director.
_.•
from
heard
were
reports
Annual
banquet hall, or a meeting all
'I the weeks just preceding the short vacation, long with his , Concluding the interview, Mrs.
Mrs. Rosa Whitson and W. E
dressed up — with their hats on. AND GLOVES
elc an, Mrs. Sugarinon employed canwaian ncitesge?7 Atty. and Airs. :Sugarmon said, "I may ne,er be
why it's neces- Roberts, Grand Worthy Patron.
tell
Pray
Gloves!
that's
cry
and
hue
the
Consider
sitter each day for her two A. W. Willis,
a bf
rich, but I want to give nty chilwomen to CARRY gloves.
Awards went to Mrs. L. P. Matraised ..vhen we gents are a little sary for
, Tank Brant, two-and•a•
chili
This Fall she plans to enter John dren a heritage of which they can
have ever seen thews, of Memphis who was
slow lifting our prides and joys I don't know if I
10-month old Hopkins university in Baltimore, be proud."
and
old,
s
am
half
wearing a pair of gloves named "Miss Excelsior." and
from our domes after we get in- a woman
Elea Os, end put in 12 straight and begin work on a master of arts
be found dead Mrs. Mattie Morris, of Chattanosled. If we just hesitate, the but they wouldn't
hours of hard campaigning for the
got
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I
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Year,";
The
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presentation
special
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\ Like I said, women I don't get,
Beginning at noon she would or•
l with.
to Mrs. Alice Arledge of Nash- ITTA BENA, Miss. — Fierce ganinm youth rallies, attend workTAKE POCKETBOOKS
intra-squad competitior will be the
of
job
the
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who
ville,
(I
brothers,
dear
then,
And
pockof
business
this
take
Then
ers' meetings, plan coke por)iea,
;order of the day here Tuesday
etbooks — or purses, if you please know the sisters dropped out long Grand Treasurer for 23 years.
work on precinct and ward lists,
A cardinal rule of femininity is; ago) there's this business about The Grand Chapter estimated'Sept. 1, whea the Mississippi Vo and on occasions fill in as speakbe.
Delta
will
cational
College
$1,066.85
work
Devils
its
I that a woman and her purse are ; formal gowns. Can you imagine that through
er when her husband was late in
members of the stronger sex be available for scholarships this' gin their gridiron training period. making an appearance.
CLINTON MOON. a native of Bir never parted. I remember tossing us
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giving
grid
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plus
Some
plea
hopefuls
reported
are
we
time
every
tuxedos
changing
"I feel that women should take
mingham, Ala., has been appoint- 3 lady's handbag from the front 1
scholarships of $100 each.
expected to turnout for the try- a very active interest in polities,"
eil public relations director of the seat to the back seat of the car went to a dance?
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in
up
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thought
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showing
Imagine
Mrs Sugarman said. "because polsir John, one of Miami's most and you would
and nail" as they seek to win' . •
the tux with a plunging neck line. Dr for the next year are:
Is not just a man's game.
dies
luxurious resort hotels. Mr. Moon instead, walked boldly into
Mrs. Rosa B. Whitson. GWM; starting berths on the MVC
I have yet a blue and bisque (whatever that
elev-I LAWS AFFECT WOMEN
has previously worked as field • ladies' powder room.
trous- W. E. Roberts, GWP; Mrs. Lola en.
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criminal
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end
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.;
op
decisions which our law"The
I
representative for the National
; era. And just imagine us wearing McCoy. AGM; Howard Ingram, Drilling the turn-outees on the makers form affect every phase
inion Research Center of the Uni• deed.
the Lizards' hall'
finer points of football and play- of a woman's life — her children
versity of Chicago and most re-1 Of course, what somebody ought. the same tux to
nerve to do is; that we wore to the Tadpoles' shin'
mg keen attention to how they and their well being, her home,
eently as an account executive for to get up enough
still
I'm
into; dig. Are you kidding?
stack up in "actual combat" will her property, her husband's job —
Jesse J. Lewis and Associates in, to toss all these booby traps
I
one
same
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never;
trying
can
the incinerator. Women
be head grid mentor John A. Bell and specifically I believe that any
Birmingham,
find anything among the fantastic used in college 17 years ago.
who is making his debut as MVC woman who does not champion the
.
But wimmin! Those gorgeous p
collection of ladies' aids they carcause of Civil Rights, be it through
coach,
Coach Bell and his cohorts, as- politics or some other medium, is
sistant coaches Curtis Maddox, net worth the name mother."
Paul Collins and George (Bob Wil- The attractive young matron said
liams are understandably reticent her husband became interested in
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In giving any pre-workout corn- politics when they were both
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Living Is Killing Me

Daughters Of Eastern
Star Hold Annual Meet

Mrs. Sugarmon Proves That
Woman Has Place In Politics

Begins
••
Gri•d Training
ome Sept 1

\

any State
ays Miles
September 16

teamsters May
Ignore Strike
At Mt. Sinai

Teamsters' union members may
Ignore picket lines around a
strike-threatened hospital, a union
. spokesman said.
"Were not going to recognize
the hospital picket lines until and
unless the Teamsters' joint coun;
cil recognizes the strike," said
eil
J. Haggerty, secretary, treasurr of Local 753 Milk
- Wagon Drivers Union.
Haggerty made his statement
.after the State, County and Municipal Employes Union revealed it
wouH attempt to block food deliveries into Mount Sinai Hospital
here.
Local 1657 of the union has anunced it would strike the hostel at 6 a. m. Thursday and
would try to halt food deliveries
if the hospitals give room and
board to non - striking employes
and volunteer workers
,

DEEP IN THOUGHT, Atty.
Russell B. Suearmon listens
intently to radio broadcaster
during height of excitement
generated by election returns.
Volunteer headquarters on

appreI wish to take this means of expressing my
who
wishers
well
and
ciation to all the many friends
Educasupported me in my candidacy for the Board of
loyalty so many
tion. I shall always be grateful for the
both before
expressed
have
Memplvians
of
Aousands
and after the election.

Beale street Was a nervous, vi•
brating scene Thursday night
as well wishcrs and newsmen
crowded the small building to
v.ait out the results. (Staff
photo by Billy Duncan)

Words of the Wise
A man must become wise
at his own expense.
--(Montaigne)

ment and will "wait and see" what school in Mas
"
chusetts'.she.a Student at Wellesley majoring in RoSixty candidates will report for riorkouts will bring,
manes languages,and he a stuthe initial fall football drills at ' However, with less than a month
ed school, and
dwehnetn a eHanrlve natridonLaw
Albany State college on Sept. 1, I fore the Devils open season's
entering the
he
y against Fort Valley College race for commissioner of public
according to head coach and atSept. 26, the would be Delta works, she encouraged him to do
hletic director O. W O'Neal.
O'Neal and his assistant:, Ken Lvils are in for a hectic training so.
Dunson and Joe Mitchell, will ; pariod as Coach Bell and his staff
Mr: Sugarmon said that she was
have to select a 33-man squad be- live scheduled an accelerated Imps eased about the struggle for
fore the opening game with Miles pogrom which will lead to the human dignity as a young girl
elmination of the also-cans and when she saw the movie, "The
in Birmingham, Sept. 26
Competition is expected to be in order to have some semblance Foxes of Harrow," and a prinkeen during the twice-daily session of s working team in time for the cess committed suicide by itimP•
ing off a mountain with her young
with 15 veteran players, five trans- cipher.
son rather than wear the yoke of
fers from Florida Normal, and
slavery.
40 freshmen working for top poDomed Man Says
"The challenge today is not to
sition.
die, but to live," she said. "No
The Golden Rams will use a
9'
Out
Of
100
mother should he willing to bring
Modified- -T formation with em -1
phasis on passing. ONeal plans to
Ran His Execution
unveil a Wing-T, as well as relyThe
LESDON — (U P I)
Men and Women Needed 13•55
mg on splits and slots for varia- tatillid Daily Sketch, which ran
White or Colored to Train For
tion and punch.
a se-hey of interviews with Cars!
CIVIL IERVICE 1055
Only three returnees are sure of Ches man. said Tuesday 97 out
No experience necessary, grammar
jobs. They are the tri-captains, Ed- Of 1t letters It received where
school education usually sufficient.
die Robinson, Athens0 Milton Beat- agatr4t his execution.
Permanent jobs, no layoffs, short
tie. Athens; and Robert Bowen',
hours. High pay, advancement. Send
It .'l4 "thousands of letters"
Columbus; halfback, end and cen- were
name, address, phone number, and
ieceived.
ter. respectively.
time home. If rural give directions.
Chessman's execution date has
ASC will complete a nine game
Write John D. Taylor, 1831 S. Laud.
11
after
23,
Oct.
been
for
let
*elate, Memphis, Tennessee.
schedule with Fort Valley State
appeals.
and
If
years
reprieves
on Thanksgiving day.

creations they put on display at
I formals are assigned to the closet
graveyard after they've been worn
once and only the moths ever see
them again.
And that's why women I just
don't get.

r
"DAISY
14

REVEREND ROY LOVE, Pastor
Mt. Nebo Baptist Church

•DARK EYES
IfoN
Memphis' Favorite for 9 straight years

tweeds
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100 w BO PROOF
DISTILIto FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL ',PIRITS PRODUCT Of U SO
& BEAM DISTILL'.
aist static DISTILLING CO., DIVISILA Of JAWS

Accredited By
The Southern Association

September 14
Call JA 7-3275 or Write
ADMISSION OFFICE
For Further Information

VODKA

MONEY,
WOMEN
andGINS
cos.°

OWEN
COLLEGE
FALL SEMESTER REGISTRATION

Starts SUNDAY!
4—Big Days-4!

IOCK MAHONEY- KIM HUNTER
tIM HOVEY GENE EVANS VAL CAMPIIII
t.

IOW CNANET TOW MAE u,tssy STOW
r.JAWS GUAM AM AltAltEll NFU* TIAAY

—PLUS 2nd 1-1ITI—

STEP DOWN TO TERROR
Starring Colleen Miller, Charles Drake
_
COMING SOON!

NIGHT Of THE QUARTER MOON
Starring Not "King" Cole, James Edwards

XT.

PHEW! says Mrs. Laurie Sueammo. wife of Atty. Russell
Sugarnion as the final results of the August go elections
were announced. The plucky
young lady tovight right down
-

to the wire with her husiand,
but even she seemed to enjoy the news that the %thole
thing was finally over. (Staff
Pie by George Hardin.)

Best Wishes
To The Students,
Who Realize An
Education Is The
Key To
Security and Usefulness

Sawyer Realty
and Investment
COMPANY
334 Vance— Memphis
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church

by HATTIE HOUSE

Shetiff Willis V. hicCall's chain
gang in 1952.
•••

Manhattan Memo

Interracial Unit
Holds Fifth Meet

o

NEW TYLER AME
plc main feature of the meet. Rev.
With the theme, •'Laymen Play- R. Richardson was the host pastor.
Ing Their Part in The Church The Presiding Elder of the district
for Kingdom Building," the dy- is Rev. W. L. Powell.
namic membership of the N e w Services at the sanctuary, SunTyler AME church will again ob- day, will be regular.
serve its Laymen Day. The ob- ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
servation will be held Sunday, Sunday is Junior Day at the St.
August 31. The entire day will Stephen Baptist church. The prinbe devoted to activities in honor cipal speaker will be Samuel Peace
of the occasion.
of the Metropolitan Baptist church.
An especially thought-provoking He will speak at 3 p. m.
sermon will be delivered by Activities for the day will be
Charles Turner during the morn- carried out principally by the
ing worship at !I a. m. Mr. Turner aoung people. B. T. Lewis will be
is an active member of the Great- in charge of the Sunday school.
er Middle Baptist church.
Miss Argritta Crivins is general
At 3 p. m. the con —egation will chairman. Assisting her is Miss
ATTEND CONVENTION—
School C vention of the
hear an address by
rs. Mary Verti• Mae Foster. Others who
AME ehur es held at the EhLee of Hill Baptist t rch. Com- will take major parts are Mrs. These three charming young
co-eds were among the throng
enezer A
Methodist church
bined choirs will rem, • music. A. V. Roland, Mrs. L. Alexander,
that attended the Sunday
recently, or miles south of
William McNeil will be acting Mrs. Ruby McCall and Mrs. Ivpastor. Charlie Ware is chairman ory Vessell.
of the program committee.
The St. Stephen Baptist church!
•
Laymen of the city are invit- is located at 508 N. Third St.
ed to worship with New Tyler dur. Rev. 0. C. Crivens is the pastor.'
EBENE2BR BAPTIST
ing this celebration.
Rev. Robert L. McRae is the
G
Zen
a)
fk 111
2;T::
minister.
1 h:erg
!W
I
guests when the Ebenezer Baptist!
BEULAH BAPTIST
Beulah Baptist church held its church observed the 18th Anniver•I
annual church picnic this past Sat- sary of its pastor, Rev. E, L. Universal Life's seventh year of
urday at the Fuller Park. Approxi- Slay, Sunday. Rev. Hamblin organized study courses for its
mately 300 members and their spoke at 3 p. m. He was introduc- home office personnel ended withI
guests ate heartily of a delicious ed by Rev. W. P. Scott of Tree of two persons earning associate-,
ship diplomas from the Life Of.;
menu, played games and semi• Life Baptist church.
nisced of by-gone picnics. Deli- Climaxing the celebration was a fire Management Association —1
cious barbecued chicken, lemon- fashion show sponsored by the mm- according to word just receivedI
ode and ice cream sandwiches isters of the church. Its theme from LOMA headquarters in New:
was "Honor in Fashion." Mrs. Lou- York. In addition, five employees
were served.
Ise Joyner was the narrator. Mu- will receive certificates for
The chairman and co-chairman
having'
sical renditions were given by Os- completed the
Introductory Course,
of this endeavor were Dave Col- car
Robinson and Miss Delores of
the Institute's program—consistins and Mrs. Bessie Edwards. Macklin.
ting of four examinations. Eight
Chairmen of various other com•
Rev. Houston Steven was chairmittees were Rev. J. E. Booker, man
of the fashion show. The others were successful in passing a
C. W. Westbrook, H. W. Young,
general chairman of the Pastor's total of three examinations.
Mrs. Ruth Gray, Aron Jeffries.
Anniversary was Mrs. D. Sim- Earning Assooiation Diplomas
Mrs. Bessie Edward, and Mrs
mono. Mrs. T. Rose and Mrs. for having completed the
six exAlta Lemon. The general secre- Clara Blackwood
assisted her.
ams comprising Course 11 of
tary was .Mrs. Minnie Hill.
Rev. E. L. Slay is the pastor.
the
Institute's
program are: John
Sunday's service at Beulah will BETHLEH
EM BAPTIST
C. Parker, supervisor — Industrial
be regular.
Rev. Houston Steven delivered
MRS. FRANCES M. Hassell
Department, and Mrs. Frances 51.
Rev. W. C. Holmes is the pastor. the main address
at the Bethle- Hassell, administra
and John C. Parker,
Univertive assistant
ST. JAMES AME
hem Baptist church Sunday. It was
Life Insurance csmpany,
sal
Qualifying for certificates for the
The pastor, Rev. E. M. Alcorn. Young People's Day
at the house Course I completion
have qualified for Associate•
are: Mrs.
and six delegates of the St. James of worship. Combined
diplomas from the Life
choirs furn- Doris
E. Hall, secretary to B. G. ship
ARE church attended the recent ished the music.
Edward Carter
Office Management Associa•
Olive, jr., first vice president-secNorth Memphis Sunday and ACE is president of the
chorus at BethLeague Convention at the Noah lehem.
retary; Mrs. Martha H. Strong, supervision; life insurance ac
Chapel AME church, here. Relig- /Zee. J R. Bibbs is
insurance
inthe minister. senior clerk-Secretarial Depart- counting; life
ious education for the young peoment; H: A. Caldwell, educational vestments; annual statements; le•
director; Delta H. Ross, supervis. gal aspect of the policy contract;
or- Ordinary Department, and industrial insurance; accident and
Mrs. Ida Page Adams, formerly health insurance, taxation, a n
of the Agency Department. Al- group insurance. They began studs.
though Mrs. Adams resigned , tier Mg when the program was initiatemployment following her marri- ed at Universal Life.
age some time ago, she continued The program of the Life Office
to study with the Home Office pee., Management Association Institute
I is designed to prepare one for a
sonnet each week.
career in life insurance. Added'
OTHERS PASSING
to the courses is Course III, the!
Others passing exams were:,
completion of which leads to a
EXAM ONE: Mrs. Leslie Stewart,' Fellowship
Diploma and a Fellow-1
Mrs. Marva L. Walters, Mrs. Jac- ship
Key, and a "Fellow, Life
queline Smith, and Mrs. Estelle E.
! Have you ever been away from old rrophet saying, "If
t
i
tt
f
o
a
n
nagement
Institute" designah
--e -as
set
home thr a long time?
thee a watchman upon the wall! Lane. EXAM TWO: Mrs. LeSliel
Stewart, Mrs. Tiney V. ChainhStmelmes we all should go away Whatcser may be our thinking
we has, Mrs. Rita
If. Dotson, Mrs. Since the installation of the L.
from time and stay a long, long are but watchmen upon the
wall— Dellis M. Gandy.
EXAM THREE: 0. M. A. program at Universal
tima. Then return. Upon your our experiences growing out of
our Delta H. Ross.
EXAM FIVE: Life, approximately 102 correct
return I am sure you will view varied experiences have put
us MI ?ars. Helen
examination papers have been wrr,
H. Bowen,
the sights teith mixed emotions. a peculiar position that
we can
ten by members of the home Mimi
This Smiting finds me back home. foresee and warn those
who are. The LOMA Institute courses personnel.
Toe landmarks so familiar 10 coming behind
were
conducted during thep ast Om __
us for the manifold
years ago have all been replaced pitfalls
ER DIPLOMAS
i year in more than 300 life cointhat await them.
— tqher by nature or man. The
Yes, as one looks at this corn.' panies in the United States, Cana- The two persons earning Ass
old fitlds that were once baseball rnunity
sO,da and foreign countries. This pro- atesh:p Diplomas are respect
which
spots are now the sites of nous- full of moral yesteryear was
and spiritual enfight.igrarn is recognized as the stand-, ly situated in the home office
ing plojects. Other fields that were meit:, the
consciousness of one's' and for life insurance educal ganization. Mn. Parker has
once sites cf flowing corn grid po- responsibility
with the Company since 1951 en
becomes once more lion of office employees. The
In-I he began working as
aloes are now sites of super high- quite
a sales an
evident. The awareness ofl stitute was established
%says. All of these are ahYsical our being
in 1932, and on the Memphis
district.
er
watchmen upon the wall,its couse of study
has been a part a short time, he
chan,:es but the most disturbing once again
dawns upon us. OnceIof
was transfe ed
Universal Life's educational pro- to the Home Office
force is the fact that those old sPir- again
we are mindful that the
where he as
gram since 1932. Its course gives steadily
itual and moral stalwarts who work;
progressed to his cu cot
wilt never be any better
meaat so ini ch to me durine my
Parker wa the
thaa we make it. In the absence students a functioning of the van- Position. Mr.
early days, have too, gone off the
us departments of a life insurance first LOMA instructor,
of the moral and spiritual
an has
land; company as well as an opportunit continuously
been a mem
y
marks that made us what we
of
The footprints they left on the
are to secure specialized knowledge
the
faculty. He is presently can
in'
today we must rededicate ourspecific areas.
sands of time have with the passof
instruction
.
ing a months and years almost duo- selves to maintain those things DEALS WITH
PRINCIPLES
Mrs. Hassell's employme with
appeared from the scene. The that have been imperative in mak- To qualify for the
Associateship Universal Life began as el k on
ranks of these noble souls have ing us what we are.
!Diploma, Mrs. Hassell and Mr.' the Memphis
district in I 7. In
thinned to the point that I won. No longer can we satisfy our- Parker were rcquked
to pass the; 1950, she was transferred o the
selves that we have made it ourder.
four examinations' making up thel Home
Office as secretary B. C.
Wilat has happened to these selves, We Must use our moral Introductory course, dealing with Olive,
jr., the position s
held
landmarks? The signs of time have. and spiritual fortitude to en- principles of life insurance,
until
and
1958,
when she recei ed her
played havoc with this little sea lighteh those who come behind us the six examinations comprising
present
assignment
. This is her
shore town. The conservative' in these little communities. Visibly Course II. These exams consisted'
third year as a member the Mviews held by the men of old the landmarks are gone but in. of detailed study in the
areas of structional staff.
have now been displaced by the warcily we must reestablish the agency organization and
manageUniversal Life's educat al polirising tide of liberalism. The deep- landmark that those who follow ment; life insurance mathemati
cs; cy is an extension of the C pany's
seated desire planted in the youth. us will not falter.
of yesterday has been implanted ,
with new ideas of doing someone
before he gets a chance to do you.
The high moral and spiritual'
goals held by
the passing
great planters
have with their
off the;
, NIOBILE,
seine. been implanted with new
— A Catholic fra- Negro priest
here ,a ed mis.
terns! society, made up mostly of
ones that are neither sensible or
sionary
society on
gust 21.
Negroes,
is determined to increase:
practical. One standing on the
lie
hopes to go to No Ii Africa
sidelines wonders what is going te LOS ANGELES — aspas _ w the number of colored registered!
i
where
he fought as a , I. in
happen to those who just a few homicide detective said Tuesday, voters.
'World War II.
months or years from 119W will be believed the killer of an atLocal councils of the Knights of i, Father Peter J. Carl , curate
find themselves having the res- tractive University of southern St. Peter Claver will report on the of St. Nicholas
church entered
California coed was a frequent success
possibilities of carrying
of the campaign next yearl the society of Waite i tilers, a
on
guest at "beatnik-type parties- in at a
world to new heights, morally this
convention in New Iberia, • mission group he first ame into
and the
apartment where th slaying La.
spiritually.
I contact with during tl African
Stataiing now where I am stand-.I occurred.
1 some 700 delegates to
the andescribed
ing one is appalled. What is the The detective
the nual fraternal
That's when the ide of becomconvention here "That's
•h' Father fir Carrie
future of those who are coming apartment where Linda Edna (Aug. 1-5)
to
passed
the
resolution
Martin,
21, was murdered as ''the to
V a V'
on the scene so uafortified against
get out the voters. The or- —e" the It'.39-year-old lergyman
campus
'
Beatnik
center of t h e ganization
the inn that await them? What are .
marked its Golden Jubi"
they going to do when confronted, university.
"
H
ide entered the Ar
lee with a five day programevents.I
„. shave
in 1942
of rei
a bunch of suspects who ligious,
i
with life's real problems
1"It was during this I e that I
social
and business
I wonder if what has happened I attended parties there lined up
thought seriously shoe becoming
Headquartered at New
to this little community is skin for questioning Tuesday.'
Orleans,priest," he explains, 'I can say
' said
.
tha the Knights
have shout 13,000,I a
.
Ii) what has happened to eemmuni- deiective who asked that his name
definitely
that it wasn a case of
members in 22 states, hut
.ties throughout the nation and the be withheld.
most; war hysteria. After it discharge
.
of the members are centered
Miss Martin was found nude and
world! Is it true that the human
In I in 1945. I applied fe admission
Texas and Louisiana.
of stab wounds Sunday in•
and natural resources have been dying
Ito the seminary.'
•
•
The convention also hacked a' Father Carter was
so displaced by new ideas and vat' ti . ,
rdained a
'
e
civil
rights
bill.
sponsored by Sen.. priest in 1051. lie id mission
ues that life for many is being Kinaie, 27,. a .graduat art student
Patti
Douglas
of
Illinois.
distorted? Maybe that is what is of USC. Kinzie sports the badge
work at High Point, 1. C., before
Bishop Joseph 0. flowers. S. V. he was assigned to the Buffalo
happening to many of our coin.I of the beatnik — a beard.
I
D.,
of
Accra,
Ghana,
church.
addressed
The landmarks are all The detective told James MC.
the delegates. A native of the Father Carter was reared an
fading away and the young, people Namara, news chief of Um
Angeles west
Indies, Bishop Bowers was Episcopalian. Ile wss granuated
stand staring luta a space filled radio station KfAc, that
former
the first Negro Catholic bishop from Tuskegee Institute, Ala., and
with uncertainties and confusion, tenants of Kinzie's
apartment
consecrate
I
d in the United States. studied law at the University of
Tiles our minds wonder hack into house told him
frequent parties He was elevated to the
the st are of the years. Liateing, were held in
hierarchy Michigan. He was harAlzed a Caththe Kinzie apart- . at Ray St. LAMS.
Ii, the voice of the ages. I hear the; ment.
Miss., in msa. olic at the Universal. of Michigan
1 BUFFALO, N. Y. — A Catholic in 1939.

• ••

•

Sidney Polder leaves "Raisin In
The Sun" at the end of August.
Ossie Davis will replace him .
By LES MATTHEWS
, at Randalls Island beginning Aug. Ella Fitzgerald will sing on the
21.
track for the movie "But
sound
NEW YORK — The Pentecostal
The U. S. Court of Appeals has Not For Me" which stars Clark
Assemblies of the World conductgranted bail for Willie Reid who Gable, Carole Baker and Lillian
ed iis 44th annual eight-day conhas been held in the Tombs since Palmer . . . Aug 27, George
vention at Salem M e t h o d i s t
February unded threat of extradi- Shearing and his 17-piece band
Church Aug. 20. The religious
tion tc Florida to finish a 15 year, will make its debut at Basin St,
group is an interracial organizasentence for an assault. Atty.I East which brings up "The Five
tion. Bishop Grimes of the Bronx
Lawrence Cohen ViOn the bail for Spot New York's newest jazz spot.
is the presiding bishop.
Reid who escaped from notorious It's in the Village,

hea.
an
ular
star

•••

Benton, Miss. From left they
are Betty Moore, Hazel Laversa Green and Frances Pearl
Greer, all of Vaughn, Miss.

/
Elijih Poole better known as'
Elijah Muhammad visited Harlem'
Sunday but was not greeted by
as large an audience that met,
I him a few weeks ago. He has
i been getting the business from
i the ucwspapers and the men on,
the street who found out
police record.
1 his
I
•••

is o
suc
COI.

for
still
clu.
ous
thei
sit •
get
for
toe'
Ag
Mo,
trol
bet,

Frederick Goldsboro, 19, met
his 17-year-old wife, Jacqueline,
Oe
and allegedly workit ifedi e to rdeath
ca y
on the subway steps.

mversal Mem ers Earn Dtp omas c
In insurance Management Course

REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE

Moons Trappinan. 38. a Bronx
cap driver and father of two, was
killed in his cab two blocka from
where the Savoy once stood. A
teenager was arrested and charged with the crime.

•

•

•

•

Tyson King 46, Lucy Quick, 36,I
arrested and charged with operat• ing a 'Juice joint' in the Bronx,
and Robert Edwards, 43, and Wit-,
ham Golden. 44, charged with
inciting a riot, have been indict-,
ed oy the Bronx Grand Jury,
•••
Tha. National Supreme Council
Ancient a n d Accepted Scottish
Rite Masons and the Eastern
Stars are conducting their an.
niversarv
at
Brooklyn's
St.
George Hotel. Dr. William J. Fitzpatrick is the sovereign Grand
Commander and Dr. Julia C. Fitzpatrick is the National Grand Matron.
•••
Chemical worker Lloyd C. Hardin, Jr., 26, is held on a charge,
of performing an illegal abortion ;
on his wife, Sarah, in their'
then Institute through their
Brooklyn Project home which recompany's educational pro•
portedly resulted in her death.
gram. They have complated
The couple have two children.
the 10 examinations making
Duke Ellington, Dizzy Gillespie,
up the Institute's course I and
Sarah Vaughan, Chico Hamilton,
U.
Jamal trio, Dakota Staton, and
motto: "PREPARE NOW — AND Chris Connor wil be among the
GUARANTEE YOUR FUTURE.' artists who will appear in the
' three-day New York Jazz festival

I
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BRIGHTER BEALE — Mainly through the efforts of "May'
or" Matthew Thornton, on
Beale, more lights were installed on the famous street
last week. Mayor Thornton
said this still isn't what he

cl
Ri
ol
in.
sy
Pe

had in mind. He wanted Beale
to be transposed into a great
white way. He does concede,
however, that this is a good
beginning, but only the beginTang. (Pit by Withers)

a
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U.S. Choice CHUCK ROAST • • • • LB. 39c
School Day PEAS.........No.303Can 10c
Rosedale Sliced PINEAPPLE
No.2Can 25c.
And Please Don't Forget Those

WONDERFUL QUALITY STAMPS!
Yes Madame,

CHOCOLATE DROP COOKIES

All too soon we find summer on
the wane. In a few days thepitterpatter to the cookie jar will cease.
So, mom, the top secret is that
more than ever the cookie jar
should be ready for after school
raids. Of course, to be popular
with the gang, you the target,
will have to make the best cookies in the neighborhood. Then too,
the gang must always feel welcome if you are to be awarded the
nicest mom in the neighborhood.

11
/
2 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon baking powder
2 ounces (squares) chocolate
cup melted shortening
1 cup brown sugar
1 egg
1 teaspoon vanilla

Let Jack Sprat help you! That
wonderful Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour makes the best cookies ever! Try it today and You
will
see what delieilus. ^nder, tasty
cookies you will have.

Sift Jack Sprat flour, salt and
baking powder together; Melt
chocolate and add to melted shortening. Add sugar egg, milk and
vanilla; then add ingredients. Let
stand ten minutes, drop from teaspoon onto greased sheet. Bake
in moderate oven 12-15 minutes.
By for now,
Jana Porter
JANA PORTER

Catholit Group Work
Call Slaying
Scene Campus To Regtster Negroes
Beatnik Center :I

AN ENJOYABLE Big Star redin show was nreaented recently over
the
Powerful
50,000 Watt station WDIA by
fine talented feature grouts
',attired above. Every week at
11:30 a. in. it's a brand new

show as splendid talent parades before a huge Mid-South
audience. The friendly and capable master of ceremonies is
veteran showman, A. C. Williams, who is deino a won
derful job of bringing talent

from all over the Mid South
to its listeners. This group
known as the "Five T's," are
pictured left to right, John
Buntyn, Spencer
Wiggins,
Marvell Thomas, Percy Wiggins, and Tyrone Smith. If you

or your group would like to
make an appearance on the
Big Star show, contact radio
station WDIA at any time.
Out of town performers are
heartily welcomed.
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Pix Shortage Myth Aids Belafonte?

Sot., August 29, 1959

Producers Think
Distributors On
Blind Alley Run

Increase Of Spectaculars
May Help Sepia TV Guests,

'Raisin In
f August,
him . .
g on the
.vie "But
ars Clark
d Lillian
a George
ece band
Basin St.
The Five
jazz spot.

With the major television chainst year. Many times artists were alheaded by NBC.TV, announcing lowed to go on television for less
an increase in number of spectac- money than agencies wanted. It
ulars for 1960 demand for guest was considered good public Teta.
tions (publicity) for the sepians to
stars is likewise upped.

1

be seen on televisions. And it was.
Certainly Dakota Staton, Dell
Reese and others moved up the
ladder after being seen on television.

With this condition existent it
is only natural that the price for
such starring stints will rise accordingly. And since major roles
for sepia stars is guest-appearing
stints they will naturally be included in the "rise." With numerous requests for guest stars in
their laps the talent agencies are
sitting tight awaitiug chance to
get what they consider right price
for their artists. Agencies like Associated Bookings (Glasier): Shaw
Eartha Kitt who enjoyed a sue- starring piece this fall.
Agency, Circle Artists; William
Morris, Jr.; and others that con- cessful run on Broadway in "Mrs.
Reports from Madison Avenue
trol the "Sepia Market" stand in Patterson" few seasons back is
better spots this season than last due to hit the steal' with another have it that Miss Kitt has already
okayed script for her nest starring
piece to be titled "Jolly's Progress," Needless to say Eartha will
have the tad role.
Since close of "Mrs. Patterson",
its tour and stay on Broadway
Eartha Kitt has been sought for
iciother play along the stem. The
LONDON — What may well be the announcement for such a pro- plays offered were turned down
one of the greatest shows ever to duction. It is a known fact that because Earths did not care for
hit local scene is in the making some of America's greatest Negro
the role she was to portray. How.
according to information released talent is over here, much of it
ever when offered "Jolly's Progearly this week.
idle and itching for chance to perAccording to the rumor a All- form. Now it is surprising to see ress' she agreed to play the role.
•• •
American cast will be assembled European booldes deciding to
for a musical comedy with a well make use of some of the talent. "Jolly's Progress" is a play
known and popular British band There have been a number of something like "Mrs. Patterson"
as the only local entry. The rumor shows appearing here that employ- in that it will be interracial
has gone far enough to name some ed Americans but generally local throughout. The Producers are
of the cast to be included in the artists have been included in the making a bid for another top
show.
cast. This one figures to he all name already listed in BroadNaming names, the rumor in- American with exception of the way's Who's Who to appear opcluded the Peters Sisters, June band.
posite Miss Kitt.
Richmond, Babe Wallace, the Nich•
ols Brothers, the Ravena, a sing•
ing group; Billy Banks, Dave Forsythe, Billy Eckstine who is ex
pected over here soon;; Cook and
Brown, a dance team; Little Buck,
a juvenile dancer who went to
Moscow with Ed Sullivan and
several others not yet named.
Further reports have it that since
several of the acts named are NEW YORK — Billie Holiday be since most of Billie's tunes
managed by U. S. agencies the who died leaving mostly promise were disced several seasons back
WINNING MODELS in the
latter would be asked to supply ad- of money from film that was to is now way of knowing. Nor is
Farm and Fortune Talent
ditional talent not yet on the local be done on her life story in acSearch sponsored by fordo
knowing at this
there
any
way
of
scene.
tual "dollars to be seen may
Records in I.os Angeles are,
There is hardly a surprise in have left royalties due on record- time whether such future money
Was "mortgaged" so to speak durings it now develops.
B. T. HARVEY, long at More- If so, what will become of the ing Billie's non-working days when
house and now at Alabama State, money? Records fail to establish she was in trouble of a sort, Yes,
who was in town for the Allstar Billie left relatives other than an there are a lot of questions being
game Friday is now a radio per. estranged hubby who may or may batted around, none official, about
sonality. — HIS SPORTS PRO- not be in a position to get the Billie Holiday's affairs. We pen
GRAMS are carried over WRMA money. She is said to have been this story as a means of advising
in Montgomery (Ala.) Sunday and buried by her manager. be Gla- those who have written this dc.
station WERD, Atlanta Tuesdays, zer who spared no expense in put- partmett about the matter that
B. T. LEFT yester- ting the star away and would na- hey know as much as we do of
1:15 P.M.
day for Wilberforce to attend the turally be entitled to part of the what goes with whatever, if anyHas parade of the fashion show
National Tennis Tournament will money, if there is to be any in pay- thing, was glee Billie Holiday at
they know as much as we do of spectaculars ended? If so Irby?
he back in Chicago, Aug. 27 for ment.
the Pan American Games. —
Just what the royalties would
According to the rumor an All- From the echoes still ringira, in
halls where they were so fretpently presenter one just about hat to
feel the apparent demise can bird-

HOLLYWooll
'rhe threaten- tntira,i to turn out such films and
ed outbreak between motion pic- one joust wdnder if an "Indies" is
ture producers and distributors prepared to shoot such spectacumay or may not be a myth in the lars. Harry's company has one film
background looms bright clouds on nation's screens now with anfor independent studios like the other awaiting date release. The
one owned by Harry Belafonte.
one being shown, "The World,"
The distrihutors are screaming. The Flesh and The Devil" is not
for more pictures to release. The a costly film as costs go, but is
producers charge it is not more unique amt group appealing. It will
pictures but more hits at smaller hardly reach the record-run stage
terms. Fact is the studio hien are due to its being definitely and
charging the distributors have plainly interracial. The one not
plenty films to release but are yet released, "Odds Against
more or less back-logging whatl morrow" is said by critics to be
they have in hope that their tale, sunerior to "Flesh."
for releasing tha products will be' Indeed it is unlikely that Indies
increased by demand for action substitntes would be able to fill
front the men who produce the a creative "gap" for a very long
pictures,
in
time. Hollywood's major studios
During the cry front distribu- have the tools with which to strike
tors of "shortage" of films the down such a plan and would do so
studios are charging the "short- if the market were threatened.
age" is deliberate. Yes or no the Against Belafonte also is (act that
situation bids fair to aid the "In- his next announced release is to
dies" like llelafonte's IlarBel he a western. Well, westerns have
company.
their places on television hut are
All
''Indies" have to do, hardk, expected to he over sucand this may or may not be a ma- cessful on
nation's theatre screens.
jor request, is to turn out some They generally run
well for short
costly spectaculars to fill in the time hut rarely boast
the long
gap created by what studios call runs that come to
the spectacti"time's-aavaisting," Problem here lars of the "80 Days". "Robe'
of course, is, that millions are re-' and "10
Commandments" class.

Jolly's Progress,'
Eartha Kites Next,
Hits Broadway Soon

•

Hear Europeans Plan
Musical Comedy With
Ail - American Players

Frances Burnett Back
From European Jaunt

•
d Beak
a great
concede,
a good
e begin•

What Will Happen To
Rumored Royalties Due
Late Billie Holliday?

-_

Playboy Festival Just Like
World Series? No, Jr., No

•

like in
on the
t ads,

ing as vaudeville and presentation
shows while live talent lagged,
"The was," as one promoter put
it "a demand for live shows that
everyone could see but the theatre
owners and ballroom manaements." And he points out further," the amateur promoters yaw
direct most of the fashion shows
recognized this lack of something
on part of the professionals and
stepped into the picture with a
bang."
This
season, however, the
theatre owners and ballroom managemants have seen the light. A
few houses like Regal and Tivoli
in Chicago and the Rivieri in Detroit look toe big gamble and
brought stage shows to their
stages. The Apollo, already on the
live show kick periodically, went
into tee promotion of saows wee.:
after we ac thus 'whine a circuit
for touring talent. Next the Howard in Washington moved in; RK0
Orpheum ih Cincinnati, a theatre
in Boston and two or three more
cities have indicated they will return to presenting live shows regularly.
With this combination of decisions working together for a single
cause it is only natural that the
fashion shows, a more or less substitute for theatrical entertainment should be backed off the
scene.
By dollar and cents measurements the fashion show promoters
were not out on. the limb gambling
as theatres are. In case of the
fashion shows a single star could
be brought in for a few hundred
dollars and added le tenet talent
and still pack halls, On other hand
theatres must bring in entertainers costing much more money
with supporting players, many of
whom cost more than the top
stars for fashion shows.
For the fashion show a local
band could he hired at nominal

ly be clue to lack of popularity.
And yet the big ones—the colas
sals appear to be stymied by something. It is quite likely, as some
contend, that the fashion show
spectaculars were brought into be-

to quarter million dollars would j when so many are seen in the
By ROB ROY
'Twas halfway through the re- be a guess but only a few partia ticket line buying admissions to
cent festival staged by Playboy cipated in the "take." The Urban a charity affair we (this corner
deservedly and
junior) are made to feel very
magazine that this scribe had League came out fine,
so, they, the committees and the happy. And that is just what hapa next seat neighbor say to his ,
dacat salesmen worked very hard pened at the "world's series d i
female companion" this is the to make their night a success.
jazz" that netted thousands in
world series of jazz."
The participants, musicians and the Chicago Urban League Fri"Yes," he continued, "the singers the emcees, some good, day, August 7.
crowd, the noise and even the some great and none actually bad ,
The Stadium, Truman Gibson's
music Is just like a world series."' came out even better, financialand financier Jim Norris' Dalatie
The companion not being "hep" ly.
of the cailliflower ear business
to baseball had to be informed
There was a lot of satisfaction' did splendidly, financially that is,!
further "you know, the baseball to this corner aid junior to see
and so did managers of the tachampionship where everybody, so many of their neighbors out
lent that appeared on the three
the players, managers, owners and in support of the Urban League's
day and night festival.
competing clubs take home the cause. Southsiders talk charity,
"Then, Roy and Junior," you
dough—big dough."
plenty if on. the receiving end or
might ask, "where does the rub
But that is not the story. Nay,' just bystanders prohibited by,
come in?" Oh, that? Playboy
junior, nay. There was plenty to odds from getting in line. But
magazine itself. A hazardtake home, junior, perhaps close they do very little donating. So
ous guess would he that when the
festival was over the promoter
didn't have enough of the "take"
left to make change for a 'teenager's lemonade stand. But who
cares?—The promotion was a public relations gimmick of splendor
and certainly good publicity for
the magazine. It should and will
be repeated. And everyone will
be a- happy at conclusion of next
one as they were over this edition, And happiest of all, you can
bet will be Hugh M. Hefner,
Playboy publisher.

!Star Parade
Offers Tops
For Summer

time
is

award. Prizes were trophies
and contracts to appear on album covers.

Will Return Of live'Stagehills
End Fashion Sho way As'Theatre?

•

Si

left to eight, alary Rasp, and
prize; Claudette Brooks, the
%%inner
and Stephannie Ed•
eards who retched t h Ir d

Jet-planing hack into Nee York there doing a spectacular benefit
after four triumphant weeks at show. I also met the Ambassador
Churchill's in London, recording, from Ghana to Great Britain,
artist Frances Burnett happily The shapely, honey-colored staranticipated early 1960 when her let also did several television
plans call for a repeat perform- guest shots—among them, "Cool
ance there and on the Continent. For Cats" over BBC; and with
Jayne Mansfield, song writer Le"I enjoyed a successful en.
! Roy Anderson and Olga James
gagement", Miss Burnett related
(appearing in the London company
breathlessly, "and found the work
of "A Raisin In The Sen"i
pleasant and exciting. As you.
know many top stars appear at over International Televisios
Churchill's and I followed Kay (ITV). Frances taped "Jazz Man's
Ballard, a frequent performer on Diary " a radio show which is sent
the Jack Pear television show au over Europe fog men in the
here. Funny—but I had to go, all Armed Services, and was guest of
the way to London to meet and, Johnay Hartman when he opened
chat with Bob Hope who was at the 'Astor Club.

are

DIZZY GILLESPIE

RED PRYSOCK & HIS ORCH
blows into New York on the 25th
of August for a two-week engagement at Small's Paradise, .
•••
RICHARD OTTO • SARA11 MeLAWER TRIO will begin a two
week stand at So,'e- ' "i s in
Philadelphia from August 24th.

'Porgy 'n Bess
Still Clicks

COMM; KING, above and
Vivian Pryor, right, are two of
Chicago's t 0 p professional
models who did much toward
popularizing fashion a h a ws

as a theatre and night club at•
traction. Both were married
last season hut continued their
modelirg, appearing in many
major cities about the country.

"Porgy 'N Bess," the Samuel
Goldwyn picture running on reserved house kick, is still a solid
click in several cities in this noun.
try and Canada as well.
Picture opened in New York at
Warners and then spread to Chicago, Hollywood and now Canada. It is also being screened in
most of the other cities about the
nation. The Chicago run at Me.
Vickers theatre, now in its second
month looms a fixture for another
seve.i al months.

THE SYMBOLS, exciting instrumental and vocal combo will play
Mutts' Hutt in Pittsburgh for one
week begintung August 31. .
The ERNIE GOLDSMITH OR.
GAN TRIO plays a two-week engagement in Boston at the Big
"AI" front August 31. . .

cost. Not so with the theatres. The
latter nuist include a "name" musical aggregation on its program
if the turnstiles are to click,

DOROTHEA TOWLES, who was
featured as a model in this coon.
try and in Paris as well, won world
acclaim with her unique creations
and modeling know how. Her setivitits were certered around New
York but lashions shoes took her
,
to many cities in America.
V
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So YOU'RE %HE NEW
SALESMAN? I'M
SPARKS!

PLEASED 1'KNoY4
YA
NAttAf.'5
MUT. DuNILI:

II

YES SIR!IOM'S WART 11 COST NIM LAST WAR.°
DOM'aural V4UAI YOU'R.E 009.)1 NOW...SITTING

F.1 A CAcUR. FIVE INOUSANt
WELL
WI
INAT COSI 1HE IASI GUY ta.A0 sAT FOR A CHAIR
LIKE Ivos?
IA —FIVE 'BkOuSAND BUCKS!

ovEtont4
,Tiv!)14,!n

ag-141q4 of Prof. Doodle..

Dear Mme. Chante: I am a ages of 18 and 25 who wants
young man who would like very companionship, security and hap
much to meet a nice young lady. piness. She must be willing t
We have just moved out here and strive right along with me to atI don't know anybody. 1 am 25, lain and keep them, She must also
1
2 inches tall, black hair, be neat, clean and not over 5 feet,
5 feet, 10/
weighing 1.30 lbs., and said to be 5 inches tall, and not weighing
nice looking. I have a real nice more than 130 lbs. Looks, race
job at the postoffice. I would like and color do not matter. I am 31
to meet a young lady between the 4 feet, 7 inches tall, 135 lbs., light
ages of 20 and 23 years old, about complexion. 5628 S. Calumet ave.,
5 feet, 5 inches tall, weighing be- Chicago, 37, III.
•••
tween 125 and 135. I also would
like for her to live in Chicago.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
Will answer all letters and ex- lonely young woman of 22, dark
change photos. Billy Stewart, 8641 complexion, high school graduate,
S. Wabash, Chicago 19, Ill.
5 feet, 7 inches tall, 175 lbs.
•••
Would like to meet someone who
Dear Mme. Chante: I want you is interested in marriage. I am
to kindly publish my letter in your free to travel. Please send photo
column. I am 18 years of age and in first letter. I'd like to hear from
I would like very much to have gentlemen between 23 and 43. Dorpen friends in your country. Would othy Jean Turner, 23 Morntngside
like male and female friends. I Ave., Apt, 30, New York 26, N.Y.
•••
am 5 feet tall, light complexion—
Dear Mine, Chante: I read your
hobbies are baseball, circle ball
and swimming. I shall be happy column every week and I know
to hear from someone soon—will you have helped many lonely peosend photos to those write. I am ple find joy and happiness. I am
anxibusly awaiting replies. Benja- hoping that you can help me find
mine C. Dogba, P.O. Box 65, Mon- pen pals. I am 39, e feet, 5 inches
tall, 190 lbs., have a good job and
rovia, Liberia, West Africa,
a car. Please send photo and I
••
Dear Mine., Chante: I have re- shall do the same. Mr. M. Grant,
cently been discharged from the 2441 Temple St., Muskegon, Mich.
United States Air Force and would
like to make new friends, preferably nice girls between the ages
of 18 and 21. I am 21 years of age;
5 feet, 9 inches tall. Will promptly answer all letters. Gilbert
Poole, 65 E. .7...1th Place, Chicago,

—INSTEAD Or: GOROG Otrf
APTE.R. BUSIWZ.SS!

Fear Another Attempt
To'Whitewash'Bombin

111111117111111111111

WILMINGTON, Del. — Fears of nocence, Col. Ferguson expressed a Reward Information Committee to
have declared.
another attempt to "whitewash" bitterness toward him and Nix, which
offered $900 for information Downing, along with Gilber t
Cie Hayfield case were expressed saying they had hampered the inby concerned Negro leaders and vestigation by refusing to cooper- leading to the solution of the Minnick, 49; Albert L. Reverdito,
chnsc:entiOus Waite citizens alike ate. Presumably, Ferguson was bombing,
32; Raymond Emory, 28, Ronald
this week as the seven white men referring to Nix's refusal to alHenry Therkildsen, 24, and FranUNNAMED INFORMANT
arrested last Friday on charges of low Hayfield to take the lie deteccarrying out a diabotical plot to tor test. Ferguson hinted that the Indications are the award will cis Lyon Conley, 32, were held on
bomb the home of Mr. and Mrs. arrests might have been made go to an unnamed white informant a variety of charges including
George Rayfield were allowed to much earlier if Hayfield and his who revealed the names of the breaking and entering, arson and
post bonds of $5,000 and $10,000 attorney had cooperated.
seven accused suspects to police. conspiracly. The FBI arrested a
each for their freedom.
Negro leaders had a different
Although the seven men are ac- story to tell. They said the ar- At last report, the informant was seventh suspect, identified as Wilcused of leading a campaign of rests would probably never had under heavy police guard against liam V. Charlton, 44, at a motel
terror against the Hayfields, first been made had it not been for the posraible reprisals from friends of tn Venice, Fla. Charlton, a resiNegro family to move into the all- persistent demands of prominent the arrested men.
dent of Collins Park, told arrestwhite suburb of Collins Park, and white citizens insisting that t h e
fag agents he was 'vacationing'
finally setting off a blast which hate bombers be brought to jus- Although some police officials
caused extensive damage to t h e tice. Only last week, a group of and Magistrate Carello described in Florida.
Rayfield house last April, Magis- some 700 purchased a full-page the arrested men as "upstanding
Emory, Police said, is accused
trate Frank J. Carello, jr., who advertisement in the Wilmington family men," it was learned that
of conspiracy with persons not yet
allowed the men to post bail, de- Morning News stating in part:
at least three of them have been arrested in connection with an atscribed the suspects as "family -The tragedy of the day is not
mon all of wh-en 'ay.! 'ratherto- the noise of the bad people, but involved in anti-Negro terror cam- tempt to burn down the Hayfield
fore been considered good citiz- the silence of the good people. We paigns in two Wilmington suburbs home. Therkildsen is charged with
ens."
denounce the violent destruction of including Collins Park.
two such attempts, including the
At the same time. Colonel John a home in Collins Park and we One of them, Melvin Downing, actual throwing of incendiary maI'. eerguson, superintendent of urge our fellow citizens to join us
29-year-old employee of a venetian terial during a disturbance at the
Wjmington State Police, leveled in our appeal to the state governh!...,--;*rast Geoeoe ment to uphold the constitutional blind and sash company, was iden- some late in February.
tified by his neighbors as leader THREE WHITE RESIDENTS
Hayfield. his Negro attorney. Tho- r.ghts of every citizen."
philus Nix, whit and Negro PROMINENT SIGNERS
of recently - organized "citizens
Meanwhile, the feeling among
';ymen, civic organizati•ns
Among the 700 signers were committee" to prevent Negroes white residents of Collins Park
and community leaders who had some of
Wilmington's most prom- from moving into a suburban Wil- was one of sympathy
for the arcontinually demanded 05at t h e inent while
business, professional mington Community near Collins
guilty parties be swiftly appre- and political
rested men, rather than sorrow
leaders.
hended.
for the bombed-out Rayfields.
Lt. Gov. David P. Buckson was Park.
SECOND EXPLOSION
particularly bitter about the ad. QUOTE GOWNING
"The papers — the police—and
The seven men arrested last
said t 'e advertisement
Downing was quoted as saying the churches were, and still ar^
Friday are charged with setting it appear that the state
was not
he served in the Korean conflict against us." one white woman
off the blast which occurred at upholding the
citizens' constituthe Rayfield home last April 7. A lima] rights.
along side of Negro s.o dieer s. said. "It's easy for them and you
second explosion occurred at the One of the untold
features of the "Those n.
.troops were yellow. (newspapers) to say 'love thy
house on Sunday, August 2. The Hayfield case
nethbor" Wait until a Negro
is the behind-the second explosion was so intensive scenes role played
They wouldn't fight. I personally
by C. Douglass
moves next door to you. Your rethat the home had to be condemn- Buck, jr., son of the
former Gov- took care of a couple of those action may even be
greater tharl
ed. Ferguson indicated that some Amor of
Wilmington. Buck, who
n... s in Korea," he is alleged ours."
of the seven men arrested for the continually pressed
for apprehenfirst blast might have been involv- sion of the hate
-bombers, headed
ed in causing the second He said
that police have a second suspect
in the second explosion and that
more arrests are expected in the
near future.
The fear among many Wilmington residents that the case may
be "whitewashed" stems from the
fact that police officials seemed
reluctant last April to investigate
the first blast. Police even '
,inted at the time that George Hayfield might have seen responsIsle
for the first exol;•sion.
Thophilus Nix, attorney for
Rayfield, termed the accusations
"nonsense" and refused to allow
his client to take a lie detector
test. He demanded at the time
that law officraals search for the
real culprits instead of attempting to blame Hayfield.
DIFFERENT STORY
Even on Saturday morning aftALBERT REVERDITO
er the arrests of the seven white
RAYMOND EMORY
men had borne out Rayfield's in'

•••
Dear Mme, Chante: I am 30
years of age, 5 feet, 9 inches tall,
brownskin. Would like a lady between 30 and 40, serious minded,
industrious and possesses the ambition to get ahead in life. I am
very Sincere; like a quiet home
life. All letters will be answered
promptly and willing to exchange
photos. Henry Robin,on, R. R. 3,
Box 43, Leavenworth, Kansas.
*•*
Dear Mme, Chante: I would like
to meet a young lady between the

MRS.

GEORGE RAYFIELD
AND DAUGHTER

THOPHILUS NIX

44lIA1 IN -NE WORLD lS
t MATTER
?
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_
PUT TRASH IN BASKET
VIOLATORS WILL
BE FINED
00

(ED(TOR'S NOTE: This is claiming land and assisting im- which would not be conducive to
the sixth in a series of articles measureably the present govern- agriculture productivity or landby the Rev. Paul E. Turner, ments' policies. The backbone and scape beauty.
pastor of Gregg Memorial AME foundations of any country lies in
Large areas had been cleared,
church in Chicago, who has been its agriculture and Israel is no soil erosion prevented by t h e
on tour in the Holy Land with exception.
planting of trees and the future
the Israel Bond Delegation).
Israel imports a large amount destiny of those parcels of land
JERUSALEM, Israel — One of of her food and through the Na- made secure by this program.
the chief agency's which has used tional Fund she will one day be
The prime minister of Israel
its resources for the r^cov"r- of self sustaining, if the full dream summed up today's mission in
Israel has been the Jewish Na- of this fund is realized.
these words, "The mountains of
tional Fund. This organization was; PROUD OF CHICAtiy
our country still stand naked and
suggested by Professor Zvi Her- Our guide during our tour of Is- pray for the hand of the planter
mann Schapira at the first Zionist rael pointed to trees ansS. other to restore their pristine woods and
Congress. Ile said, "A fun, must projects of reforestation and said, forests. . .We are under no oblibe set up by the Jewish people "this was done by the Jewish Na- gation to accept the heritage of
of the world to redeem the soil tional Fund."
desolation from the past, for it
of Israel.'
It was then I learned, Chicago is within our power to afforest the
Tie Congress was held in Basel, had been represented in this en- waste, to fertilize the sand dunes,
Switzerland in 1807, hut was not deavor by many of its citizens. to dig wells, to exploit the hidden
until 1901, that the Jewish Nation- Richard J. Daley, our mayor, Col. resources, to build and to revive
al Fund actually became a going Jacob M. Arvey, Judge Abraham the dust of the earth, to redeem
organization.
L. Marovitz, Daniel Ryan, presi- its minerals and natural treasuresThe Congress was held primari- dent of the county board, W ii- indeed, this is the true conquest.
ly for Zionism as proposed by ham F. McFetridge of the labor of the land; this, indeed, is t h e 111
Dr. Theodore Herd. However, movement, Dr. T. K. Lawless and great mission which the Jewis:, 11.
this Congress accepted the princi- others who contributed a tree or National Fund is called upon to
ple of Prof. Shcapira's plan. From trees in this forestry.
undertake in our own day."
I announced with pride that I THE LANDS TRADITION
1901 until now this organization
has been busy purchasing land belonged to the family of Chica- Didn't this land produce the
and rightfully claim to be the pio- goans who not only had contri- builder of the temple? (Solomon)
neer of the first move toward the buted but ...ad secured gifts from
Is this not also the land where
establishment of the Jewish Com- others who lived in our commu- David built a tower and hung
monwealth on the ancient soil nity and during the fund raising thereon a thousand bucklers, all
which was inhabited by their fore- dinner deposited these gifts in shields of mighty men and did not
the fund's coffers,
bearers.
this land produce the hest known
Included in the statement of pur- PRESENT MISSION
builder of all time. "Upon this
pose was, "This land shall be forTodcy's mission of the Jewish rock I build my Church, etc. . ."
ever the property of the Jewish Na- National Fund is one of far reachSo, the Jewish National Fund is
tional Fund and shall not be sold ing proportions. We saw land that presently carrying on the rich trato individuals." Here in this had been cleared oy nano, oi dition of the Holy Land to build
phrase was the key to the fund's rons and other undesirable debris and build and build. .
activities, acquire and hold, so
that our children and our children's children will he able to see
the tangible fruits of our efforts.
PRE-ISRAEL STATE YEARS
From 1920 to 1948 was a period
of crisis for the Jewish National
Fund and the community which
was then known as Palestine. The
land acquired by the Jewish National Fund during those 28 years
constituted the basis from which
the boundaries of Israel wefe
drawn.
One of the crises was a white
paper issued by the British Government in 1939, which had two
main provisions. These provisions
were actually restrictions.
One restricted immigration and
the second divided the country. It
was the Jewish National Fund
which fought this and continued
to buy land and establish new
settlements.
DESPAIR THEN IIOPE
In 1947, the United Nations voted to partition Palestine and establish a Jewish state and then the
wisdom of land acquisition came
into full view. The United Nations
followed very closely the lines
which had been drawn by t h e
Jewish National Fund through the THE REV, PAUL E. TUR•
Rev. Turner, alone with other
purchase of land which in many ner stands on a hill looking
members of the Chicago Firs
instances was done without regard
at the city of Nazareth in the
el Bond Delegation, recentli •
to cost or physical difficulties.
Holy Land, the home of the
returned from a tour of the
Today, this agency is still re- world's best known builder.
ltily Land.

C. DOUGLASS BITK. JR
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Abut Poople, Mona
And Problowes

By FRANK L STANLEY
I Manor..

suited and receo e profuse apoloBy NAT TILLMAN
gies.
(Guest Columnisti
On the other hand, thousands of
LOUISVILLE. Ky. — Despite
America's continued efforts to pic- American Negroes are insulted
Subscriptien We: One year. $6; sis menthe, $1.50. (2-yersr special Subscription rate $10)
ture the U. S., as the manifesta- daily, relegated to inferior roles
tion of freedom and democracy to In the workings of the country but
no Tri-Stote Defender Dees Not Take Responsibility ter unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
other countries. the "skeleton in receive no apologies at all. Inthe closet," racial discrimination, stead their intellig,nce is further
Published Ivory Thursday by the Tri-State Defender Publishing Cis Entered as Second
continues to rattle his'dusty bones Insulted by a group of men in
Class Matte, at th• Memphis Pest Office Merck 20, 1952. Under Act of March 2, 11179.
and create "incidents" that rend' Washington who debate violently
er our protestations of right and over a civil right, measure that
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
would aid them and then cooperjustice less than true.
What is doubly pertinent is that ate in chopping the measure to
many of these "incidents" involve bits until all that remains is a useforeign diplomats who happen to less skeleton.
The foreign peop.e. can go home
be gentlemen of color. The latest
of dis.
The eighty-sixth Congress is moving in- political future ahead of him, has had his one occurred in Kansas City when to escape the indicnations
Alaba Kaleiaiye, secretary-gener crimination and prejudice, but we
session
of
first
this
cause
to
as
well
to the shadows of adjournment. Its record way so
at of the Nigerian Civil Service must star and takc it. Fortunateof accomplishments so far is nothing to a strong Democratic Congress to go down Union, was told by the manager ly, there Is nothing that says we
not must take it meekly. Rather than
write home about. Some of the major tasks in the history books as the "Eisenhower of a cafeteria that he was of humbly remain the doormats of
welcome to eat there because
America, It is our right and duty
of the entire first session still remain un- Congress."
his color.
The President has not suffered the ex- When the affront became known. to wage a relentless battle for all
finished. These include the political requirefrom that is due us.
nent for the Senate to enact some kind of pected handicaps of a two-term constitution- indignation was expressed
An election year is just around
high places.
a civil rights legislation, for the Democratic al limitation. It is paradoxical that an over- Ranancet Majumber, vice pres- the corner and it has been unrois
1,
leaders in both houses to agree to some whelmingly Democratic Congress, t h e ident of the West Bengal Commit- takenly proven that the ballot
of the Indian National Trade the most potent weapon of all It
form of compromise with the Administra- strongest since the flood tide of the Roose- tee
Union Congress. a member of the behooves all of us to watch the
tion on a temporary relaxation of the in- velt era, should be too weak or too scared international group with which Ka• circus in Wasningion closet), iix
blame firmly upon whomii
terest rate ceiling on long-term government to push through a single major legislation lejaiye was traveling, stated:this. the
belongs, and exercise our right to
"We feel quite bitter about
of its own concoction and by its own weight. We all deeply resent the treatment prevent their having such power
bonds.
It is almost certain that two other is- What's worse, the Democratic leadership has of Mr. Kalejaiye and feel that this in the nest Congress.
has spoiled our visit
sues of some import to both the White not been able to muster thus far enough incident
here."
President's
the
of
any
House and Congress may be resolved strength to override
George C. Lodge, assistant secthrough compromises satisfactory to the vetoes, though it had logic and public sup- retary of labor for International
Affairs, apologized to Kalejaiye by
President. These are the housing bill and port on its side.
telephone. He issued a statement
has
Eisenhower
Mr.
that
would
seem
It
which he described the incident
in
the interstate highway program.
not being typical of the U.S.
That leaves only the annual last-minute successfully exploited his enforced depar- as"The
overwhelming majority of
January,
in
House
White
the
from
"must," a foreign appropriation bill, which ture
the American people condemn
Senate Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson, 1961, to show the clear absence of any per- such inhospitality," he said.
Sen. Thomas C. Hennings of
will hold back until the end op the assump- sonal advancement of profit. Though there Missouri sent a letter to the Ni.
NEW YORK — Vice President
Republithe
has
he
that
doubt
little
be
can
of
conscious
too
are
tion that the Senators
eerian in which he expressed his Richard Nixon has concluded that
eir legislative responsibility to go home can Party's interest at heart when he speaks apologies and requested that the the social structure in the Soviet
African believe that "such inhos- Union is far more discriminarly with a big appropriation bill still pend- and acts on crucial issues.
pitality is not typical of, nor conSince the Senate failed to override his doned by the vast majority of Mis- tory against the average citizen
ing.,
than anything he had seen in
Other measures already completed but veto of the original housing bill, Mr. Eisen- sourians."
America. The leaders and man- In contrast to Ghana, Guinea, per cent of the
total, are white. sixteen thousand square miles.
himself said he conKalejaiye
needing final touches are the military con- hower may now have the kind of modified siders the incident "an affront to agers live well and aloof.
and Nigeria where optimism pre- Yet the whites rule the country
Wanting some of their land back,
contrast
people
Ordinary
by
and
the
have
of
taken
out
possession of al- the Kikuyu tribe tank up arms
y ee‘,ce,eourunantrt eoyst.
vails, Kenya is an unhappy land
enleS
struction bill, the public works bill, which bill that he wants. With this
were
in
living
in
least
at
poverty,
all
most
the
land,
hest
to
leaving
against the British settlers and,
her visitors from oth"
where whites fear blacks and
I he President may find difficult to sign, the way, there remains only one major item on
have met with the comparison with the average blacks hate whites. Yet Kenya, the native tribes the niost arid through their secret society, the
independent offices bill, the legislative which the President may not have his say, same type of incidents, including American citizen, he thought, ac- too, is a part of the British Em- and hard to cultivate areas known Mau Mau, began a campaign of
cording to Newsweek's Ralph de
branch appropriation and a supplemental and that is because he doesn't give a tink- the mayor of Kingston, Jamaica, Toledano, who traveled through pire. Kenya's coastal strip is a as reserves—and even from this dea,h and terror. Crushed in 1954
land the natives may be moved by the military might of t h
who was refused a cup of coffee
protectorate and the rest is a
money bill. All told, these will end up total- er's damn—that's the civil rights bill.
without notice or consent.
in a drug store here in Louisville. Russia at Nixon's side.
whites, arrested in masses a a ct.
crown
colony.
the
but
enough,
weak
was
His proposal
According to Toledano, here are
The largest tribes are Kikuyu, confined to reserves, the Mau
In each instance, apologies have
ing almost $1,500,000,000 less than the
This
lying
the
on
country,
Equareof
Vice
the
President's
Kainba, and Massai. Many of Mau are no longer openly active.
bill that will reach his desk at the White come posthaste from high circles. some
President's original budget requests.
In one case, President Eisenhow- actions: Though the Soviet Union tor between Ethiopia and Tangan- them leave their overcrowded re- But there is a strong undercurThis thick chunk sliced out of the Ad- House will be so emasculated as to be a civil er invited the rebuffed person to is by no means backward, still yika, runs from the Indian Ocean serves to work under a sort of rent of hate beneath the surface,
to I.ake Victoria and the borders
ministration's budget is being widely ad- rights legislation in name only. We wager Kreakfast with him to soothe his its technology and productive ca, of Uganda. Its climate ranges plantation system for British farm- - and the white farmers must sleep
pacity are hardly impressive by
natural indignation.
era whose chief products are cof- with guns beside their beds.
vertised by the Democrats as a refutation that Mr. Eisenhower will not veto it. This At the same time the same thing American standards.
from temperate in the high platea- fee, tea, sissal, and grain.
John Gunther, in his book "Inspiritual
give
to
only
if
to
us
signed
in
wand
o
be
I
hot
humid
the
WM
bill
of the President's charges during the last
The British have been in Kenya side Africa," says, "No solution
occurs to American-born Negroes Novosibirsk — the Chicago of
its
like
its
lands,
and
scenery
Congressional campaign against the "spend- comfort to the Dixiecrats and win a few every day and no one apologizes. Siberia — appeared to Nixon to climate is varied. There is snow only a little more than 50 years, is possible for Kenya's troubles
living mostly on the high plateaus without African participation."
It is pathetic that visitors to the be one long raw street. running
ers" in the Democratic Party. Nevertheless, votes below the Mason and Dixon line for United States should be accorded for several miles, flanked by at the top of Mount Kenya (high- where the climate is cool, ntlich But race relations there are now
er
in
any
United
than
peak
the
no
GOP.
the
with
Eisenhower,
like that of England. There, the deadlocked. The whites in Kenya
the fact remains that
courtesies that are denied Ameri- apartment houses and office buildr e English settlers have staked out do not intend- to grant the Aril.
cans themselves.
..0464 ings. Behind this facade lay acres States) and along the coast a
regal palms and brilliant flowers. large farms and cattle grazing cans land, education, or political
It is entirely fitting that some of potato fields.
official apology be given to a for- Behind Moscow's imposing Kenya's railroad, built largely meadows on land taken from the equality.
eign visitor who is insulted in this front of broad boulevards and im- by East Indian labor, runs from Africans. This area is called the In public places the color line
ruled:
Court
Supreme
the
Segregation by classrooms threatens the gents,
country. It is doubly fitting when pressive public buildings, the Vice Lake Victoria to the sea through White Highlands, and is so produc- I strictly drawn, In Nairobi, the
"A Negro once admitted to an integrat- the visitor happens to he dark. President found acres of slums. one of the mnst exciting areas in live that there are two harvests a capital of Kenya, neither Africans
calm of the two integrated Little Rock
the world for big game hunting. year.
But what would be even more fitem or East Indians are admitted to
high schools. The new development was in- ed school could not be segregated within ting would be to erase the likeli- He came borne with a suspicion Sometimes from the train windows Only white men may own land hotels, cafes, or clubs. The sitthat Khrushchev's boasting about
the
to
admitted
was
McLaurin
school."
the
Arkansas
hood of such incidents by passing Russia's achievements is based on may be seen not only man-eating there, no about a million Kukuyus u ation is not 14 happy one. There
spired by a provision of a 1958
lions, but enormous elephants, of the region have been crowded is a section of Kenya so beautia sense of uneasiness, for his
state law which was among the miscellany University of Oklahoma to study for a doc- stringent laws.
tall giraffes, and graceful gazelles. into some two thousand square fill that it has been called a para•
As Congressman
Charles C.
segrea
in
sit
to
proband
agricultural
required
industrial
was
but
torate,
that
of anti-integration bills fostered by
Dig,,es pointed out in comments he ems have yet to he solved. In
K..iya's population is six million, miles of unfertile land while less d ise on earth, But at the moment,
arch enemy of the Negro people—Gov. Or- gated section of the cafeteria and the libra- had entered on Congressional Rec- •hese fields, as Nixon saw it, of which only about 60,000, or one than four thousand whites occupy there is hell in paradise.
ry, and in one instance in an alcove off of ord covering the Kansas City inci• Eussia remains decades behind.
val Faubus.
ent, despite the actions of some
a classroom. The court declared that it is enlightened individuals, these type
may
student
no
that
The law provides
line
in
stand
of situations occur frequently to
be forced to attend classes with members the individual's right "not to
Americans.
of another race. The Little Rock school with a Negro or study next to him if he so The city attorney of Kansas City
board at this juncture seems to have no al- wants, but for the state to impose a restric- has ruled that proposed ordinenc- wASIIINGTON — The heads of
es prohibiting discrimination in Africa's
tion is unconstitutional."
three independent states
ternative choice but to obey the law.
public accommodations are not ,__. _
rulthis
from
nave proposed that a conference
assume
to
reasonable
is
It
of
enforcement
that
conceivable
It is
permissible under the city char- oi
be held next year to establish an
classroom prohibition would place undue ing that as long as a Negro is not denied ter. A bill to allow Kansas City ganzation to be known as "The
In
flee
was
choice
this
dematter
beclass
particular
a
in
study
to
right
the
load,
teaching
Community of Independent Afri•
strain on an already heavy
feated in the last Missouri legist 0 say nothing of the chaos that is bound cause of race, or as long as the school board lature after passing the lower can States."
Istiled in a joint communique at LAGOS, Nigeria — The big news it for fear of making an observa- People" are always assured of a
to follow if numerous requests for class- does not try to set up segregated classes, house.
litiga- In Louisville, the same has been the end of Africa's first summit in West Africa today is the an- tion that rubs somebody the wrong reception "befitting their eminfor
ground
legitimate
no
be
there'll
made.
are
separation
room
ence" wherever they happen to
true. The Board of Aldermen re- meet'ng — a four-day conference nouncement from Buckingham way.
wehriic,iopt
_ ehne predaotptS,saanl
This legislative act has not yet been tion. However, it must be borne in mind fused to consider a public accom. ba
Palace that Queen Elizabeth is ex- In this connection, I was inter- light.
local
of
ested in the reaction
saieireed
wniqauell
Li. pecting a baby.
At a public ceremony in the
modations ordinance on the adested in the Federal courts. It is no dif- that separate classrooms for Negro pupils vice
of the Legal Department. upon by Prime Minister Kwame The announcement came as ex- journalists regarding a photograph street recently, I happen to sit on
every
showwhich
Margaret
rent from the Oklahoma law passed to is not integration, but segregation in
Princess
of
Meanwhile dark visitors in Kansas Nkrumah of Ghana, President Se. tensive preparations were underthe fender of a black sedan to get
in Por- a comfortable view of the proceedprevent classroom mixing of the races, and sense of the word. This is just as intolerable City, Louisville, and other sections kou Toure of Guinea and President way in Ghana, Liberia, Sierra Le- ed her swimming in a pool
be re- of the country are sometimes in- William V. S. Tubman of Liberia. one and Gambia to provide a his- tugal. It was not very revealing, ings and a uniformed officer rushwhich was declared invalid. In the case of as segregation by buildings and must
but it was a sneak-picture which
in a fright. He was very
unissinsinsissusismussussisississuinsinssisinsausisssississisiiisississusississisisii toric welcome to the Queen on some enterprising photographer ed' up and
sisted.
McLaurin Vs. the Oklahoma Board of Refriendly, but he told me
polite
her proposed West African tour
the heavy guards that it was terrible mistake to sit
this fall. The Queen and the Duke got despite
area.
on the fender of the car which
were scheduled to fly to Ghana on around the
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With the theme of "Medicine—A
November 12 for a I7-day visit. The photograph was sent out by bore the seal of some government
of the 24th Ward seek the servicconferLifelong Challenge," the
She was to open the Ghana parlia- an agency to newspapers in many functionary. I had not noticed the
es of Mr. Flory in the conduct of ence is expected to attract nearly
Commonwealth countries and so little seal in front.
ment on Nov. 13.
their affairs?
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invitation of the Queen to discuss
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ciple" does not obtain in politics. World Medical Association, World
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don't
experienced
on the Many of these so-called educated
In other words, you just
' Dear Editor: I
Health Organization, Council for
house guest of the Queen on Aug- There was no disposition
part of anyone around here to use Britons, the university trained
quite a few chuckles while read- a Negro in as office of power International Organizations o f
ust It and 12.
he
because
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responsibility,
it.
log the audacious letter reatine and
Sciences and the Internamen, seem to have an enormous
The stories in the French press
of Medical
question of roy- conception of their own worth.
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she was touring Canada have been alty, the British have a highly English education is well suited
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To Love And To Cherish . . . .

Enchantment, Beauty Mark Fashionable Rodgers-Hale Vows:Taking

•

dalk

• CHICAGO'S FIRST families were in the elite and fashionable crowd
from all sections of the country wllich recently witnessed the enchantingly beautiful and impressive double ring ceremony uniting socially prominent families of the mid-West and South when piquantly lovely Betty
Jane Rodgers became the bride of Toussaint L. Hale, jr., of Birmingham,
Ala. Their vows taking characterized by simplicity, dignity and elegance
was an event of social significance and was solemnized in picturesque
and fashionable St. Mark Methodist church. The minister, the Rev. Damon Young read the marriage servicei The radiant bride and her hand-

,ome groom are flanked by members of the wedding party. They are
(from left) Misses Dorothy Brooks of New York City, Elise Hawkins,
Chicago; Mrs. Artholian Freeman, Washington, D.C.; Misses Cynthia
Cole, Chicago; Johnnie Murphy, Charlotteville, N. C., bridesmaids and
Mrs. June Everett. Buffalo, matron of honor; J. Richmond Pearson,
Birmingham, Ala., best man and John Wilson, Thomas Picou, Siegal
Young, all of Chicago, who served as ushers. David Rodgers of Altedena,
Calif., the bride's brother and William Quash of Chicago, who also served as groomsmen. are not shown.

• LEAVING THE ALTAR, breathtakingly
beautiful with its profusion of all white flowers, palms and greenery
and an artistic arrangement of stately candelabra holding lighted
white tapers, lovely Betty
Jane Rodgers Hale and her groom walk forward
arm in arm into a shining future. Exquisite arrangement of
flowers and greenery caught with
huge white satin bows festooned pews
of St. Mark Methodist's new
church home at 85th st. and St. Lawrence
ave., in Chicago.

Historic St. Mark
Crowded For Nuptials
By MARION B. CAMPFIELD
• STATELY WHITE gladioli and delicate white baby
mums in gleaming standards graced the candlelit altar at
St. Mark Methodist church to provide a charming and enchantingly beautiful frame for the impressive double ring
ceremony which recently united two socially prominent
families of the mid-West and the South.
With an artistic arrangement of ferns and greens enhancing the beauty of the nuptials decor, petite and radiantly lovely Betty Jane Rodgers and handsome Toussaint
L. Hale, jr., of Birmingham, Ala., exchanged vows and
rings before the Rev. Damon P. Young, St. Mark's distinguished minister.
• AN ELABORATE five tiered wedding cake
flanked by stately
The picturesque new home of historic and fashionable
white tapers in silver candelabra encircled by fern
and topped by a miniSt. Mark was the perfect setting for the ceremony witnessature bride and groom under an arch and sprays
of lilies of the valley.
ed by a capacity crowd from Chicago's elite set, attesting
dominated the bride's table at the reception which
immediately followed.
to the prominence of the principals and their families.
Thousands of friends of the principals and their
families extended best
Hundreds of late comers waited outside all during the brief
wishes and congratulations as the couple received
in the charming and
ceremony, characterized by dignity and solemnity.
spacious home of the bride's parents in exclusive
West Chesterfield. BetThe bride is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. David C.
ty Jane and her Toussaint oblige photographers
before performing the
Rodgers of the exclusive residential area of West Chestertraditional cake-cutting ritual.
field. Her parents are prominent in professional, social and
civic circles. Dr. Rodgers, who has practiced in Chicago
since 1923, attends St. Mark and is a member of Omega
Psi Phi fraternity. The groom's parents are the Toussair.
L. Hale's of Birmingham's social and professional set.
Pre-nuptial music "Because" and "Through the Years"
was sung by Calvin McAdory with Walter Gossett at the
organ. "The Lord's Prayer" was a soft musical background
for the ceremony.
EXQUISITE BRIDAL FINERY
Ethereal in an exquisite bridal gown of delicate
white silk organza over satin, petite and pretty Betty
Jane was given in marriage by her father. The gown was
fashioned with rounded neckline embroidered with seed
pearls and crystal beads. A silk satin sash accentuated the
high bodice. Caught in a bow in the back, its streamers
fell into the chapel length train.
She chose white shortie gloves. A Mary Queen of
Scots cap with re-embroidered lace secured the sheer fingertip illusion veil. The bride carried a pearl encrusted
prayer book covered with a white orchid and lilies of the
valley. Tiny teardrop pearl earrings, matching a single
• THE FUTURE stretches ahead and Mr. and Mrs.
teardrop pearl on her Mary of Soots cap, were her only
Toussaint L. Hale's
faces mirror the happiness before them as they smiling
jewels.
receive the admiring glances of thousands who witnessed their marriage.
The white and green floral decor of the church was
Hundreds of
late corners waited patiently outside the church for
picked up charming fashion by the bridesmaids who wore
a glimpse of the
newlyweds and their wedding party as they emerged and
Avenue green sheath dresses of silk satin faille. A chiffon
got into a fleet
of
autos waiting to whisk them away to the lavish
cummerbund of the same lovely hue encircled the waist
reception. Betty Jane
is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. David C.
and a panel of satin faille fell from the back of th..
Rodgers, socially prominent
,V Chicagoans
. The groom's parents, the senior Toussaint
neckline to the hem.
L. Hale's are also
prominent in Birmingham's social and professiona
Green satin opera pumps accessorized their gowns
l circles.. (Photon by
Guthman Studios),
and they wore tiny yellow hats of wire veiling. Attending
the bride as bridesmaids were Mrs. Artholian Freeman, of Darryle Rodgers, nephew of the She
wore a tiny hat of flowers and were
Washington, D.C., a high school and college classmate of bride from Altedena. Calif., was leaves, pink flowered earrings Hot beautiful.
and cold hors d'oeuvres,
a miniature copy of their sarto- and an
orchid corsage. Both moth- sea foods served from a sculpturthe bride; Misses Dorothy Brooks, New York City, Cyn- rial array.
ers were escorted to their seats ed ice creation in the form of a
thia Cole of Chicago, college classmates and Elisa Haw- "SOMETHING OLD"
in the church by the head usher, fish, finger sandwiches, assorted
kins, also of Chicago, a long time friend.
"Something old" were the pil- David Rodgers, jr.
dips and chips, relishes, and a
lows the bride and groom knelt HOSTESSES
Miss Johnnie Mae Murphy of Charlotte, N.
basket made of spun sugar, spilC., another on during
Hostesses
were
the
ceremony.
Mesdames
They
Son- ling petit fors and an
and high school classmate, served as matron of
assortmentl
honor. were those used by the late J. ya Cameron, Paul It. Gibson, of chocolate eclairs, fruit
tarts,
Miss Johnnie Mae Murphy of Charlotte,
N. C., another Ernest Wilkins anti Mrs. Wilkins Dione Dickerson Brown, who also delcoes, and other sweets.

•

• IN HER WEDDING gown of elegant silk organza over taffeta Mrs.
Toussaint L. Hale, jr. is a portrait of demure beauty and grace. The
regal creation dramatic in its delicate simplicity and exquisite beauty
is fashioned with rounded neckline embroidered with seed peark and
crystal beads. A silk satin sash accentuates the tiny waistline and
high
bodice. A Mary Queen of Scots cap with embroidered lace and
a finger
tip veil of illusion fashioned the striking headpiece, the jewels
are tiny
tear drop pearl earrings. She is clasping a pearl encrusted
prayer book
covered with white orchid and liliea of the valley,
r

college classmate.
matching the color of the brides- during their wedding 37 years ago, entertained the bride aid her at- The tables from which these inAUNT CREATES HEADPIECES maids' dresses were little Misses and also were used by their two tendants at a luncheon at the Well viting morsels were served were
Their attire differed only in the Rosaline Allison, daughter of Dr. sons, J. Ernest jr., and Julian of the Sea in the Hotel Sherman; visions of pure enchantment and
headpieces which were deep and Mrs. James M. Allinn, jr., Wilkins when they were married. Mrs. Brooks Johnson, Miss Roch- the service was superb. Carrying
orange leaves appliqued on the and Andrea Cameron, daughter of The Rodgers' charming and elle Reed, Miss Yvonne Bowman, out a color scheme of yellow and
spacious home provided a graci- all of Chicago.
veiling. The hats were designed Mrs. Sonya and Andrew.
white, the main service table was
and created by Mrs. Bes5.ie Wells, The groom was attended by J. ous setting for the reception. In charge of the guest hook was covered by an elegant white lace
About
1.000 guests passed the re- the bride's sister, Mrs. Joseph A. cloth
Richmond Pearson of Birmingthe bride's aunt.
over a yellow underskirt.
The maid and matron of honer ham, Ala , a college and law ceiving line to offer felicitations. Bowles jr. Also assisting at the Yellow fug' mums and white glaT'troducing
the line was Mrs. reception were Mesdames Benja- dioli were the
carried green satin muffs cover- school classmate, who served as
center of interest.
ed with bronze roses in contrast best man Ushers were David C. James M. Allison, gracious and min Clanton, T. .1. Cole, N. Al- Fall fruits were an
added accesstately
in
an
fred
exquisite
lace creaDiggs, John Feaman, A. L.
to the yellow roses which cover- Rodgers jr., of Altedena, Calif.,
tion. Mrs. Rodgers enhanced her Foster, C. E. Jamison. A. E. sory touch, decorating the base
ed those carried by the brides- the brides brother; Thomas Pithe
of
silver
punch howl which
charms in a stunning Dior origi- King, Pearl Rawlings, James E.
maids. Mrs. William Sutton creat- cot], Siegal Young. John Wilson
dominated the buffet table. The
nal
of
blue
chiffon
Stamps,
over
C.
taffeta,
W.
Wells,
H. V. Wil- bride's own
ed the muffs and decorated ta- and William Quash, all of Chicatable, holding the
with rounded neckline and back burn, .1. Ernest Wilkins and
Miss
bles on which gifts were displayed go.
panel which fell to the hemline. Erna Nelson. Mrs. Louise Murray magnificent five-tiered Corinthian
The
groom and the groomsmen
during the reception which followwedding cake was also accented
She wore an orchid corsage and was in charge of the
wedding.
ed in the home of the bride's par- wore summer formal attire,
by silver candelabra and yellow
her Jewels were pearl necklace
white
single
Creating
breasted
her own magic of cul- fugi mums and gladioli. Chamone button
cOis.
and earrings.
inary art. Mrs. Margaret Brown pagne was
Adorable little flower girls in jackets with blue-black trousers. The
served throughout the
bouffant frocks of yeDow silk or- Their boutonnieres were white in a groom's mother was lovely unveiled for the inner delight of reception hours.
pink lace sheath with scal. the
guests three feast tables of
ganza adorned with green sashes earaalions. The little ring bearer, loped
neckline and bag to match. delicacies as delicioue
as they

oeuvres.
iculpturrm of a
assorted
and a
ar, spitcortment.
it tarts,

these Med were
lent and
Darrying
llow and
ible was
site lace
derskirt.
hite glainteresL
.c1 acreshe 'use
which
>le. The
ing the
minthian
accented
I yellow
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9:30 P.M. — "It looks good."

Midnight: "It's obvious I con't win."

11 P.M. — "There's still a chance."

'We Won Everything
But The Election'
By L. F. PALMER, JR.
-We won everything but t h e
election."
The intent, young man speaking
was Russell B. Sugarmon, jr. A
cluster of newspapermen, on-thespot radio, TV and news reel men
encircled him as he chose carefully from his incredibly large treasury of words.
The clock on the wall moved on

WEARY ATTORNEY HOOKS faces newsmen.

•

•

past midnight. Empty coke bottles compelled to give the Negro true
stood everywhere like soldiers at representation in governmental
attention. The floor of Volunteer affairs. And those white men who
Campaign Headquarters on Hens- feel for the Negro have been
phis' famous Beale street was emancipated. Now they may come
Practically carpeted with discard- forth from their underground and
ed literature and balled-up bits of freely express their thoughts on
Paper. Smoke from hundreds of racial injustice."
cigarettes and cigars lingered
And litle Laurie Sugarmon sumheavy in the air.
med up the whole experience on
"I guess it's ubvious I'm not go- the final radio interview of t h •
ing to win," said the young man hectic night:
who had scared white Memphis
"My husband is not the loser,"
into a mental panic.
she said. "The City of Memphis
DOG HIS STEPS
is. Memphis has lost a strong, senNewsmen had ben dogging h i s sitive,
qualified man. He would
every step for 30 to 45 minutes have
made a great public servbombarding hint with one question: ant."
-Are you ready to concede defeat?" Stubborn and ever hopeful,
the Harvard trained lawyer held
out as long as he could, looking
and listening for the votes he needed to shove him into office as Commissioner of Public Works.
An hour-and-a-half earlier, t h •
handwriting on the blackboard
spelled certain defeat for AttorneyMinister Ben L. Hooks, candidate
for Juvenile Court Judge; Eliehue
Stanback, seeking the 'fax Assessor's spot; and the Revs. Henry
C. Bunton and Roy Love who were
after seats on the Board of Education.
Sugarmon, the young man whose
name was anything but sweet to
white Mempluans intent on keeping Negroes out of elective offices,
fingered his black, horn rimmed
eyeglasses, talked with his energetic and attractive wife, Laurie, by
his side.
"I gave it all I had," he said.
"But this is not the end. It's the
beginning. The Negro cannot afford to allow this political momentum to run down and I'm a
Negro."
LAUDS UNITY
JESSE
He said that the tremendous
unity shown by Negroes in t h •
campaign can only show the city
that the colored citizens — almost
40 per cent of the population—.
are a group to be reckoned with.
"We've already started plans to
keep the Volunteer organization
alive," he said. "We are now recognized as a potent voting bloc
and we intend to grow stronger."
There were only a few folks at
Volunteer
Headquarters
now.
When election returns first started
coming in, the former insurance
office was jammed with well wishers. The three phones jangled incessantly. Radio men kept live
broadcasting going; photographers
popped bulbs all over the place.
And a busy corps of statisticians
huddled over figures and kept the
latest returns tallied on ahuge
blackboard.
At first the smell of victory
trailed into the nostrils of Negroes
hungry for success in what they
had termed a "Crusade for Freedom." Not since Reconstruction
days has a Negro held office in
this city of the blues.
But as the clock ticked and the
count mounted, the truth began
slowly to materialize. One TV announcer happily shouted: "Everybody elected tonight is going to be
whitel"
WANDER AWAY
Slowly the tired, depressed, puzzled Negroes began to wander
away from Volunteer Headquarters, headed to their beds to dream
about a freedom they could not
had kept Memphis down in
Dixie.
Candidate Hooks saw the election this way:
"White citizens responded to
daily newspaper pleas in one of
the greatest demonstrations of bloc
voting this nation has ever seen.
People were afraid of the Negro
and they betrayed their favorite
sons—the candidates they r e a Ily liked—to get on the bandwagon
and defeat the Negroes."
U. George lee, veteran M • m•
phis politician who engineered the
Volunteer campaign:
, "Memphis government is bow

-411

TURNER trouble shooting for Volunteer candidates.

They
tasth
ee

REV. HENRY BUNTON checks figures with radio man.

Photo bottom right by Billy Duncan.
All others by George Hardin.

at work.
MRS. SUGARMON (WO watches tabulators
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Mr. J. W. West Is visiting his TO JOIN PARTY
son and family, who live in ChiMrs. Will Bonds and Miss Mary
cago. They are Mr. and Mrs. Em- Frances Tousant will join the parmett West and family.
Rev. J. K. Green left for Gary, ty, and the family will have a
Ind., where he will attend the get-together in honor of Mrs. Wyrick.
funetal services of his cousin.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Muldrow
Mrs. Mae Orita Wyrick and
daughter Deborah Jane of Mos-- and sons of Chicago, Ill., were
kegan Heights, is visiting her aunt over night guests at the home
and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Will of Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Jeffers.
Bonds. Mrs. Wyrick, for a number Mr. Muldrow and Mr. Jeffers
of sears taught in the Forrest City were war buddies while they were
school system before leaving to in the Navy.
make her home in Muskegan Hgts•, Miss Loretta Johnson of CleveMich.
land, is visiting her family and
Mrs. Wyrick and daughter left many friends. At the present Miss
for Holly Grove where she will visit Johnson is making her home in
her parents.
Cleveland.

MARJORIE I ULEN

Miss Charlene Warren, hat re.
turned home from Nashville,
where she studied at Fisk university during the Summer. Miss
Warren Is the music instructor at
the Lmcoln senior high school.
SPORTS
The Lincoln Tigers will play
their first game next Saturday
night against tee Douglass Red
Devils.
Mr. and Mrs. Cap Bohannon
have as their house guests Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Bohannon and son of
Detroit, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Edmonds welcomed their first born
child, who arrived last week at
the Foisest Memorial hospital. The
baby and his mother are now at
home on Scott ave.
The Nacerima club held their
monthly meeting at the home of
Mr. and Mrs Ben Anthony of Marianna, Ark J. B. Clark is club
president.

That Summer's doing its 'swant Tri-State Bank, who now lives in
ong' can be attested to the scores'San Francisco, where she is a
•
of vacationers who were wending teacher.
Robert and Jim Etta Lee stoptheir way back to Memphis — via
highways, byways and flyways .. ped off in Memphis from their
rigid schedules trip to Cincinnati, Ohio and Wil- •
back to their
s
berforce. In Cincy, they were the
at living.
TOP CLUB LEADERS—Some
session, Sunday. Augest 2-4.
sissippi; Mrs. Peachie C.
accounts
several
received
SaMrs.
sister,
guests of Jim's
We've
of the top women leaders
From left they are: Mrs. MarJackson, corresponding secLabor day doesn't have to mean well into Indian summer.
.
.
.
trips
gay
recentand
who
rah
Moyse,
had
Wells
interesting
of
rem gathered recently for
garet L. Martin, NSR; Mrs.
retary of Va., Mrs. Loueila
the end of such fun-loving activThis is the time of the year,
ly returned home following h e r
and here they are:
the Southeastern Association
Juanita T. Peyton, state presGoff, Va.; Mrs. Camelia 0.
ities as the backyard barbecue, with the heat of the
C
Summerwhetsia
past,
of Colored Women's Federa•
Following Mrs. Callie Stevens' trip with the Memphis YWCA
ident of Va.; Mrs. Ruby Stutts
Dance. Va.; and Miss Ida
the picnic in the park or the patio when the cool September
airi
Cuba
Nassau.
to
and
group
univerYork
tion
New
held
three-day
club
their
Lyells,
at
period
state president of Misstudy
Goff, of Va.
party. For many the fun continues sparks our activities
and
she and her husband, Here they visited Mr. and Mrs.
sity
our appetites.
George, attended the Funeral Di- Lawrence Lee and James Wells,
To go along with September
rectors' Convention in Chicago and Sr.. their parents. Accompanying
By GAY PAULEY
barbecuing, the home economics
stopped at the world-famous Sher- the Lee's were their nieces, PaNEW YORK—A girl's face may
of R. T. French company, Rochman hotel, where they entertain- tricia and Adele Walker, who now,
suite
reside with the Lee's in Scotlanded with cocktails in their
ester, N. Y. have developed some be her fortune. But many of us
La., where Robert is famed '
for several people whom Meminteresting barbecue sauce uses'females aren't collecting any in.
coach at Southern university and
phians might know.
that will add flavor and taste to terest on the principal.
Among those attending the Stev- Jim Etta, a social worker.
outdoor eating.
Ainslee Arenas, for 25 years a
ens' party were Mr. and Mrs. However, before returning to
For a patio party, they suggest . beauty technician, teacher and
NEW YORK — Lady pioneers; eventual conformity.
Pittsburgh,
Frederick
of
Louisiana
to join Robert, who had'
William
no longer wear petticoats. They're. When the airways first announc- makine, so an easy tomato aspic lecturer, says that neglect cuts
Pa.; Mrs. Mary Cole, Miss Jessie to get back to football practice.
"investments." A
in Bermuda shorts.
ed the proposed change, a howl of by softening one envelope unflav-'steadily into our
McGinnis, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jim and Alma Booth hied over
good skin needs the same careful
The first airlines stewardess to protest went up from stewardesses ored gelatin in 1.3 cup water. DisWashington, Mr. and Mrs. Thom- to Pine Bluff, Ark., to spend a
solve in 1 1-4 cups hot tomato watching we give the bank ac.ç aPCARL:OTTA STRI*1401&"" 1, don the Bermudas as an official and crew alike.
as Marks, Mr. and Mrs. Carl couple of days with Margaret
But the airlines president, Har- juice. Stir in two tablespoons bar- count.
uniform announced that shorts
Dodson, Mrs. Ruby Ingersoll, Mrs. Herndon Spearmau in her beauti- Dear Carlotta:
suade her to make the change?
are more comfortable than suits old L. Graham Jr., insisted that, becue sauce and chill in individ- "All babies have beautiful
Helen Hall, Mrs, Lois Gladney all ful new home .,while "Bo," Mar- My wife and I have been marskins," she said. -But what hapof Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey garet's husband was out of town, ried three years, and her mother lam afraid! won't be much aloft and she hasn't been pinch- the Bermudas were typical of ap-I ual molds until firm.
parel in the sub-tropical isle and,1 Barbecued cole slaw, a new pens as we grow up and older?
ed yet by an ardent male.
•••
Lowe, Washington, D. C.; Edwin
is an obstacle to our happiness. help. Persuading older people to
The stewardess is Miss Carolyn since Bermuda was the companyi twist to an old favorite, was also It is a combination of neglect and
Baker of Oakland, Calif.; James Visiting the L. B. llobsons and She is 70 and as selfish a woman leave their homes ie almost
a Cameron,
a native of Douglaston,,I base, the shorts were altogether developed. Jutt combine four physical condition — diet and genTate of San Diego, Calif.; Mr. Dr. and Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite as I have ever heard of. Peggy, hopeless task, and if you
force a
: tablespoons barbecue sauce with eral health.
Canada, and cute enough to stop fitting.
and Mrs. H. D. Wilson of Shreve- were Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lavend-I my wife, and her father bought a move, the resultant
unhappiness
. Cleanliness is a basic rule. The
Pilots and other crewmen's pro- V2 cup
traffic anywhere.
port, La.; Stinson Woodward of er of Detroit, Mich., with their house. When he died the mother for all concerned might make
mayonnaise used. Toss with
you
skin has an oily surface. Dir.
sloghi avee won to date—they still shredded
Spartanburgh, S. C.; Taylor C. DJ children, Regina and Cynthia and sold the place to Peggy, with the
"The
cabbage.
first
flight
Season
from
to
Bermuda
taste . sticks to oil. Bacteria
wish fervently that you had let
are flying the New York-Baltibreed i
Hayes, Elijah Williams a n el. Joe, jr. Mrs. Lavender is the form- provision that she would be looked matters
to
Nassau
with
celery
was
the
salt.
hardest,"
said
stand.
more-Washington-Bermuda-Nassau
dirt. So: Pimples and blackheads.''
James Roberts of Memphis, and er Rita Braithwaite, one of the after for the rest of her life. Peggy I do
the
freckle-faced,
110
pound
stewFor a budget stretching treat,
thing you should take over
runs in standard blues with long
original SEC's ... and Jee 's wouid have
Miss Ainslee, as she is known
several others.
cared for her mother her utility bills, and pay them di- ardess. "One look at my knees and pants.
French's home economist sugin the cosmetics industry, believes
The Stevens were also guests 'at Mrs. L. B. Hobson's brother. The
rectly to the company. In that way I thought, 'Oh Lord, I need more
Friendly persuasion so for has gests removing the casing from a in skin "maintenance." "If you
a fabulous party held in the pent- trip of these former Memphians My mother.in-law has now spent
you will at least be saved the an- suntan.' "
gotten most of the girls into the 3-pound piece of bologna.
allowed them to see the Eddie all the insurance money of
house of the Shermans.
maintain," she said, "you don't
her noyance of paying the same bill
Not all of Eagles' stewardesses new uniform; but one stoutly holds
Brush with barbecue sauce.,have to rebuild. But some women
Mrs. Josephine Bridges is back Scotts in Buffalo. N. Y., Mrs. late husband, but
she is in good twice. I doubt very much if either have converted, or been convert- out on grounds she just isn't built
Cook on your rotisserie or electric take ten years to get a mess, and
from California, where she was Lavender's sister Louise .. . and health, receives
social security and you or your wife would he entire- ed, although the airline hopes for for shorts.
spit for 20 to 30 minutes at low expect miracles in a week.
the houseguest of Xernona and to visit in Nashville with another some
rent, with no expense attach. ly happy with her mother in the
Ed Clayton of Los Angeles (lie's brother and family, Mr. and Mrs.
or medium heat, brushing with It's like dieting. You put on
wants more.
house.
Jet's West coast editor.)
Sam Lavender.
additional sauce occasionally. those pounds over a long period.
ed. We pay expense. But she The old lady definitely has a
Among the highlights of her Mrs. Carlee Bodye is back from
Slice and serve open-face sand- They don't disappear overnight."
delightful trip was a ski-plane trip her recent trip which took her to We have tried to get her to live mind of her own, and she isn't likewich style on French or Italian "This thing of sleeping in cold
with us to cut expenses but she ly' to lose her dominant habits just
to Catalina Island ... she attended Chicago . . . and Marion
bread with tomato slices and on- cream all night is ridiculous,"
pride;refuses. My mother - in - law' dy moving. Moving would
be much
a posh brunch at the showplace es-has returned from her studies at
ion rings.
i takes the money we give her for more of a disturbance
1 she said. "After 15 minutes, your
late of Mrs. Carrie Rencher — Chicago U.
t h a n
beArnhdarbT
1 utilities and spends it on other! very carefully, and see if
do-it-yourself
had
net beenit. O rgivingi
maybe t daily20, if you
•ryto
y.uhercuedones
ryseeulf eiSielphtte let.
m , shkei
who inherited a quarter of a mil• ••
you NEW YORK — If your child' "The child is in much the
I
same
have
'things, knowing that we will meet I won't come to the conclusion
lion dollars from a white recluse Visiting Miss Angela Owens
that stam mers, speak slowly when you position as the beginning
and, the necessary bills. She can give, your mother-in-law.
student each guest grill his own ha rbe-'hrieetinn.
millionaire . . . was guest at a her parents Mr. and Mrs. Wil-,
where she is address him or are talking with•
. I
who is learning a foreign language cued shrimps. Marinate cooked "Start skin care before you need
good reason for not living'
1much less of a liability than she
party given by Dorothea Faulk- liam Owens at their
South Park-1 us, Is there anyway we
in
his
hearing.
and can make nothing out of a run- shrimp in a mixture of 1 cup bar- '
can per-would be in your spare bedroom. e
It. After 30, daily cleansing and
ner who is the social. editor of way home was Ernest Simms of —
Most children catch t h e i r nin g conversation," said
lubrication are a must. They will
' Dr. }mete.. sauce andsalad
The Eagle ... and another party Detroit, Mich,
1-4 cup
Mr. Simms is a
speech,"
said
Dr.
C.
S.
Bluemel,
Bluemel,
gives by Hildegard Bostic.
, oil. Refrigerate until ready for keep you ten years younger look'59 graduate of the University of
a Colorado phychiatrist, "In much
Among the Memphians she en- Michigan . . .
ing than you are. At 50 you'll look
And while the child is perform- use.
and is the son of
the
same
way
as
they
catch
meacountered were Mildred and Os- Mr. and Mrs.
ing the feat of catching a Ian- Then, let each person spear 40., at 60. you'll look 50. I think
Lasto Simms of Deales
—
by
being
expocsed
to
it."
car Crawford who also vacationed troit.
guage, any excitementover-sti mu• hiss own shrimp on a skewer and the gain is worth the trouble."
in California • . and Leon Sy'.
But in such an exposure, accord' lation or fatigue can temporarily conk
•••
over charcoal until golden' The beauty authority says that
vers — a relative of Georgia Rose On
to
the
psychiatrist, the child does upset his speech, the psychiatrist brown,
each skin has its own special pro
the sick list at E. H. Crump
Sylvers. who is now recording and hospital
not
hear
divisions — spaces — be- warned.
lems, and every cosmetics counteW
are Mrs. Effie Flagg, who
slated to go to Russia with the is
tweet!
words,
as a rule. The Even wtihout these causes, it is
is stocked with creams and lotions
recuperating from a recent
first hears words with unmistakEd Sullivan Show.
words rimtogetherlike this.
illness
. and Mrs. Thelma Dur"neutral" during early years of able clearness. Then he remem- to fit your type. The general types
; Betty and Leroy Young motored ham.
Also, Rose Nell Iles has been,
speaking for a child to halt, re- bers the words. Then, in the realm are dry and oily. She suggested a
to their former hometown, Phila- leveled
with an unexpected illness
peat and backtrack, Dr. Bluemel of psychological, he thinks the "balanced diet" of lubricant first.
delphia, Pa. . . stopping off in
which will keep her out of post
non-drying astringent second.
said.
Cincinnati. Ohio, where they visit- at
words.
Carnes School for several LANE COLLEGE
I Young skin doesn't need a heavy
Stuttering, according to the psyState hospital were the guests of
ed Rev. St. Julian and Adrienne
; But not until then, said Dr. Blue- lubricating
weeks. We wish them all a quick
The Summer Convocations for the Federated Colored
cream, she said. Ths
chiatrist, is nothing more than
Simpkins and Mrs. Vivian Conley. recovery.
Women's
mel, can he say words properly. II skin "over
We were sorry to learn graduates was held on the campus
45" does—" by then.
speech in the making — trial-andClubs of Jackson, Sunday, August
and Nell Roulhac.
of the illness of Dr. J. W, Hose of Lane college in front of J. K.
The
doctor
advises
against
teachit
is
like
an
old girdle. It has lost
error speech, if you will.
16th.
Returning home, a stop in Louis. at
Collins Chapel hospital.
ling
Daniels
library
children
speech
a
Friday,
formal
in
Aug.
14,1
some
of
its
stretch. The oil of Os
stilegave them the opportunity
The Royal Ladies' club which,
However, situations in a child's manner.
at 5:30 p. m. Fate was certainly,
lubricant acts as filler . . . Yours
to visit with Lula and L. R. Tay- J-U-G's FASHION SHOW
a member of the Federation, was
life leading to shock, anxiety or , "Just
give him a clear pattern pumping temporary new life inta
lor, who formerly lived here, and Foretelling a lively Fall social in favor of the exercise for inl hostess for the occasion.
frustration
set
off
disturbances
which he can follow. The training it."
NEW YORK — Occupational
enjoyed seeing the Taylor chil- season is the release of the news spite of the very dark cloud, rain'l A musical program
was render- health nursing is a good field for which may have a more lasting should be pleasant, like a game." I Miss
Ainslee is director of tilt
dren, Gloria and Rudolph who of the first of several big events' did not come.
ed
in
effect
the
on
beautiful
speech,
causing
auditorium
stutterof
which
Speaker
will dot the Fall calendar.
for the occasion was,1
If, despite such training, a child Charles of the Ritz
women who want to accentuate
have developed into haadsome
Training
g, Dr. Bluemel said.
It is being said in Swedish, Span- Rev. Milner L. Darnell of Arkan- First Baptist church at Madison the positive.
continues to stammer, try to un- School. She teaches makeup tech
teenagers.
Since the child learns speech by cover
ish, French or any language, Mary' sas who was recently chosen to be and Short Streets where one of The nurse
whatever stresses appear to nique and skin care to the cony
•• •
in
small
industry
is
imitation, Dr. Bluemel suggests be disturbing
land Club Coffee is the best director of Phillips School of The- the patients sang very sweetly,
him. Remove them,!pany's representatives, who worb
In an especially favorable position that
Well-known John R. Arnold Is
parents and others about the if posible, said Dr.
ology which has its headquarters "The Lord's Prayer."
Bluemel.
to
employes,
management,
help
behind counters of department
back in town following a trip which coffee that money can buy. Ask
child can help to restore his speak- : Extra bed
now In Atlanta. Ga. An honorary Refreshments were served in the
any
of
the
J.0-G's.
I
rest may help, accord- stores in this country, Europe, and
took him to the National Dental
•
spacious lunch room and each vie- and herself, says Katharine A. ing confidence by talking to him
doctoral
degree
was
conferred
ing
to
The
J-U-G-S
the
with Maryland Club!
psychiatrist. "since in- South America. She also creates
Lembright, assistant executive secAssociation meeting, where one of
upon him after 47 graduates re- ! itor received a souvenir given by
slowly.
ward composure is necessary t new colors and new
retary for the occupational health
his accounts, held open house. His Coffee are presenting a fabulous'
products foa
ceived their bachelors from Dr. C. the members of the sponsoring
Physiologically
speaking,
a
child
normal
wife, Juanita, and her relatives, fashion extravaganza, Sunday, Sepspeech."
nurses
section of the American
the firm's cosmetics line.
club.
Andrew Daney and Dr. Charles tember 20, at 8 p. m. at the Ellis A. Kirkendoll, president of the col- Mrs. Lillian Parker
Nurses association.
serves as
and Anita (Dancy) Wallace of auditorium. This promises to be lege.
A few words of farewell were president of the Royal Ladies' She works closely with manageBeaumont, Tex., joined him in In- one of the most fabulous affairs
given by Dr. J. 0. Perpener, dean club and Mrs. Leon Bachelor was ment and the plant medical direcdianapolis . . and visited with ever staged here.
chairman of the entertainment. At- tor on the plant safety program.
Minnie and Curtis Norris who Fashions will be from the houses of instruction at Lane college. This
tendants of the visiting group were She sees that physically handilived here while Mr. Norris was of Trigere, Louis Esteve, Adele. marked the last exercise for him
on the campus. Ile leaves for Tex- Mrs. James 0. Johnson and Mrs. capped employes are kept within
with North Carolina Mutual.
Simpson, Hannah Troy, Vera MaxRuth Robinson.
work limitations set by the plant,
There they found Minnie to be well, Lawrence of London, Christ- as to take the position as vice presMr. and Mrs. Golden Watkins physician and the employes' own i
still quite the vivacious individuai ian Dior, swim suits by Rose Ma- ident of Jarvis college.
of St. LOUIS, Mo., were the week family doctor.
TEACHERS
CITY
she is known to be everywhere.. rie Reid and two new sensational:
In-Service meetings for teachers lend guests of Rev. and Mrs. Wll- She keeps an eye on plant workwho is also quite a successful moth. designers, Paul Townsend and Ell In the city of Jackson were held ham Monroe, who came for their
ing conditions to maintain high
er and career woman.
earor Green.
last week with the general Jackson children Ronnie 10, and Beverly morale and efficiency.
She's prexy of the Indianapolis Beautiful leather creations will
City Teachers' association meet- Ann, five. Traveling along with
chapter of Jack and Jill of Ameri- be by Samuel Roberts. ProfessionShe provides a listening post for
ing being held on Tuesday at Lin- them was Fern Jackson of Loveca . . . has earned her master's al models will include Joy
employes with personal and home
Ken- coln elementary school. Presiding joy, Illinois,
degree since she left Memphis nedy, Lynn Jordan, Audrey And
Brenda Kay Monroe, the daugh- problems and help them find asover this meeting was Mrs. Edna
and has also certified frit- a prin- derson 'Miss Beaux Art" winner'
White, president of the associa- ter of Rev. and Mrs. Monroe, has sistance through community agencipalship in the school system and "Miss Press Photographer"
left the city for Detroit, Mich.,I cies when necessary.
tion.
there.
Miss Doris Chambers, a semdfi- 1 Words of meditation
where she will attend school this A nurse in small industry has
give;
were
In Louisville the Arnolds saw nalist in "Miss Rheingold Contest"
great freedom to exercise her own
hT
by Mrs. W. G. Terry, guest at the term,
C. C. and Beatrice (Holmes) Mc- Miss Beverly Valdes, Mary Cunyoung Miss was a student at judgment and put her own health
meeting. Business included a very
Henry and their wonderful fami- ningham, TV fashion model, Vivian
interesting report by the NEA del- Lincoln Elementary school for the ideas into practice, said Miss
ly.
Jackson; Miss Press Photographegate, Mrs. White. We were priv- past seven years. She will enter Lembright.
MORE VACATIONS
er of 1959" and Steve Allen's BillTappan Junior high school as an She constantly uses her powA scenic card from Mrs. Jesse board girl and La' Tanya Griffin ileged
eighth grade student. MISS Mon- ers of observation and her sensiQuinton
Edmonds
(Mlegra) Turner lets us know
and
Commisthat model and designer. Entertainroe a-ill reside with her aunt and tivity to attitudes and anxieties.
she and the children enjoyed a
mo- ment will be presented by Dinah sioner of Education, R. L. Paley. uncle, Mr. and Mrs. It
Age is less a barrier here than
tor trip to Chicago, Gary
The
superintenden
t,
C.
Washington
and Eddie Heywood
and
Tennessee. Mrs. Tennessee will he in other fields.
South Bend, where her son
J. Huckaba announced the re- remembered
enjoy- and his trio.
Jacksonians
by
as
the
ed visiting uncles, and aunts
"I've known some women who
Mrs. W. 0. (Jewel) Speight, placement of Miss Erma Jean Rob- former Mrs. Gladys Deberry.
and
brothers and sisters of Mr. Turn- jr., atfe of Dr. W. 0.
Speight, inson who resigned as mathemat- Slane thanks were e•Jended to went into occupational health norer.
jr., and twice winner of one of the ics Instructor at Merry High school Mrs. Golden Watkins for the artice sing at 35 and others who were
Another note came from well- ten best dressed women in Mem- to take employment with the Kanstill working at 65," she said.
of clothing she donated to the Fedknown Willie E. 1,indsey who has phi., will narrate the show
sas City School system. Miss lone erated club to be used in
Hours and wages?
the
been to Detroit. Canada,
Corolyn
The
Lane,
a recent graduate "Good Will Room" of the CumberJ-Li:G's got the ball to rollA recent government survey of
Lansing
and Niles, Michigan and
ing
college
Lane
will
Of
fill
with
a
Press and Announcethe po- land Street Baptist churnh for dis- 19 metropolitan areas shows a salSouth
Bend, Ind. . . all of which added ment Party at Tony's Inn
Miss
sition.
Lane
studied
this
sumWedtribution to the less f adunate. ary ranee of $3,978 to $4,862 3
up to lots of fun,
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET 3 WAYS:
interesting nesday, August 26, where they had mer at the 1 niversity of Michigan.
year for a 37-to-40-hour week, with
scenery and the kind of memor. members of the radio and
press Two teachers in the system rec• EASE ACHE
overtime pay for nights and week •
• RELAX FATIGUE
ies that are relived during
the Slut presidents of various social eived master's degrees Mk.
ends.
• QUIET NERVES
• TONE SKIN
working months ahead.
organizations. Music by Eddie Hey- summer. Mrs. M E. McCrary, Ii
However, salaries may run high• SOOTHE THE STING Cr BURN
Cerri Anderson Little journeyed wood and Dinah Washington
was brarian at Lincoln school received
en, especially in heavily•industriato San Francisco Calif. to
NOW
join pl; ved all evening. Proceeds from the degree in Library Service at
$100
areas.
lined
(ty
p
her husband, William, who
KNOXVILLE. Tenn
ON SALE
vent the stellar show will go to the St. Atlanta university and Mrs. Arva
the Slimmer there engaged
Chesil,
y,
Edward
30,
was
Roy
—
Jede
hospital.
Ticket!'
are
$em
in
L. Robinson, instructor at South
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
baseball, and to enjoy the return reserved section, and general
ad- Jackson school received the mas- released from Jail I, expectedly
OR NAIL TO
trip by motor.
mission $3.50.
ter's degree in music at Columbia July 24, after serving little more
Mrs. Sarah Chandler is hack
Mr. and Mrs. Will Tyler and university.
than half his 10-month sentence.
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Chile. 80,
home, having received her mas- Mr and Mrs. Spencer Brooks
released! HIRAGA, Japan — )1'Pl) —
of One teacher, Mrs. Alfreda Mar- The county phYsici
Seclesed Is $I 00 Isles 20s ter mailing).
ters' degree from Western Re- this city, motored to Hot Springs, tin traveled abroad and Mrs.
Mary him without ronsultir r other of- When Mayor Tetsusabliro Sustui
Please send Vift“.11 Feet Tonic re —
serve U. in Cleveland . . . and Ark., for a week's rest at the•F Stone returns to her
position ficials. Officers ssid Monday the gee. on an economy kirk he real
Nemo IprintI
Marie Bradford has also returned bathe last week.
at Lincoln after doing a years stu- Physician, Dr. Ira I" ree, had no, ly mean, o,
from a Summer session at Bos- They reported having a wonderAddress
dy beyond the master's degree. authority to do SO.
reduced his salary from $1' I
ton U.
ful time after residing at the She was enrolled in the
Stetio
NOW ONLY
Zone .
Cite
ChPsney, working at Pierre's tO t60 a month sod took
University
S'isiting her father Louis Edge McKenzie Court. "The South's Fin, of Colorado.
..
while offieial debated the wit 'out pay the jobs of assistant
home
and sister4,E stet! e, was Marie -t" and takin't their meals at CLUB SERVES .1S
$1
"
. proper
iittee
f1; afcrcoiden
the
o lnii
in isosre.astrmeeansi.rc
elae:
DEALER & JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED
t ertt
il,i tr
m jail,
110,5?
whis lir
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legality
wss
Edge, wk,4 is a former teller at Lie Baptist hotel.
Tharty•six inmates of Western
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Mrs Richard Greer, Thursday evening, Aug. 13. Many friends helped the club members celebrate
the third anniversary of the club.
They enjoyed many games. Mrs.
1. M. Landers, president, Mrs. 0.
M. Higgs, secretary.
This I, the season of the year
The High Society Girls club met
OMECOMINGS
Holland and Geraldine Williams
I think it is about time some- motored to Humboldt.
for "Revivals." The churches in with Faye and Gertie Mullin Wed.
one formed a committee to visit Seveeal people accompaaitd Mr.
around Humboldt a r e nesday night. Myrtle Bryson, preand
Mae President and ask him to and Mrs Marvin Nolao io the
engaged in Spiritual Revivals, sided over the business. Plana
Williamson Chapel Baptist church -were made for the picnic to be
a proclaim National Homecoming Jones and Oak Grove Community
week so that all of us can get this to attend a funeral of their aunt.
closed a very successful Revival!held on the lawn of Mr. and Mrs.
over at the same time. Now as A recent guest in Dyer and Trenlast Friday night. Lane Chapel C. Norman Williams.
to who will be favored by having ton was Mrs. Frances Mull Revell
M. E. church also closed a very
Refreshments were served by
the date set on the week he has of •Shicago While here she was
successful Revival. Rev. M. H. the hostesses.
followed traditionally for years entertained on several occasions
Bowen, of Chien°. Ill., was the The Vogue club was organized
and years and who will be losers by Mrs. Hollis Jordan and ether
E1/4 angelist for the week. Eleven Inbe heonhone
;
3,
17
sitxthof4,
.;sCamp'a itp
heof their sacred week is up for relative,
young people made decisions for bell
: and friends.
our Dear Uncle Sam to decide if, MORE ISITS
were
Christ during the week and
Mesdames Erma —
officers are
and when, the committee convinc- All this was still Homecoming,
baptized Sunday morning by the J. Bonds, president; Ernestine
pastor, Rev. hi, Ii. Burnett.
es him that such a week is needed. and others on the list include Will
Boatright, fivt vice president;
Ever since August began, have and R. P. Cobbs of Springfield,
Revival services are in PM' (Tillie Montague, se 'and vice :iresread of, and written about, Home- Ohio, who are visiting Mrs. Emiress at St. James Baptist church. ident; Inez. Bryson, secretary;
comings. Personally, I like them, ly Edmunds in Kenton and Will
Rev.
E. Ward is the Evangel. Louise House, assistant secretary,
ist. Eleven persons ha v e made sally Campbell, treasurer. 'rhe
especially when they are flavored Mullins in Rutherford.
ith enough of the old times, and
Decisions for Christ.
Mrs. I devema Wright of SC. Loumembers present were Mesdames
dressed enough with the modern is is visiting her sister and father,
RECEIVES DEGREES
',Erma Bonds, Inez Bryson, Gillis
limes to be thoroughly as enjoy- Miss Ora Wright and Charlie
Commencement exercises were! Montague. Louts,lions,. Aline Lip,
able as the one I attended on Sun- Wright.
held al Lane college, Jackson, son and Ernestine Boatright. Reday last.
Tenn., Friday afternoon. Ilum- freshments were served. The next
Mrs. Corinne Simpson of Chica, Being ma, naturally I was late go is sSsiCrig Mrs. Fairy Jenkins.
boldt is proud to have had three meeting will he Sept.
7 in the
, and do not know how the day Mrs. Tolly Churchwell of Tipton- IN FASII10"/
14 LAI it %%ACA's.,
in Isson, who was Miss Press
tiled for the Lills tudttotium
ions front the houses of Trig. in the class to receive degrees. home of Mrs. Erma Bonds.
an but when I got there, ville spent the week end with her ZA —The J-U-G-S, Inc., and
on Sunday night, Sept. 20, al
Photographer of 1959 a n d
ere, 1.uis Esteve, Adele Simp- Miss .lovada Ballard, daughter of
rning worship was beginning. sister, Mrs. Annie L. McC.ary.
Maryland Club coffee are bus•
8 p.m. Pictured a bo v e are
Steve Allen's Billboard girl
son, Hannah Troy, Vera Max. Mr. aaii Mrs. Egbert Ballard re-' STIGALL HIGH
The minister preached about the Tom Stokely and Miss Jaunita ily engaged in preparations
just two of the lovely models
and Mary Cunningham, a well
well, Lawrence of London, ceived her B. S. degree, Mrs.i The Stigall Hornets got their
I'rodigal Son to the text of "Time Light of Dyersburg, brother and , for the co-sponsorship of a
slated to appear in the affair.
experienced modt•I of fashions
Christian Dior, Rose Marie Jo/moll:I Woods Bryant, daughter 1959 football season off to a good
yaits for No Man;" the deacons niece of Mrs. A. C. Jayenx, were Fashion Extravaganza sched•
From left they are, Vivian
and theatrical circles. lashReid, Paul Townsen and Ele- of Mrs. Susie Woods and Charlie' start when they traveled to Marbang old time hymns; an ordinary overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Jones, son of Mr. and Mrss t'n last Friday night and won their
anor Green.
presentinges
collection of $3,5.00 was raised: Jaycox all of whom had attended
d
WeiglIrie
first game of the year by a tieeJones received their A,
fathfreezer.
hand-cranked
The
I
the
their annual song servthanks to the homecomers. Last, a family reunion at the lionie of
cisive 28:6 score, on a rainy, wet
! er of the wholesale ice cream busiices August 5, at night.
but not least, an old-time dinner- Prof Heriert Lockard of hipley,
Attending the exercises were field. Bobby Barnett, Earl New.
ness in this country was Jacob
on-the ground was spread. An- Tenn.
Labor Day, which climaxes all of Mrs. Willie Jones, Mr. and Mrs. house and Robert Park all went
Fussel, a Baltimore milk dealer,
cient, Medieval and Modern foods Mr. and Mrs. Fred McClary of
the Summer activities, frolics and Robert Carr, Mrs. Cluirlie Frank for touchdowns and ran for their
who manufactured ice cream in
Were served.
all that goes with the Summer is Jones, Miss Brenda .tones, tkirs. own extra points. Charles CampChicago are spending liteir sum1851.
Where was I? Right in the mid- mer vacation with Mr. McClam
ees•••••••••••••••••••••••••• close at hand. l'rof. C, Johnson Mettle Woods Davis, Miss Mae- bell added the other TD on a
By
dle ot everything that happened. mother, Mrs. A. L. McClary of
and his faculty members invite lone Davis, Mrs. Luzalta Dennis, 35-yard run, and Johnny Ransey,
WHOLESOME FOOD
For the past several weeks reGRACE WILLIAMS
The church was Clover's Chapel Treeton.
Thanks to Mr. lussel — we vivals have been the spotlight in you to their picnic on the school Mrs. Mary D. Porter, Mrs. f)oro- Hornet captain, made the extra
church, Toone, Tenn, pas- Mrs Mary Pitts is away for a '
Americans can now satisfy o u r and around Bells. This has been campus on Labor Day. Eat plenty thy 51eKinney, Mr. Robert Lan- point, There are 31 players on the
tured by the Rev. J. Miller of week's vacation visiting seaeral
fondness for this delicacy. Delica- an old custom down through the barbecue and enjoy the little ders, Miss Louise Campbell and Hornet roster,
eldICE CREAM'S HISTORY
league ball clubs.
ties in West Tennessee and Mis-t
Mrs. Elizabeth
also
are
ThTeherhelefrolrenaedterscheerleaders
cream is not as old as the cy? Yes, but ice cream is more years. August is the mouth for
My husband, Mr. Johnnie Jami- souri. Mt.:. Farrah 'vie ard Mrs. Ice
Mrs. Georgia King, who have CLUBS MEET
thEerirnesateintleon Woifisotnh.
was than that. It is a good wholesome saving souls.
snow
whence
from
hills
son was formeily a member of Lucy Overall are in Cleveland.
been
unable
to
attend
church
for
Rookstown
Community
food
that
should
be planned as Revival will convene at the Bapclub held
Joyce Bradbrought during Renaissance times
(Sat church, whieh gave me a Ilc.! Ohi attending the Woman's
i
Thelma
Con- to freeze, but it certainly is no part of a day's meal, and not tist church on Sunday. Rev. T. I,. quite some time is contemplat- its banquet on the lawn of Mr. and ford.
gal excuse to be there. The mem- nectional Missionary
Council and newcomer to the culinary world. counted as an extra. Let's take Maybius, pastor, urges all to at- ing attending Sunday. Mrs. King. Guests
Thomas, Peggy
bers were extramely happy for Cultivation
included Sylvia Hicks, Pack' Joyce
who
ir
known
to
both
white
and
it
apart
and
see
what
we
are
eatconference.
Coach
Miltend.
Early in the history of this counGregory Williams, Bobby Williams, While' Flora Harrell.
they were going i1710 a newly con- Mrs.
Overall is also visiting re- try it was considered a rare, but ing when we enjoy a dish of ice
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Bond en- caloreet as "Aunt Georgia" is near. Nathan and Linda Johnson, Marie ton Bond's protegees will play
structed edifice that was airbus. latives
mg the 100 year mark.
and friends in Toledo Ohio, delicious treat — largely because cream.
the
home
their
daughter,
on
second
their
Blanch
game
tertained
Whitthorne, Bobbie, Jean McClin
able to accommodate the enerm- and
The mix of a representative, Rena and so, Clinton Gaylord, Mrs. Dorothy Searcy is on the and
atopp:ng with Mr. and Mrs. it was difficult to make.
field this Friday night against Mi.
Alice Faye Dearmnn.
crowd that gathered there on Charles
Thomas Hardin formerly When Dolly Madison's servants good quality vanilla ice cream is with a Birthday party on Satur- sick list.
Special guests were Sheryl Lou Ian, Tenn.
day.
Rachel
Cole,
Miss
now
85
years
24
per cent cream. Cream contains day evening last. Chose attending
of Dyer and Trenton in Cleveland. made ice cream for serv!..g at the
Cole of Brownsville, Prof. and Mrs. HERE AND THERE
Accompanying us were Sylve:- Mrs. L. M
Ewell of Union City President's inaugural ball, it was vitamin A and is called a fuel were Gregory Williams, Nathan old, is unable to attend church as Charles Cole and the children's
ter Butna, who idestified himself is
Mesdames Erma Bonds and Ad.
spending a few days with her beat by hand, and shook up and food. Forty-six per cent of a dish Johnson, Linda Johnson, Marie she &sires. She would appreciate maternal
.1 as a deacon of his local eh ,:ch
grandmother, Mrs. Cor- die Rawls spent their vacation In
of vanilla ice cream is milk, our Whitthorne, Bobbie McClin, Babra friends stopping in as would her
father, .10in Wynn in the home
rine
down in a pan of salt and ice.
Cole.
and thus received special nouns of Mr.
Mansfield, Ohio, visiting their
and Mrs. James Harris. This was known as the "pot freez- most nearly perfect food. And, of Williams, Sylvia Hicks, Alice Fay niece, Mrs. Lena Patrick, who is
Tables were placed on the lawn sister and brothers and families.
at the occasion aal John Etta Jamhere to attend her.
course, none of the essential nuWhile visiting in Dyersburg Sat- ere method,
Dearborn and special guests were Tom Vann, another aged citi- and plates were decorated with
ison,
They report a wonderful trip. Mrs,
trients found in milk are lost in
urday we learned of the departure
Professor Charles Cole and Mrs. zen, would appreciate your visits. bright colors. The menu included Bonds brought tier niece and nephIn 1846, a significant advanceNow, Rev. W. C. Rogers has of Mrs.
the making of ice cream. Concenis. H. liudson, jr., on her
tasty
woman
and
daughter
a
tuna
Cole,
the
fish
Shirt
their
when
occurred
sandwiches, potato
ment
mmecoining goier all over Gib- annual vacation
to the great state named Nancy Johnson, invented trated milk is added to the mixture maternal grandmother, Mrs. Cor• Mr. Van, too, is nearing his 84th chips, candy, peanuts, cookies and ew Donna and William (Billy)
ounty. Ma-4in Tab2rnacle,of texas. Mrs.
birthday, .
which supplies more nutrients and
Seay hoine with her.
Hudson :s a proice cream.
rine Cole.
ill ce'ebrate theSai on the fifth
makes it smooth.
duct of Dyer and one of our favorMrs. Dorothy Nell Booth has reCHURCH NEWS
Cole
Gertie
and
The
Miss
B.
special
Miss
table
was
beautifully
unday with Paris CME a lurch ites wao
Sugar, a fuel food; a stabilizer
subscribes for the paper daughtea, Mrs. Bobbie Harris.
Members of the Church of God! decorated and on it was a large turned home after visiting relathostesses.
Hicks
Bobbie
were
Jean
a ;alerts. Others have been re- by
RockEdmonds
of
and sometimes eggs, a protein
mail just to know about Dyer James Robert
Each child received a beautiful in Christ are in Memphis this cake with candles in the center. ives and friends in Gums', Ind.
.orted.
people. Mr. and Mrs. Hudson visit- ford, Ill., left for home after spend- food, are added to complete the
hand painted plate with the con- week attending the West Tennes- On leaving, each child was given
Mr, and Mrs. Clephous Ferguson
Dyer CME charch is to go to led her inuthcr, Mrs. Georgia Har- ing several days with his parents,!formula for ice cream.
tents consisting of tuna fish sand- see Convocation, Elder Walter a balloon.
son and children of Detroit, Mich.
IcKenzie to worship with Jameson ris before her departure.
Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell Edmonds TAKE MODEST SERVINGS
Miss Jean Hicks and Miss Ger- uncle and aunt, Rev, and Mrs. M.
wiches, potato chips, peanuts, can- Chandler ie the local pastor.
emp'e (:ME on the same date as Mr and Mrs. Odell I tiehanan and grandmother, Mrs. Adleme
Calorie-wise the lean, plump and dy and cookies with ice cream
A musical program will he pre- tie B. Cole were hostesses.
H. Burnett.
Exam.
heir Homecoming guests. (Look and daughter, accompanied
"just
right" — all can enjoy this and birthday cake as a special sented by the Singing Class of
by
ut, all you Kentucky Lake go- his mother, Mrs. Davie Buchanan, All CME young people of the delicacy. Those who
Sunday
church
Bells
B!ptist
on
need and treat. Balloons were given as a
ers.)
motored to Macon. Miss., last Brownsville District are being ask- want to limit their calories, but good day token.
night, Aug. 30, and choirs from.
, Now everybody didn't attend a weekend to visit with Mix Odell ed to plan to come to Deer Satur- plan to include ice cream in their
all
surrounding
communities
have
Mrs. Pearl Taylor has returned
Homecoming Service as the Ever. Buchanan's grandparents. The Bu- day Sept. 5, for CYE workshop meals because its calorie value is home and is doing nicely after been invited to participate.
converence.
Orientation
and
Popular members of the Just-Us charms have returned to Detroit
moderate and compared to its total having hod surgery at Jackson A revival started at Bells Bap,Saar District and Episropal Di- food values with its 150 calories,
club sponsored an enormous tea where they are taking A/tab them '
Can now qualify for hospital Insurance, that pays for 361 days
tist church on last Sunday.
General hospital.
and it was very well attended Mrs. Dovie Carter who is on an rector of Christian Education will a modest serving of ice cream, The choirs
TO
or $3,650 Life and Burial Insuranoe to age 70.
of
PICNIC
Bells
COME
church
are
be present.
by local persons ar well as persons extended leave.
one-half cup, can add e a ting
A picnic will be held on the
from Dyer and Milan, who were Mr. ard Mrs. Charles McDear- Local b,ards of Christian Edu- pleasure to the reducing diet
school campus on Monday. Sept.
akesentatives of the equally popu- mon of New York and parents, cation will avail themselves of the whirl: is moderately restricted. with food coloring, if desired. Frost 7,
and Prof. C. J. Johnson and
opportunity to be present av there
WTriple-Six club.
Larger servings, a Is modes, sides and ends of ice cream loaf faculty members have extended an
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McDearmon
It costs you nothing to find out — call day or night including
with whipped cream.
After the Tea, Mesdamce Carrie of Chicago, left Monday after a will be a special section for that milk shakes and many ice cream
Invitation
to all who would like to
with
Decorate
thin
wafers,
top
Sunday. Phone JA. 6-5385 or mall a card with your name,
field.
dishes belong in the meals of those
Dail, La Pearl Burns, Elizabeth week's ViEli with their sister and
Your scribe is District Direct- Who need and want to build up forming flowers or other designs come. "Please bring your best
address and nearest phone number to:
their
behavior."
request.
is
Use additional whipped cream 55
or of Young People and wishes to their calories and increase all
food glue, if necessary.
Make addition- Mrs. Pearl Taylor is doing nicehave a large group represeated on values in their daily meals.
ly alit' having undergone surflower decorations on ends.
that day.
Because ice cream is real food; al
gery recently at Madison County
SERVES TEN
NEW BABIES
because cream is a party food,
Place decorated ice cream loaf hospital.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Jordan and because it is time for
back- In
Mrs. Dorothy Searcy spent sevfreezer and store until ready
Johnson a baby girl and to Mr. to-school parties we offer
you
one
Fall Quarter Begins September 8, 1959
to serve. (If stored more than an eral days in Huntington, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Henry Simmons a baby of our prettiest party desserts
— hour or two,
wrap carefully with recently.
girl also.
Bonded underwriters and brokers for the highest rating eonsHIGHER ACCOUNTING, EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL
ICE CREAM PARTY LOAF
The okra Festival, an annual affreezer wrap after whipped ceam
SICKNESS AND DEATHS
panics in America. W. A. Adkins!, Life Insurance Counselor
PARTY LOAF
AND TYPEWRITING
fair,
will
the
be
sehool
held
on
has
hardened.) To serve, slice
There are no serious illnesses si gallon ice
cream.
with 21 years experience.
Sept.
packed
campus
3.
In
Miss
on
Lillian
into
one-inch
slices.
Serves
10.
STENOGRAPHIC --- NIGHT CLASSES ONLY
in the area that have been rea rectangular carton
For more ice cream recipes send Taylor, a senior at Central High
ported. Little Miss Shelia Booker 1 cup heavy
cream, whipped
Part Time Agents Needed — Good Pays
Free Counseling Services for Veterans and Civilians
for our recipe hook "Ice Cream A school ;n Alamo, has been named
recently underwent a tonsilectomy I teaspoon
vanilla
Dish So Gay." Send a card to festieal queen.
in Union City, but is doing nice- 3 tablespoons sugar
Memphis Dairy Council, 135 N. BIRTHDAY PARTY
ly and will soon be back in school. Thin chocolate wafers
Pauline, Memphis, Tenn.
Little Blanch Rena Bond was
! Other shut-is include Mrs. Lue
Remove ice cream from carton A Guide to Good Eating is a feted at her first birthday party
Featherston, Mrs. Bessie O'Dan- and place
whole "loaf" of ice service provided to readers of the on Aug. 8, and sharing in the parI iel. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Skinner, cream on
a metal serving tray or Tri State Defender through the ty given by their parents, Mr. and,
, Will Mullins and Tom Moore.
small cooky sheet. Flavor whipped cooperation of the Memphis Dairy Mrs. Clinton Bond, secs a
brother!
There may be others but did cream with
vanilla and sugar; tint Council.
Accredited by the Accrediting Commission
Clinton Gaylord.
you report them?
Legion
American
auxiliary
The
For Business Schools --- Day and Night Classes
sponsor Jim Dandy of JackLatest Equipment. including IBM Electric Typewriters , will
son each Tuesday night for the
Study Relaxed --- "Music by Maxak"
i teen-agers, until basketball season
starts.
(Shorthand Teacher is Needed)
You are responsible for your
news item. Did you call it in?
Mr. and Mrs. Laymon Overall
and children of St. Louis spent a
'few hours in Dyer this week.
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Men and Women Over 65

No Medical Examination Is Required

The Century Insurance Agency
734 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee

ENROLL NOW!

REGISTRATION --- SEPTEMBER 4

ANNOUNCING

THE FAIL QUARTER
Of

530 Linden Avenue

MISSISSIPPI VOCATIONAL
COLLEGE

Phone JA 6-4756

• Final Entrance Examinations, Aug. 28 and Sept. 5

SEPT.6 Dormitories Open
(Freshmen and New Students)

• Registration of Freshmen, Sept. 9
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey'a is the mte gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth. and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why ,
it's the great favorite, all around the world.

• Freshman Orientation Program, Sept. 10, 11, 12
• Registration of Upperclassmen, Sept. 11,12
• Classes Begin Sept. 14, 8:30 A.M.
• Late Registration With Late Fee, Sept. 14-21

.SEPT.8 Freshmen Orientation
•SEPT.11-12 REGISTRATION
(Freshmen and New Students)

.SEPT.14-15 REGISTRATION
(Upper Class Students)

•SEPT.16 REGISTRATION
(In-Service Teachers For Full Short Term)

• Deadline For Registration Or Changes In Course Or
Y5:

GILBEY'S'GIN
the one gin distilled in
15 countries and served

around the world!

GILBEY'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN. 90 PROOF 10 Oaa GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRIT c".&4,
gILBEY, LTD., CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS
CS,
••••

Sections, Sept. 21, 4 P.M.
• Deadline For Withdrawal From Courses Oct. 14, 4 p.m.

.SEPT.18 CLASSES START
vlississippi Vocational
:allege awarding the
Elementary, Secondary
frade Certificates and

College is a State Accredited
Bachelor of Science Degree in
and Technical Education and
Diplomas.

For Further Information Write:
THE REGISTRAR

MISSISSIPPI VOCATIONAL COLLEGE
Itta Bena, Mississippi
J. H. WHITE, PRESIDENT

DEFENDER
Sat., August 29, 1959

Lincoln Prexy Challenges Tuskegee Grads

BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Anyone knowng the whereabows of John Edward Trotte.
who was last heard from in 1957W
please notify his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John L. Trotter, Rt. 4 Box
720, Brewerfield, Bessemer, Ala.
His last known address was 4031
S. Indiana Ave.. Chicago, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Judge Johnson observed their 20th wedding anniversary, Aug. 19, 1959.
The officers and members of St.
John
Independent
Methodist
By ARCHA WOOD
church along with the pastor, offiRev, A. D. Whitamore was din.
cers and members of Nineuch
Tier guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse,
Baptist church, worshipped at St.
Ellis last Thursday.
Paul CME church in celebration
Rev. and Mrs. M. E Eddinge
of the fifth appreciation service
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala.-1 vest his talent wisely for two rea- and daughter Mary and B
e n
of their pastor, Rev. G. Si. FraThe 158 graduates of the Tuskegee I sons—pride and fear—said Dr. Scales all of Germantown, Tenn,
zier. A very inspiring message
Institute Summer Commencement Dawson. The third servant, he were recent guests of Mr.
and
was delivered by Rev. Willi•
were challenged to bury—not their said, decided that if he took the Mrs. Jesse Ellis.
Payne.
talents—but fear and pride. The risk and failed, he would very
Members of Mt. Olive Baptiet
Rev. R. G. Williams and the folchallenge caine from Dr. Earl E. possibly be required to find the church worshipped at St.
John's
lowing delegates represented t h•
Dawson, president of Lincoln (Mo.) money somewhere to pay it back. No. 1 Baptist church
last Sunday,
church and Sunday school in the
university, who addressed a corn- lie decided to do nothing, bury the Rev. and Mrs. Stewart and
chitNational Council: Mrs. M. B.
mencement crowd of 500 at the money and sit tight.
dren; Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Scott
Brown; Misses Rosie N. Turner,
Logan Hall auditorium, August 14. "Behind this (ear," he said, and Robert Scott, jr., of Ft. Wayne
Delores Ivey, Toumanova W
Mr. Dawson saluted the grad- "was a very definite pride. It waa rod., are the guests of their moth
!hams, Doris Holder and Mary E
uates as -trustees of a great a pride that resented the fact that er and father, Mr and Mrs.
Rob
Williams.
They are all back an.
UnitedStates".who "have an im- his fellow servants had been as ert
Scott, Sr.
with a wonderful report,
portant rendezvous with destiny," signed greater tasks than his. It
Miss Birdie Douglas has return••
and admonished them that "the was, furthermore, a pride that ed home from A&I State
univerTRUSSVILLE
greatest mistake a man may make could not take a chance on failure, sity where she
attended summer
By L. R. MEYERS
is to fear that he will make a If he—did nothing with the money, school.
Annual Thanksgiving service of
mistake."
no one could ever prove that he
Odie Welch of Peoria, Ill., is visthe Sisters and Brothers Union SoHe likened their challenges to could not have made a great suc- Ring his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Leciety of which Mrs. Sadie B. Lathose received by the Biblical cess if he had wanted to do so." grand Welch,
tham is president and Mrs. Annie
servants who received various
The graduates included four ofMrs. Addie Johnson is back on
M. Hammond is Vice president,
talents. He centered attention on firers commissioned thr ough
the sick list.
was held last Sunday afternoon at
the third servant who buried his, ROTC; one doctor of veterinary
Rev. R. E. Coleman was the
New Bethel Baptist church. Rev,
talent and was penalized with a medicine, and 1C, bachelors of
dinner guest of Mrs. Mary Brown.
total loss of talent,
M. L. Robinson, pastor. The Rev.
science in education and 81 manMr.
and
Mrs.
Wesley
Wiggins;
SERVANT FAILS
T. D. Wessley of Birmingham
ters of education, the largest de- Mr. and
Mrs.
Alvin
Wiggins,
Mr
The third servant failed to in. partment represented.
was guest speaker for the occaand Mrs. Hamp Robinson; Mrs.
sion.
Cory Walker and son, Robert and
Mrs. Rosa I,. Allen accompanArchie Woods attended a birthday
ied by Mesdames Eddie M. Lake
dinner in the home of Mr. and
and Lillie M. Beans, motored to
Mrs. Elbert Walker.
Margret last Sunday where she
Jerry Watrin and nephews rewas guest speaker on the Womturned to Et. Louis after a visit
en's Day program held at New
STARKVILLE
Mrs. Edmond Marsh last week with his father and sister; Sam
Arie Baptist church.
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE ; were Mrs. Marsh's sisters, M r s. Watson and Mrs. Lily Mae CoopCharlie Robinson is in the hosMr. Aaron Jones and little son . Ruby Peters of Lumberton, Miss., Cr.
pital.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Neal Coopof Jackson, Miss., were home last Mrs. Myrtle Jackson, and Joe
Eugene Crockran is here f r o
DURING 'THEIR VISIT TO
and Mrs. Oscar Perkins. 7544
week for a short visit before leav. Booker of Detroit, Mich., M r s. er motored to Milwaukee for their
Cobbins-Gray, Michigan 00%
the mother of Micki Grant, the
Chicago visiting his sister, Mr.
Chicago for several days as
South Michigan before return'
ing for Pascagoula, Miss., where Hattie L. Willis. Mrs. Charlean vacation to visit their relatives.
The foursome who are engagtalented Chicagoan who now
Louvenia Robinson and family.
guest of relatives and friends,
•• •
log to the West Coast. Among
be and Mrs. Jones will work in Ludd and Mr. J. C. Booker. all
ed in the landscaping and
makes her home on the Meat
Mesdames Gurtherne Posey and
while on a tour of twelve
BOLIVAR
Chicago relatives gathered to
the High school system this fall. of Bogalusa, La.
real
estate
business,
were
the
Dora Cook who were recently hurt
Coast. where she has won
states, this foursome, seated
George Thomas of Hammond, Funeral service for Sirs. Julia
see them off are standing left
Mr. Jones is the son of Mr. Dave
object of numerous social your,
much
in
an auto accident are getting
acclaim as the composer
left to right, Lurean Cobbinsto right:Zenola Cobbins-Maxie
Jones and is a graduate of Jack- Ind., visited in the home of Mrs. Black was held at St. Paul
tesies during their stay, which
of hit tune, "Pink Shoe Laces" along fine.
Taylor, William Taylor, Anne
CME church. Rev. Brown deliverson college, Jackson, Miss. Mr. Wilkie Brown last week.
Michigan City. Ind.. James
included a colorful reception In
Men
and
and Women's Day was celher
recording
of "Baby
Laura-Cobbins
Mrs. Elizabeth (Litt) Sibley and ed the eulogy. Out-of-towners who
Pilkinton and
Jimmie Jones' brother was also
Cobbins; Gussie Cobbins•Perthe home of E. M. May, pres1
ebrated last Sunday at Mt. Zion
Please Come Back."
Searcey Pilkinton of San Diego
home. He Is a graduate of Rust granddaughter, Mary Elizabeth attended the funeral were Mr, and
kiss; Hattie Lee Murphy; Ledent, Morgan Park Chamber of
AME Rev, W. M. Morris is pasCalif., relax in home of Mr.
college, Holly Springs, Miss., and spent several days at Slidelle La., Mrs. Walter E. Slack and chi'.
Roy Murphy; and Hattie BellCommerce. Mrs. Perkins is
tor,
will teach in Cleveland, Miss., this in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rou- dren and Mr. and Mrs. Claude
• ••
dalph Vandeville, and Edward Black of Detroit.
fall.
EMPIRE
Pete Parham, Thomas and MosMr. and Mrs. Ben Yeates of St. Strahan.
By EFFIE PENDLETON
Mrs. Vivian Cole Dukes, daugh- es of Detroit were recent
Louis, Mo., spent a few days here
visitors
Birmingham's baseball team tie.
last week visiting relatives and ter .of nosey (Cole, 11) who is a here.
feated
Empire 5-3 while Empire
patment at a sanatorium was giv- Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Turner
friends.
defeated Colony 11-7.
Bev- and Mrs. W. G. Prueitt had en a weekend pass last week to and children of St. Louis visited
Lillie
Bell Cohen recently visitas their house guests Rev. O. H. visit her father and other relatives her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alex
ed her parents here.
BATON ROUGE
gret that she is away at this par. FREEPORT
Word. Cleveland, Ohio, Mrs. Ma- and friends.
Joy.
Miss Hattie Kendrick, Memphis, Members of Empire Church visBy MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
ticular time.
hie Freeman of Aberdeen, Miss., Booker Powe, who was confined
Gene Austin Fentress has reBy LLOYD BRUMFIELD, JR. Tenn.; The Seth Washuma and ited in Mulga
The Ringgold - Givens home
last Sunday.
the brother and sister of Mrs. Pru. to the local hospital several days turned home after visiting
Mrs. Isabel Si. Berson and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Broomsy
Salters son, Boddie, Washington, D. C..
•• •
his I was unusually happy this past Grace S. Jackson left
eitt, Mr. George Word, of New was rushed to the VA hospital in friends in New Orleans.
for the Na- are hack home after spending
and the Atlantic Seaboard; Mrs. BREWTON
Mattis, Mo., a nephew. Mrs. Pru. New Orleans last week,
Miss Rebecca Taylor has return- weekend. The reason for this us- tional session of Zeta Phi Beta so- their vacation in Hickory
and Nat- Edward Ruffin and son, Edward,
usual happiness was that the Clay. rority which
By ALEX AUTREY
silt has Just returned from Indi. Visiting in the home of Mr. and ed to Cincinnati after visiting
is being held in San chez, Miss., visiting relatives and
her ton family came up from
jr., (Butch) Clarksdale, Miss
Mrs. Carrie Parker's daughterNew Or. Francisco, Calif., this week. Their
ana State university, Bloomington, Mrs. Sylvester Foster last week parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred leans for the weekend.
friends.
Recent
guests and their host. in-law, Mrs. John Knight and chilAnd did we sorority selected two well-informInd., where she obtained her Mae- were Mrs. Foster's sister, M r s. Taylor of Toone.
Mr. and Mrs. Ebil Ellis are back eases; Mr. and Mrs. Manlove of dren from Racine,
ter's Degree. She is on the facia. Gladys Smith of Las Vegas.
Wis., are visitMiss Esther B. Harris has re- enjoy the baby who has learned ed, capable sorors for this meet- home after visiting
relatives
and
several
new
Indianapolis
words
now, since ing, and since each is on program,
ly at Rock Hill High School.
, Mrs. Rose Miller of ing here.
William young of Chicago, HI,' turned to St. Petersburg, Fla., aft
ifriends
West,
in
Miss.
LOOK
was
the
first
Mrs.
Hattie
17th
one
she
Si;
Thomas
Mrs. S. W. Hardy, left last week spent last week here with his mo- er spending several weeks
Mrs. Claude Burns and g,,, .16
learn- we know that they will do a Wenand
here ed to say, she
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rutledge of
uses it more than did job
for Cincinnati, Ohio where she will ther. Mrs. Ara oung. While here with her relatives, Mr.
of representing their so- Toledo, Ohio are spending their daughter, Mrs. Willie Mae Wil- motored to Pensacola recem
and Mrs. is needed.
But we enjoyed hearing rority and
liams
24th
visit her son and daughter in law he also visited his sister, Victoria Joe Harris. Her
of
Raunee
Fetter
St.;
Trotter
Hardy drove them.
our city.
friend David her say "Ook."
vacation here visiting Mrs. RutAmong other
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Hardy.
Daughty of Hattiesburg and Mrs. Welch also returned to
Our many, many friends who ledge's sister, Mrs. Mamie Farr and brother of Chicago, t h e BRUCE!!!
Florida
guests in our home were Dr. Maud
Master Sgt. Walter Boyd, jr., re- Ore Lee Hawkins of New Orleans, with her,
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. CaldMr. and Sirs. Willie Powe's
glad to welcome Miss L. and other relatives,
her say "Ook." Among other are so
cently returned from Igmir, Tur. La.
well on 23rd St. Mrs. Evelyn Rob- guests are Mrs. Irene Sanford and
Mr. and Mrs. Augusta Howard
Jenkins on the campus of SouthMrs.
Mary
Givens,
her
daughguests in our home were Dr. Maud
key spent a week of his furlough
inson and granddaughter, Mrs. Re- husband and nephew of Detroit.
Mrs. Ella Dedeaux of Goodyear and son have returned
ern university and in our homes
to Chi- Yancy, Dr.
ter, Annie; son, Edgar and grand- becca Taylor, R. R. I,
with his parents. Rev. and Mrs. received word last week that her cago after visiting
Emma Horington,
Charlie Lee Tellis of PhiladelProf. during her week here, also regret
their parents,, Prof.
children
spending
are
their
vacaW
M. Wallace,
Walter Boyd, M-Sgt. Boyd has sister Olivia Beal of Berkeley, Mr. and Mrs. Isom
On the sick list are: Mrs. Della phia is in the city visiting his sisto see her leave us. But she de- tion
Brown and Mr.
relatives.
here
visiting
Charles
Pickett.
been stationed in St. Louis, Mo. Calif., was dead. No further infor- and Mrs. Leslie Howard.
Then later, we serves the visit to California, and
Thompson of 19th St., Mrs, Car- ter Mrs. Lola Dee Taylor,
I
Miss Beverly Taylor was united rie Hall of 2I9-27th St., Mr. HousI had the pleasure of dinner with
Mrs. Malvine Jones and daugh- . mation was available at the close . Mrs. Hattie
Pete Roger"s daughter is here
we know that her mother and othPerry recently via-1 the
Saturday,
marriage,
in
August
grriii,p
15.
ter, Mrs. flary Lee Randle spent. of this new
and
sight-seeing
ride
to er relatives will be made very
ton Watson and Mr. Miller Dav- visiting from Florida.
ited her daughter in Aberdeen,
to Mr. K. C. Jones at St. Paul is of 30th st.
!show them outstanding places in
week in St. Louis Mo visit•I ItIrs. Maude Rollins of Detroit, talss.
James Sanford's son Henry Neal
happy to see her and to make her
Baptist church.
our capital city. Each visitor exing in the home of Mr. and Mrs., Mich., spent last week here visitMrs. Mary Cook Smith, former- has returned to camp.
• •.
visit pleasant. Southern university
•••
pro,
,s(11 happiness afterwards.
mg her sister, Mrs. Ida SiM a e ALAMO
Dero Love. Mr. Love is the son
Cairo,
of
ly
of
now
but
Colum1
Mrs.
Emma Johnson's sister,
still deplores her going away from
ofe
CAIRO
I Jackson of Goodyear.
enjoyed a morning visit this
Mrs. Jones.
bus, Ohio spent two weeks with Mrs. White of Dotham was a
By ANNE STEWARD
U.
I
week when Mrs. Katie Allen came
By DAN CLARK
Mrs. Alberta, Rogers. spent the •Mrs. Lena Cannon, wife of N. Mrs. Peggie Willis
her mother Mrs. Ella Cook of 2910 weekend visitor.
visited her. over and chatted
On vacation maneuvers, T h • Poplar St. Mrs. Maggie Miller of
week in Waveland. Miss., attend-1C. (Button) Cannon who has been sister, Miss
about our corn- It is indeed pleasing to Baton
Joe Smith of Rock Island is
Lossie Reins who is
ROugeans
hear
to
Miss
that
hew
Evanmunity
confied
Wades,
activities.
father
tog the Choir Workshop held at
and sons. St. Lou' Chicago has been visiting with her home visiting his relatives a n d
to her sick bed fcr a ill in a Jackson
Especially
hospital.
and why we must provide suite- geline Davis is doing a good job is, Mo.; Sirs. Amy Byrd and son, mother, Mrs. Mattie Wadtle of 308. friends.
• long time passed it her home
Gulf Side Assembly.
Mrs. Ella Powell s niece, Mrs.
ble activities to meet the social 12 West Chester County. W h i t e Lynn, Chicago and points North; 30th St.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Ashfordi Monday night about 7 o'clock. Yu., Mattie Nailan
Bob Patton is a patient at D.
of Illinois recently and
Plains, New York Department of .
entertained sisters and brothers ofneral
arrangement
s
were not col
W. McMillian hospital.
corn; visited here. While here she in communty needs of the youth Family and Child welfare.
our immediate neighborhood. Mrs. Ashford. The guests, were: ,plete at the close of this news. also
I
Mrs. Ida Bell Culliver of Boykin,
visited her sister, Mrs. Nan- More
about this later.. Mrs. Allen Miss Davis graduated Magna
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Blackman.! Bob Bender, husband of NI r
Ala., is in the hospital.
s., nie Anderson.
is secretary in the office of The rum laude, class of 1957, was the
Mrs. Sarah Colbert, and daughter Gertrude Williams Bender w a 51
Watson is awaiting trial
Fred
Mr. and Mrs. Cole from Detroit
Fraternal Press, one 0 . 1: r inter- recipient of a $3,000 scholarship
Shirley, and Sirs. Mildred Kelton. rushed to the VA hospital of New!
for killing three persons while
are visiting here with her brother, eating,
from
Columbia
1 Orleans two weeks ago
all of St. Louis, Mo.
informal.
university to do,
:. newspapers.
driving on the wrong side of the
sufferingi
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Docking of : from a burst appendix. According1M.rs. Jessie Jordan who is a pa- She is also a member of Shiloh i further study in Social work. The
street.
.LWOOD
i many years in Warren public
church.
grant afforded training at commuJ MEIB
Louisville. Miss.. and their son. tio the report given Old Sleepy. his. Uent at McGee hospitai.
• ••
By DOUGLAS GATHINGS
I schools she returned in 1945 to her
,
We
have
canters,
nifty
just
Metric Lamar along with Halbert' condition is much improved.
both
in
learned
States
the
of
that
Mrs
Mrs. Julia Leflora left last we
ADAMSVIL
LE
Last
week
Traveler
at
Zion
I beloved Mt. Olive and continued
'
s S J. Ramsey, director of the M. New ork and Louisiana. M i s s
E. Dockins of Tougaloo are spendVisiting in the home of M
. to visit her sister.-e
Mr. and for -tietlion
By CLIFF SUMMERVILLE *
N. P'
ing their vacation witn il,eir par- Mrs. Bob K. Brown last week were' WATER VALLEY
anggold YWCA has left for Davis is the daughter of Mr. and church a meetrig was held by a there until her death. She marFuneral for Joe Blair .was held
visiting
'siting
preacher
Michigan.
from
ried Dr. David C. Brunson, in
ents Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Dock- Mrs. Brown's cousin, Mrs. Lillie;
her home in Indiana. We know she Mrs. William Davis of 1993 Law
By C. A. HAWKINS. JR.
At this meeting 31 candidates 1914. He preceded her in death. August 10.
i Dukes of Columbia.
needs rest and relaxation, but re- .St.. New Orleans, La.
ins.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pate, Mr.
• Ellard Hawkins and children of
joined the chime,
She is survived by four children,
On Sunday August 16th the Doc- Mr.. and Mrs JJ. C
The Catholic Youths Center on
C. Bolden and . Detroit are visiting his parents, John B. Mathis,
.
Abraham Gathings' two grand- Burnelle, John David and Thomas and Mrs. Amos McDaniel and Mrs.
kins entertained with a picnic- children spent last week
at Dc• Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Hawkins. He
Jim Dawson's son and daughter- Maid and Allen Sts.. will hold children are visiting her from Chi. of Warren and Mrs. Mauclelle Wil- Laura Hill are leaving for Clevebarbeque for Mr. and Mrs. Esco Ridder, La., where they visited
J. is also visiting his wife who is a in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Open House in the Workshop. 2245 cago. One joined church
land on vacation.
at the liams of Detroit; five grandchilHemphill, both teachers f r o m C's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Virgie
The West Birmingham District
teacher at Davidson high school. Dawson visited him last week. Florida St., Thursday Aug. 13, at above mentioned meeting. Their dren; daughter-in-law, Mrs. FranLouisville, Miss., and Mr. B. H. Bolden and other relatives.
which
time
visitors may view the
Back home from a recent visit
1 Mr. and Mrs. Printis Haywood
mother, Mrs. Alene Berry will be rifle Brunson and son-in-law. H. B. Conference was held at Mt. Car•••
Harrison, head of the Business Edart
exhibit
containing
a r i cies here
are visiting their parents Mr. and in Racine are Mr. and Mrs. Leonto witness the baptizing.
Williams and a host of other rela• mel CME church. It was largely
ucation Dept., at Okolona college. 1 GOODMAN
made by the classes in Art this
•••
I Mrs. Percy Haywood
and Mr. ard Curry.
lives and friends. An Eastern Star' attended and enjoyed by all.
.•.
summer.
1
BY MRS. P. BILLINGSLEA I and Mrs. Leonard
One
would
have
to view WARREN
5Ir. ants Mrs. Auddie B. BrackSteen. The Hayceremony was held at the grave. Mrs. Lee Hill who fell and broke
PICK.ENS
her leg is resting nicely.
Mrs. Everline Bowele of Chi- woods are from Omaha. Mrs. Lar- et of Racine were here last week and handle some of those beautiful By MRS. MATTIE M. BURNETT We extend
our heartfelt sympaBy GRACE BYRD STIGLER cago
pieces
of
art
handicraft
and
to
Mrs. Iona Elliott attended the
has been here several weeks ene Steen is also here visiting.
visiting frisnls and relatives.
Last rites to the sacred mem- thy to the bereaved family in
Miss Ethel Mae Smith of New
realize
the
type
and
quality
of
funeral
of her sister in Oklahoma
enjoying herself with relatives' Mrs. Marie Kerr who was stung
Miss Sarah Francis McDougal
ory of the late Mrs. Irma Brun- their hour of sorrow.
Orleans is in the city visiting beri and
Work done by classes during va- son were
friends.
, by a wasp is on the. road to re. is here visiting her famly.
held at Bethel A. M. E. Mrs. Doris Bodden of Memphis, City.
mother.
cation time this summer. Articles church,
• • •
Mrs Dorothy Story Brooks
Mrs. Carrie Spencer has returnWednesday, August 12, Mrs. Ada Bunn and Mrs. Mamer
Sunday school was well attend- I
of eZ.,
n
ve",..,
and material helpful to teachers, with the
, Chicago has returned
pastor, Rev. J. M. Wat- Jones of Fordyce spent some time ed home after a week in South
ed last Sunday.
home
after
"''''''''''
l, visiting
•
scout leaders, and arts and craft king officiating.
here several weeks with
The Knights of Pythian and the
Mrs. B r u'n son in our city visiting Mrs. Jones and Highland hospital.
Mrs. Nellie Sanders is recuper-;
workers, all done by interested passed
her mother, Mrs. A. D. Williams. Courts of Calanthes held 79 anaway at Mercy hospital in Mrs. Bunn's sister, Mrs. Sallie Mrs. Mary Summerville and Mrs.
persons
who
interested
are
in
art. Detroit after a brief
sting.Those attening the
illness. She Neal and Mrs. Bodden's aunt. Mahalla Weston are still on the
7th District "91 sessions
Oscar Levy is in the city visit-1
Mrs. A. K. Fleet and daughter, had gone
I 4"el 8"meeting of Heroines of Jericho. tist church St
to Detroit with her They also visited the rest of the sick list.
in 14(me
Greenville.
in 2 relatives and friends.
The KEOKUK
Audrey
Ann
had
wonderful
a
oPii daughter, Mrs. Maudelle Williams family. Mrs. Doris Bodden is
•••
Mr and Mrs. J. B. Levy ot and Masons in Durant last week first session was opened by Mrs.
By M. CULPEPPER
portunity to visit a friend and for to recuperate
--- I were Mrs. Lula Flemming,
from her recent ill- Home Economics teacher at Mer- ADAMSVILLE
Grand Rapids, Mich., are in the
Mr.. Odessa Palmer. grand worthy ma- John Chaney spent a few days mm classmate in Paris, Texas.
• and Mrs.
ness. Like the Master whose name rill high school in Memphis.
Johnnie Pickens, Rev. I tirmL
city visiting relatives and friends.
BY CLIFF SUMMERVILLE
in Graham hospital last week. He this summer. Her two younger
she loved to call, she laid down her Jimmy Bass. one of the memand Mrs. M. C. Billingslea and
Mrs. Butler Huff's sister, Mrs.'
* ••
Mrs. Erma Prichet and Mrs.
is much improved.
sons, Warren and Barry had flown life Friday
Bessie
morning, August 7, bers of the Famous Spiritual Five Josephine
Williams from Mobile and
Mrs. P. M. Redd.
PICAYUNE
Hines are on the sick
Theodora Williams and M i as to San Diego, Calif.. for the sum- 1959 at 3
p.m. Mrs. Brunson was has started in the Christian Min- list.
By 0-LD SLEEP PAGE
Mrs. Essie Gereon is a patient her great niece, Miss Audrey Jean Dorothy Dawson, both et
Keokuk, men. Although Paris, Texas is born in Wilmer. Ark., to the union istry.
1
Williams
of
Chicago
preached
were
He
his first serrecent were married last Saturday at near the Oklahoma border, Mrs.
Mrs. Gerdie Mae Jorden of atmthe Afro hospital in Yazoo City,
Mrs. Queen Ester is visiting
of John and Sallie Smith. At an mon at Mt. Zion Baptist
rs. Ms.',,
visitors.
mar
last Sun- her father
Waynesboro, Miss., spent. I a s t
Redd and Genola
Bethel AME church parsonage. Fleet
and mother, Mr. and
. found the hospitality ver Y early age she was converted and day. Everyone enjoyed this
DURANT
Redd
mesare visiting their sisters and
week end in the home of Dave
They
we are very proud t,, have eert will make their home on Coo. similar to our well known South- became a member of Shady Grove sage. Rev. J. E. Milton, host pas- Mrs. Jackson,
other
relatives in Chicago.
Bendug who is her cousin.
street,
ern hospitality. Mrs. Fleet and Au- AME church
i
Miss Gale McCoy has returned
in Wilmer, Ark. Dur- tor.
, Miss Anita I.. Jackson, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Bump- Last
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Buckner drey Ann spent 10 enjoyable cleys ing her
' rites were said for .1 i into, m
years of membership at Andrew and John Batie a n d home after vacationing with her
and
M
Leroy
I
k
ers. ie., of Baton Rouge, La . was Thurmond last Sunday at the M.E.
are the proud parents of 'wo d'augh- there.
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Students To Learn Chemistry By Color TV
1

Receiving degrees were:
Locale Phelps Birch, chappelle
Wesley Calhoun, Dorothy Inez Cartel. ',Ala Perkula cartel. lamella
Mitchell Cook, Lois Virginia liarvey Daniel, Mary Thomas Fuquay, Eula Mae Griffin, Hester
By DOLORES BROWN •
leave of absenve will be Herman Mae Griffin, Hester Mae Harper,
PHILADELPHIA — The Radio i ern Chemistry will be the first
IF YOU'RE ONE of the fortun-I stone whu has completed the re- Louise Latson Jones, Johnie Clete
Corporation of America has an-1 course to be televised in color.
quirernents
vs
returning
or sis doctor.di oo- ,et. Dunn iordan, Floye Lee Lec,
ate ones who will be
nounced that it will contribute' RCA officials predict that color
or entering college in the fall, for gree at the University of Colorado. Lou Temple Lee, Sarah Cone Lei,
$100.000 to the support of a col- television will greatly enhance a
sic
oilier ,iti .1,.,.,..t. Jessie Elizabeth Manuel, Mary
you, the 'summer is over.' Come
lege-level course in Modern Chem: chemistry course presentation be
the middle of August and you' i'.. tl. Miller le . ,es, ., i , i .. ,.. , Frances Hankerson Martin, Mabel
istry to be colorcast on the ex- cause color exists as "one of the
have tie put down the beaches, Dr. G. C. Wang in business, Dr. Stanley Parker, Eunice
Clements
NBC-TV
-Continental significant characteristics in chempanded
swimming pools and leisurely cool Carrie P. Biggers in English, Pres- Books, Willie Mae Spear,
Martha
Classroom" program beginning it-al reaction and processing."
drinks to pick up and delve into I -. ,towaii ',‘ 1, ,, , . . ;.„
Louise Thompson, Lillian Devil
Sept. 28.
Modern Chemistry, to be colorthe preparation for higher learn- al aria Banks, Mathematics; Tripp, Julia
Winifred Foster Wit.
through Friday
Twenty leading Negro colleges cast Monday
Mg.
. t larence 0, Epps, chemistry and kinson, Monroe
Graham Worthy,
and universities are among near- from 6:30 to 7 a. m,, will camTo keep you from developing a ItIrs. Edna W. Cawthon will serve
G
Dorothy
ly 300 institutions expected to ac- prise half of the "Classroom" precomplex against learning altogeth- in Me Department of Education
'
A Master of Snell% e in Element•••
credit the chemistry course, which sentation. Last season's Atomic
er anti assist you in getting into the
ary Education was awarded to
will
receive financial
backing Age Physics course will be reswing of campus happenings, here
W. 0. Robinson, director of Pith-. Jessie Emma Jefferson Dobson.
om eight other maior industrial peated by television tape recordis CAMPUS BEAT.
•••
lic Relations at JACKSON STATE
•••
'firms and the Ford Foundation. ing and kinescope from 6 to 6:30
COLLEGE, today predicted that
HOWARD l'NIVERSITy
h
Charles J. Smith III, director the college would have another
"Continental Classroom," is net- a. m.
week awarded scholarships totalof public relations at FLORIDA sizeable increase in enrollment.
work television's pioneering effort The American Chemical Society
ins. 639,000 to 36 winners in its
minister, Savannah State eelA&M UNIVERSTY, was a recent Ills prediction was based, on the
don, Pastor, St. Phillips Mon.o help increase qualified science will join NBC and the American DR. W. K. PAYNE. peesideei.
lee,' lead the line of march at
visitor to the city where he con. fact that applications from fresh- 1953-59 national competitive sato/.
nstruction for this nation's prog- Association of Colleges for Teach- SSC: Res.. Richard M. Wil.
umental Church, Savannah:
Savannah State college rightstailed various business firms re. men and transfer students are run- arship examinations. Nantes of
er Education as copartners in the
TSS.
hams, pastor, First Bryan
Ben Ingersoll. registrar,
ilahteive
lot9
0O
threalnrgeenB
teiroisnsg
Modern Chemistry presentation,
omflocaltasssiine ning well ahead of last year's appli• eight winners of four- year scholENHANCE COURSE
second bacalaureate exercises.
vanah State college: and Rev.
Baptist Church, Savannah,
arships were announced preThe two-semester course in Modcations for the same period.
A. E. Peacock, acting college
Ga., Rev. Frederick D. Jan- — parade.
The college is leavin no ston..s
The '59 Classic game, sponsored unturned in attracting more fresh- Six of the winners announced
this week are front W -hi
by A&M, and in which A&M will men and transfer
students to enter D. C.,
four each from the states
be one of the opponents, will be the college at
the beginning of of N'irginia, New York
and Ohio;
held Dec. 5, in the mammoth Or- the
Fall Quarter.
!three each from Missouri. New
— anee Bowl, Stadium
and daughter were doing nicely at
JACKSON
All freshmen and transfer stu- Jersey and
Florida; two each front
DANVILLE
The UNIVERSITY OF ILIA- dents are scheduled to arrive o
this writing. The baby has been
By C. A. AGNEW
COLORADO SPRINGS
By HENLEY R. TORRENCE
NOIS Coeds are presenting - V 12- 1 the campus Tuesday, Sept. 15n. Tennessee and North Carolina;
MINNEAPOLIS & ST. PAUL
The annual revival meeting of named Debora Ann Jones.
GEORGE REDDEN
By
and one each from Georgia, Texas,
! tint Interlude" .auetist l'.9. a!
Lee Roy Torrenee and friends
By BETH WII1TE
the Upperclassmen are to register Oklahoma,
Mother Liberty CME church of Mrs. James H. Smith of 427 S.
Hello everybody everywhere!
Maryland and Illinois.
Rock visited Mr. and I
which the Rev. C. F. Odom is pas- Liberty St., left Saturday night for Clarence Taylor, son of Mr. and from Little
about that time again, "Back Sutherland Hotel's New York Yark i,,,nas),, sept, el, ma.
It's
NEW YORKERS include: Leon
Mrs. Roy Torrence last Monday.
will be supplied
• •.
.
tor, will begin Sunday, Sept. 6, East St. Louis, Ill., and Chicago Mrs. John W. Murphy is one of a
School," football, world series Room • ,Music
to
L.
Scott,
Hughes
High school, New
Miss Jewell Marie Bill who at.
t959. Dr. J. L. Tolbert, General on business of vital importance. group of students of the U. S. Nad in the Pikes Peak Region it hy the loni l'ones Tray alenthers .1 surprise welsome 'time par- York City; Adolphus Hailstock, Altends college in California is vaSecretary of Evangelism of the Mrs. Eliza Theus Comer, mem- tional Student Association, chosen
' seems as though winter is about include: Ted Leonard, Beverly .y
t for FRED WHITE returning hany High school, Albany; Bernacationing here at her home.
pippias.Lucretia Gayden, Emma ,
:ME church, whose address is ber of a prominent West Tennes- as a delegate to the National Inupon us as it has been pretty , Pruitt,
awn ROTC camp in Ft. Benning, dette Derr, Hunter College High
and Marline Washington.
Relations The MYF met at Trinity Metho- cool.
1909 Horn Lake Rd., Memphis 9, see family of Jackson and Madi- tercollegiate Human
Ga., was given by BEVERLY PRU- school, East Elmhurst: and Wit'
dist church, Tuesday night, Miss
Penn.. will conduct the meeting, son County died at 2:30 p.m., last Workshop at the University of 11Mr. and Mrs. John Lewis of This promises to be a quite In. This proved to be a reunion ham A. Rice, East High
school,
Bettye Jean Gilkey is president.
Dodge lily, Kans., are the present swinging affair,
r. Tolbert is nationally known Sunday at Stairs Chapel CME lhois at Champaign, Urbana, Ill.
for
hint and his former high Buffalo.
Mrs. Mildred Thompson a n d
•••
guests isf Mr. and Mrs. Richard
s a great Gospel preacher. Many church while attending the funer- The session convenes one week
school
classmates
From
as
well
as
a
Ohio:
Freddie
L. McKindaughters Jewell, Virginia, Sarah
President C. A. Kirkendoll an- mixer for
fouls have been converted, having al of her cousin, Mr. Tom Cotn- and is sponsored by the Ford
Clarke.
members of various col- ney, East Technical High school,
and Loreatha visited in Sweet
nEfar.CuO,
tL1!GmEl leges. To tnentlon
been convicted of their sins after er. The funeral of Mrs. Comer Foundation. Clarence is a sophoMrs. Jessie M. Dotson recently riboausnaccidedthseattenLnAeN
Cleveland;
a
few
of
Dorothy
those
H.
Drown,
liome last week.
listening to his powerful sermons. was held Thursday eve at 7 from more at the University of Minnereturned from an emergency visit
having a swell time: Melvin Sims, Raven High school, Youngstown;
Mrs. Florence Fountain had Nig.
l'he public Is most cordially in- St. Paul CME church of which she sota and is majoring in social scito Detroit, Mich., where she at- bers for the 1959-1960 school term, Kentucky State; Al Nave, Teri Patricia Lucas, East High school,
itors from Fayetteville last Saturtended the funeral of her uncle, Returning to the faculty after a Leonard, Marline
vited to attend these services. The was a member with the Rev. J. D. ence. He is a senior acolyte at St.
Washington, Columbus, and Delores A. McCars
Atwater officiating with Bledsoe Philips Episcopal church and Is "y.
—
Mr. Olsbie Cochran.
Rev. C. F. Odom, pastor.
Charles Leonard, Lucretia GaY- thur, John Adams High school,
Rev.
E.
A.
Arnold
of
Little
Rock
Mrs. Faye Scott, wife of Sgt.
Young People's Day was held Funeral home in charge. Inter- active n the Youth Chapter of the
den
of
University
of
Illinois; John- Cleveland.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie J. Scott Roscoe Scott
is currently vacationlast Sunday afternoon at 3 p.m., ment was in Mt. Olive Cemetery NAACP.
ny Williams, Florida A&M uni. Three students from St. Louis,
and
Jeremiah
Thompson
attended
Survivors
Friday
at
10
a.m.
on
Mss
Barbara Adele Field s,
ing with friends in Altus, Okla.
at The Church of Israel with the
versity; Cicero Brooks, Kentucky Mo., are Barbara Harris, Sumner
a baptizing at Liberty Hill last
Among the many newcomers,
Rev. J. S. Burns as guest speak- are one daughter, Mrs. Pattye daughter of Mr. and Mrs. LafaYState; Arthur Clay, Clark college; HO school; Beverly A. Holtman,
Sunday.
Army-/tin Force and civilian in
Cr. The public was cordially in. Corner Ballard of Jackson, three ette Fields, well-known druggist.
Thelma Stulin, University of Illi- Vashon High school; and Cecelia
After spending about two weeks and
By Si. L. CROSSLAND
around the Pikes Peak Region
cited to enjoy the program and sisters, Mrs. Leans Gillespie, Chi- was a bridesmaid at the recent
nois; Kim Cox, University of Il- Selvey, Sumner High school.
vacationing here with their par- are: Mrs, Eloise Tucker
of Pratt, Sunday was quarterly meeting linois; Joseph White, Wright, Jr. Vincent V. McRae and
message. Rev. S. P. Sanders, pas- cage; Mrs. Katie Ellison, St. Lou- wedding of a friend in Ft. MadiJoseph
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gilkey, Kans., Mr.
is, Mrs. Nellis Reid Jackson, one son, Iowa, Miss Geraldine
Harand Mrs. Henry Bon- at Waymon Chapel AME church. college, and Emma l'ippias, Uni- Richman of the Roosevelt
tor.
class in
Mr. and Mrs. James Gilkey
reStindner
of Philadelphia, Pa.; Mr. and Rev. J. P. Q. Wallace presiding versity of Illinois.
The Interdenominational Feder- granddaughter, Mrs. Ann B. Hunt, per, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
WASHINGTON, D. C., will enroll
turned to line Bluff last
ay.l Mrs. Carl Lod° of Pineville,
ated choir of Jackson and Madison Jackson, one great grandson, Joe Harry D. Harper, to Mr. Russell
Lao elder of the Northeastern district
in the College of Liberal Arts
The Trinity Methodist church
Ellen Jefferson of Cincinnati. Ohio, of the Indiana Conference presidCounty rendered a musical pro- Arthur and other relatives a n d H. Carter, son of Mrs. George CarOther Washington winners of $500
Fifty-two
youths
and
adults
from
ter, Wilkesbarre, Pa., and the late had a picnic at Nim Rod Lake Mr. and Mrs. Horace L. Dickerson ed.
gram at Mother Liberty C M E friends,
17 north Mississippi counties, who awards for one year are Jacques
last Sunday,
of Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Mr. and Mrs. Funeral services for Mr. John c.,nveraul
church last Tuesday night under Miss Nancy M. Hudson of 203 Mr. Carter.
ii rye
Avent, Roosevelt High school, BarMrs. Mildred Thompson, Mrs.
the auspices of Group No. 4. The Daugherty St., left Froday night Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones enJohn Edwards of Washington, I). Bowen were conducted at the ElVOCATIONAL COLLEGE campus ry E. Wolfe, Coolidge High school,
Don Bazell; Misses Jewell Virgin
kenberry Funeral home last Thurs. here
program was thoroughly enjoyed for East St. Louts, Ill.. to spend tertained lavishly, a large group
C
•
Sic
and
Mrs.
Lee
F.
Wooten
Monday and Tuesday, Aug. and Claudine H. Young, McKinley
la. Sarah and Loreatha Thompson"
a brief vaaation with friends. She of friends last Sunday in honor of
day. Rev, Ralph W. Jackson. pas- 10-11, for the 1959 Negro CH
and wag highly attended,
Lead- High school.
visited in Sweet Honey last Sun' of Miami Fla.. Air and Mrs. John
The Senior Choir of Bethel AME will go from there to Chicago. 111., Dr. and Mrs. Manual Butler of
tor of lA'ayman, officiated. Burial era Clinic and 4-1f Tractor Pro- Winners from VIRGINIA include
A.
Mr,
Hanson
Cleveland,
Ohio,
of
day.
church rendered a special p r °- where she will reside permanent- Asheville, N. C.
Cemetery.
Hope
and
Mrs.
Robert
Mt.
James
of
Chiwas
in
Betty M. Culpepper, a graduate
gram.
I
The genial Robert Elliotts who Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah Thomp- cago, 111., Mr. and Mrs. Major Angram Sunday at 3 p.m , known as fy.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt Wilson and
•••
of Dunbar High school, Lynchson went to Russellville last Satran
a
Quadrennial
Session
fine
The
Fourth
grocery store at Victhe White Dress Pageant which
derson of Charleston, W. Va. , Pfc. Louis Devaul have returned home
urday.
Eighty-seven students were lurg; Frances Burgess, Hoffmanag directed by Mrs. Annie B. of the Woman's Missionary Con- toria and Ronda Ave., for a numand Mrs. Wilburn C. Fortson of after soveral days in Muncie, Ind.. awarded ,%raduate
by I'm sa Boston High school, Arlington;
conducted,
ayo. Special music was rend- nectional Council along with t h e ber of years, but had to give it
Dupee
Tampa, Fla., Mrs. Cascile Cof- Rev, James
ident Rufus E. Clement at thi' ix• Abjean Carter, Peabody li I g Is
ered by the Senior Choir and La- National Cultivation Conference up to make a way for the new
fey of Middletown, Ohio, M r s. services on scheduled time last: ercises at ATLANTA UNIVER- school, and James T. McQueen,
dies Chorus of Bethel. Mrs. Hat- of the CME church convened at highway, are building a motel in
Emily S. High and Alice F. Stan- Sunday at Mt. Herman Baptist say.
Carver High school.
tie Horton, president; Mrs. Aline Lane Metropolitan CME church, Wisconsin on Highway 35. They
church. Mrs. William Lenore was
Icy of Topeka, Kans.
•• •
Marcia L. Pinkett, Camden High
Bond, Organist; Mrs. Thelma 2131 E. 46th St., Cleveland, Ohio, are living in Marksville, Minn.
Mrs. Edith Wooten recently re- a recent Kokomo visitor.
school,
is among three students
One hundred-eighty students reTatmadee B. Carey, Sr., returnCompton, pianist, and the Rev. S. Aug. 18-23, 1959. Those attending
Mrs. John Bowen who tins been coked degrees from NORTIIERN
turned from a lengthy vacation in
from
NEW
JERSEY. Others are
ed
to
C. Jenkins, pastor.
the meeting at Mother Liberty
University hospital, August CORDELE
Chicago with her mother, Mrs. Eva ill in Dukes hospital has returned ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY in DeBrenda A. Chance, Central High
The Friendly Four Gospel Sing- were Mrs. Georgia Kelly, M r s, 9, He is in fair condition.
By MRS. RENA LOCKETT
Higgins who incidentally is cur- to her some.
Kalb on Aug. 13. This session mark'
ers rendered a musical progrsml Florence Ward, Prof. George
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Pierce
Mrs. Laura Nelson was a vvisitor rentlY in the Springs accompan- Sharon Crossland recently vaca- ed the 60th annual summer com- school, Trenton and Helmer Coopat Pearly Gates Bapt. church, Sun. Thacker, Mr. Ross Bruce Cheairs, entertained a number of friends in in Vienna last Sunday.
, ied by her grandchildren Cecelia tioned in the East.
mencement to be held at Northern. er, Arts High school, Nowark.
day eve at 7. The Rev, W. D. Ep- Jr., and many others from the honor of her house guests, Mr. and
• • •
Mrs. Mary Redd and children of, and Daniel Watkins.
The students from Florida are:
John Hutchinson who had been
person is pastor.
Jackson area.
Mrs. John Collicott of St. Louis, Philadelphia are visiting her mothhospitialized has returned to work. Commencement Exercises .for Andree
Chunn Boylan Haven
The Intermediate lied Circle of Funeral for Mrs. Hester Thom'
- er, Mrs. Sallie Boatright.
Mrs. William Fuller, Mr. a n a the 1959 Summer quarter were lligh School,
'
George
V. Jacksonville;
Rome Baptist church gave a wien- as was held Sunday at Mt. Zion
Funeral service for Tominie
Mrs. Miles Wilson and children held at FORT VALLF.Y STATE
er roast Saturday eve at the home CME church, Henderson, Tenn.,
Washington High School,
Little,
F.
Walker was held at Mt. Calvary
motored to Chicago where theY COLLEGE Wednesday, August
of Mss. Earline Trice of 221 Bur- with the Rev. Elijah Davis calBaptist church with the Rev. W.
were guests of Mrs. Fuller's
12, at which time the dogree of Miami; and Sandra E. Johnson,
ton St. Mrs. Bernice McKinney, elating. Burial was in Chambers
M. Davis officiating. His survivors
!Bachelor of Science was confer Carver High School, Miami.
ter.
president and Rev. T. Grimes, Chapel Cemetery, McNairy Courtare his mother, Mrs. Fannie Walone
Eddye N. Feaster of Manassas
Mt. Herman Baptist church red upon 25 candidates and
pastor.
ty with Stevenson and Shaw Fu' BATESVILI,E
ker: three aunts, one uncle and a
Gary, PM., person was awarded the degree ot and Theron Holiday of Melrose
to
bus
a
By REV, HATTIE WATKINS
chartered
Mrs. Ella Dilliard of 115 Shelby eral in charge.
host of other relatives nd friends.
Elementary
Science
in
Master
of
worshipped
where the members
St., continues very ill. Friends and
High school are the two students
Mrs. Evelyn Lane and Julia M.
A tea was given at the New St. Mrs. R. Johnson of Des Moines
with the members and pastor of Education.
relatives are praying for her and Luke Baptist church last Sunday was a recent guest of Mrs. Mab- Birdsong of Miami, Fla., are visitMEMPHIS, TENN.
was
from
address
Commencement
The
church.
Baptist
hoping for a speedy recovery.
New Testament
ing their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
afternoon which was largely at- i ley Gipson who is el.
Daniel C. ThompTwo students from NORTTI
Mrs. Maxine Scales and children tended and
Morris Crossland attended t h e delivered by Or,
was sponsored by Mrs. Billy Couch is back home after Grady Vance°.
Lt
tar0-GP,Em
of sociology an CAROLINA are Henry M. Davis,
of 3613 W. Grenshaw St., Chicago, Winston and Mrs. Bills, The Rev, being treated at a hospital in Litfuneral of John Milton and Paul son, professor
Mrs. Dollie May has returned to
chairman of the division of soda1
To lengthen a child's dress so the
III., were visitors over the week C. H. Murphy is pastor.
Green of Kokomo.
the Rock.
West Central High school, Kenneher home in Pensacola, Fla., aftthe
cover
show,
Dillard university.
old hemline won't
end in the home of their parents
Read the C c.ago Defender — science,
James Johnson left last week for , er visiting her mother, Mrs. Sallie
saw,
and Charles W. Stokes, Witde
lint of wear with rick-rack. Repeat
conferred
Troup
The Gospel Five were particiV.
Dr. C.
and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Des Moines after visiting here with Boatright.
only 20c—M. L. Crossland, agent.
the rick-rock In another line or in
grees upon the following per- listen High school In Wilmington.
*bathe at 439 S. Cumberland St. pants of a musical program at Mt. friends.
siren.
the
Silas and Ilerman Vance of San.
trim elsewhere on
hey also visited friends in Cor- , Moriah MB church on last SunMrs. Newton and Mrs. Robinson asota are here visiting their par. —
day eve. Bro. David Williams of
inth, Miss.
were guests in the home of Mr. ents.
Milan,
Tenn.,
was
the
guest
speak'
Mrs.
and Mrs. James last Wednesday. Dr. A. S. Clark one of the found.
Beulah Winston and da""
. er. The Rev, F. Jarman is pastor.
ter of Milwaukee,
Wis., were reThey also visited Mr. and Mrs. ems of the Gifespie Institute died
The Rev, T. Grimes, pastor of
cent visitors in the home of their
Genipher Watkins while here to at. recently. He was an educator and
cousin, Mrs. Sarah Hurt at 302 Home Baptist church, Jackson, tend the Sunday school convention, minister.
conducted a very spirited revival
Mobile Ave.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Clair
Mrs. Clara Williams, an old citi.
Mrs. Hattie A. Avent of Oxford, meeting at New Bethel Baptist attended services at LaCross, nen of this city died at her home
church
last
week
at
Bolivar,
Tenn,
Miss., was a guest last week end
Ark.,
last
Sunday.
here.
The Youth Department of Cedar
in tie home of her sister Mrs. A.
Miss Alta Kennard has been apRevival service is being held a
Grove Church of God in Christ
D. Williams at 207 Mobile Ave.
pointed to teach at LaCross this the Crossroad Baptist church. Rev.
Mrs. Sallie Smith of 479 S. Mar- observed youth activities Sunday, year. She recently finiehed
at Ar- W. W. Reynolds of Dawson was
ket St., is visiting her niece, Mrs. Aug. 17, 1959, The Rev. Tom Mc- kansas Baptist college
a t Little guest speaker.
Bernice Martin who is ill In Bel- Tine of Bolivar, Tenn., wag guest Rock.
Charles Tripp is at home from
speaker. The affair was sponsoroil, Wis.
A. B. Watkins is recuperating the Crisp County hospital,
Mrs. Laura Hoyle and two chit- ed by Mrs. Lillie Mae Cobb, El. at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Vance viaof Flint, Mich., are visit- der W. H. Young, pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Rucker ited her mother, Mrs. Eva Lester
Mrs.
Russel Merri-1 visited in Newport
Mr. and
tug her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jerrecently on in Vandilla, Ga., last Sunday.
ome Pirtle at 126 Daugherty St., weather of 1014 N. 6th, St. Nash- business.
The Morris Tabernacle Baptist
and her friend, Mrs. Ilelen Porter ville, Tenn., were guests over the
The Infant daughter of Mr. and church is being rebuilt. The new
at 457 Market St., and other rela- week end in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert McCoy recently us- structure will be of
stone.
tives and friends.
Mrs. J. A. Williamson on Middle-. derwent an operaSon. She is doing
The funeral of Mrs. Mary Etta ton St They worshiped at Mother nicely.
lannings was held last Thursday Liberty on Sunday morn.
1 ELMIRA
t the Church of God In Christ of
By G. MARIE GREENE
which she was a member with
Miss Dorothy Fitch of 717 Dickthe Rev. J. it. Hardison officiating
inson at., vislted friends In Princewith Ford Funeral Home in charge.
CEDAR RAPIDS
ton, N. J.
Interment was in Elmwood cernBy O. H. MONTGOMERY
Mrs. Sarah Davis and children,
etery. Survivors are her father,
Miss Marilyn Williams of MilBrenda, Pat and Carol have reMr. Doe Mannings of Jackson, DAWSON
waukee,
Wisc., were recent guests I
turned to their home, 114 Jonea
half brother, Mr. Milton Jackson
St. James AME held its third Ct., after visiting relatives in Ro- In the home of relatives, airs.
of East St. Louis, Ill., one aunt, quarterly conference last Sunday chester.
Anna Lowery and Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Flonnie Eckford of Jackson, which was successful both spiritMr. and Mrs. William Swan and Edward Smith, 1339-10th St., N.W
cousin, Mrs. Hattie Deal, Mrs. ually and financially. The mes- three children, Larry, Connie and Miss Williams, is employed as a
Person, all of Jackson and Mrs. sage was delivered by the presid- Susan have returned to
Oakland, secretary at the Milwaukee Urban
Sarah Francis Brandon of Wash- ing elder, Rev. H. F. Dawson, Calif., after visiting
relatives in League.
ington, D. C.
Vernon Lee Cottrell and Miss Elmira.
successfully defended his pole ..
Miss Janice Bell and her little Minnie L. Barbers exchanged vows
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Condol of 219
vault title at the Niagara Assn.
sister, Rachel of Burton St., Jack- in Corsicana last weekend. The
Crete Ave., have returned to the
AAU track and field meet at Kenson, returned home recently from bride the daughter of Mr. and -city after vacationing in Atlantic more Aug. 15, leading the Elmira
Chicago and South Bend, lnd., Mrs. George Barbers. The groom
City.
K of C Track Club representatives
where -they spent a very extensive is the son of Mr. and Mrs. WilGeorge Spriggs, former Acadein the annual meet. Spriggs clearvacation with their aunt, M r s. mer Cottrell.
Smiler
Hi'
Northwestetn
curmy High school athletic and
IMPROVING THEIR MATH
ed eight weeks at the Third
118" after failing
Mosie Pointer.
Misses Charlie Mae Price, rently enrolled at Tennessee A&I ed the bar at
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speakle,.
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TEARIN' IN — Featherweight
champion Duvey Moore (left)
and Hogan (Kid) Bassey tear
into each other in the first
round of their title bout at

Los Angeles. Bassey had hoped to regain the title which
Moore took from him last
March. (UN Telephoto)
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h
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l
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AFTER TIIE SLUG FEST—A
dejected Bassey (left) stands
by champ Moore, his armed
raised in victory by his man

ager Willie Ketchum, who retained his title when Bassey
couldn't answer the bell in the
11th round. (UPI Telephoto)

ON THE NOSE—Moore (left)
lays a right on the nose or

24

Bassey in the 10th round.
(UP) Telephoto)
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1Top Netters
Take Wins
At Central

Defender

DOWN TO KNEES — Basscy
drives Moore to his knees in
the 8th round but his surge
was short-lived. The incident

CHURCE
Succes
recently
Star and
ider 11

was not called a knockdown
and Moore came back strong
to take over the trend of the
bout. (UPI Telephoto)

Seeks Big Money Bouts
After Bassey Triumph
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BLOOD FLOWS from Bassey's
, left eye as Moore pounds away
' in the opening round of their
15 round title rematch at Los

Angeles Olympic Auditorium.
The eye caused Bassey trouble
throughout the scrap.

pride oi the British Empire front because of an injury.
Bassey's manager, pubkeeper
Nigeria•
Day-,
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
George Biddies, hinting his tiger
titleholder
23-year-old
the
But
Ohio,
Springfield,
the
may retire, explained it this way.
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — (UP)) ey Moore,
world and the crowd at Olympic audi- in the pattern of British sports.
—Top-ranked players won quarter- rifle, is the winner and still
torium had to be surprised when manshp:
but
he
champion
featherweight
final matches in the American
Bassey failed to answer the bell
"I personally don't feel a fine
Tennis Assn., National champion- should give a nod of thanks to for the 11th.
gentleman like this (pointing to
ships at Central State College British tradition for the case with
which he accomplished his second The 27-year-old African himself Bassey in ,She dressing room)
here.
Defending champion Wilbert Da- victory over Hogan (Kid) Bassey. decided to call a halt because of should have to go on in boxing
Moore was well ahead on points, handicaps he incurred — namely if he is going to get serious invis, New York, rallied to oust 7th
seeded Gerard Alleyne, Brooklyn, no doubt, when he was credited a closed right eye and a right juries all the time. He has had
MILWAUKEE — (UP)) — The signs of coming out of It when he
N. Y., G-1, 0-6. 6-4 in the men's with an 11th round knockout of, hand which he said he was unable too many injuries in too many Milwaukee Braves' hopes of catch- was hurt. He was out of action a
I Bassey, the chocolate - colored to use from the fifth round on fights."
singles.
ing up in the National League pen- good part of last year with knee
Referee Frankie Van took this nant race were dealt a serious trouble.
Wilbur Jenkins, Washington, 3rd
viewpoint in answer to a question: blow with the loss of Wes Covingseeded, also rallied to beat Joe
The injury had a two-fold effect,
"No,
I certainly would not have ton due to a torn ligament in his in that it cut the Braves to 24
Williams, Durham, N. C., 5th
stopped the fight. It was a world right ankle.
seeded, 5-7. 6-3, 6-2.
men because the team's disabled
championship contest."
Vernon Morgan New York, 4th
Covington's ankle, at first roster is filled. Even though CovMoore, who won the title last
ranked beat Horace Cunningham,
though to be only ington is out of action he will have
March 18 in the same arena under
Lynchburg, Va., 6th seeded, 57-2,
sprained. w a s to remain on the active list besimilar circumstances was unboth-2, while Arthur Ashe, Richmond
put into a cast. cause Mel Roach and Eddie Haas
erect by the talk about Bassey's
Va. 8th ranked beat 16th rated
The Braves' re- fill the disabled roster and Red
ability or inability to continue. In
Howard Minnis, Baton Rouge, La.,
gular left fielder Schoendienst, recovering from
the March fight Moore scored a
6-2, G-1.
turned the ankle tuberculosis, is on special disabled
13th round kayo when Bassey was
In womens singles quarter-finals
sliding into sec- status.
bleeding from cuts above both
defending champion Mary Etta
After Sept. 1 when the 25-man
ond base on a
eyes.
Fine, Kansas City, beat Arvelia
force play during player limit is lifted, the Braves
Moore praised Bassey as a
Mitchell, New York, 5th ranked,
last Thursday will be able to call up another
6-3, 8-6.
"game and good fighter" and turnnight's game outfielder from the minors, Mc.
ed his sights to future opponents.
Second seeded Darnella Ever- with San Fran- Hale said.
son, Detroit, beat Virginia Glass,
He and his manager, Willie
Wes Covington cisco.
He added that he would not
Ketchum, said they would like
Jackson Heights. N. y.. G-3, 6-1,
blow," said ask for permission to put Covingserious
is
a
"This
while 3rd ranked Gwen Mayans,
to put the featherweight title on
manager John McHale, ton on special disabled status
the block here in Los Angeles general
Detroit, beat Sarah Allen, Washin order to obtain an immediate
whose defending champion Braves
against
Joe
Becerra,
a
good
lo•
ington, 7th rated, 6-4, 6-1.
unable to climb back substitute.
cal drawing card who recently have been
Fourth Rated Nana Vaughn,
Manager Fred Hansy said he
place after falling to
coining in. Practice is schedWAITING FOR TEAM — In
won the world bantamweight into first
East Orange, N. J., defeated Beswould "experiment" with his outkind
fierce
"Covington
is
a
third.
uled to begin September 1 at
crown from Alphonse Halimi of
sie Stockard, Nashville, Tenn., 6-4,
Hampton Institute's Coach
field now that Covington is gone.
of hitter who can get hot and
France,
6-4.
Joe Adcock, a first baseman uy
the Virginia college, a n d
Benjamin Whaley says he's
carry your whole club along."
"That's the one that will make
Defending champion Edgar Lee,
trade, plays the outfield when he
Whaley says he has "so much
tired of seeing dust on
.279
and
Although
hitting
only
the money," frank little Davey
has to.
Washington, eliminated Everet
to accomplish, I can't wait to
round
when
referee
plate,
Covthe
fifth
having
trouble
at
the
those helmets. He's waiting
SONNY
—
FOR
NO RAYS
said, "but we also have a $50,000
Walton, Philadelphia, 57-3, 7-5 in
Haney also has rookie Lee Mayo
fight,
thus
earning
show
called
the
just
beginning
to
ington
was
light
started."
stunned,
get
and
start
Bloody
the men's seniors singles third
offer to defend against Paul Jorfor the 1959 "Pirates" to
and veteran Andy Pafk0 to use
Clay a place among the rankheavyweight Sonny Ray crash'
gensen in Houston, Tex. I also
round.
in left field, together with center
ing contenders for the world's
would be willing to fight Joe Brown slight FIB. Referee Van had fielder Billy Bruton and right
In fourth round women's seniors es through the ropes during
light heavyweight title. (UP) for the lightweight title."
his nationally-televised bout
play, defending champion Mrs
Moore ahead, 96-93. Judge Charles fielder Hank Aaron.
Telephoto)
with Von Clay. Clay won in
Flora Bray, Detroit, ousted her
Moore, who had some trouble Randolph had it 98-91 for Moore
alleallIffi111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
making the 126-pound limit, admits and Judge Joey Olmos had it
sister, Mrs. Bertha Craig, Detroit
he is still a hungry fighter. He 98-94 for the champion. The United
6-0, 6-4.
has a wife and five little ones Press International score card
All events will have the finals
who need his support back in I also had Moore ahead, 97-93.
when world champion Althea Gibson will play in exhibition singles
Springfield. Bassey weighed 125.
Moore started slowly, sparring
BOSTON — (UPI) — Center
The fight drew a gross gate carefully and Bassey was the Bill Russell of Reading, a key
HAMPTON, Va. — Hampton In- September 1st. and it of these are and doubles. She will nair with
of $47,100.40 on an attendance aggressor for the first three
stitute's Coach Benjamin Whaley lettermen, His 1958 squad has Gunter Polte, Springfield, Ohio,
man on the world champion
of 7,450. The bout was televised rounds. In the fourth both Intl: Boston Celtics, has returned his
could be on his way to joining a been decreased by only four let. to oppose t,sve . )• ;suns. .-•
nationally but blacked out in lers loosened up and during one signed contract for the 1959-60
select list of successful Split-T for- termen. These were 1958 co-cap- trot, and Clyde Freeman, Washmation mentors which includes, tains Clyde Clack, an end, Adrian ington, the defending cnampions
mercifully around the Windy City Southern California. The fight- exchange Bassey ended up on season.
By JOIN GAUDIOSI
among others, such names as Bud, Nelson, tackle, fullback William in InSsed doubles here. Miss GibRussell, the National Basketbattler. The triumph was the 10th ers, cut was 30 per cent each the seat of his pants when he
Easter,
end.
and
Moses
Dudley
h
e
son will oppose Karol Fageros of PHILADELPHIA—(UPI)—T
Wilkinson of Oklahoma and Northl
for Clay, whose record is perfact of the net gate and the $40,000 was caught by a Moore shoulder ball Association's top rebounder
give
Von
motion
to
were
in
Although he is crying loudly now , Miami, Fla., in the singles exhibi- wheels
Carolina's late Jim Tatum.
TV take.
was 15th in league scoring last
block.
except for one draw.
Clay a bout with Yvon Durelle
In any case, the next three about the fact that withal he ap- tion.
Graziano described Clay's meet- Moore displayed a confidence There were no knockdowns in year with 1168 points for a 16.7
here Oct. 9 as a reward for his ing with Ray as an "acid test." which he lacked in the first Bassey the fight although Moore slipped to point average per game.
months and some nine football parently has "no good second
surprising fifth-round TKO over
contests, will serve to show how, team," and "my problem at end,"
Russell last year hauled down
"This fight proved that Clay is fight. He said in his dressing room the canvas in the fifth round and
far Whaley can carry the Virginia it is generally conceded that he is
sixth -ranked Sonny Ray of Chi- ready for fellows like Anthony and later, "I was very confident all again in the tenth. The fifth was 30 or more rebounds on 18 occaPeninsula's "Pirates" with the as close to being "loaded for bear"
cago in their nationally televised Bowdry. We are looking toward the way. They kept telling me I Bassey's best round. He took it by sions and holds the all-time NBA
formation he has thrust onto an as he has yet been at Hampton,
bout.
a possible match with Archie was behind on points, but I felt a fair margin, catching Moore mark of 49 against the Philadeleleven known for the single-wing' and his Split-T will get a fair
No sooner had the unbeaten. 20- Moore, but that will come later," good.
with some good rights to the phia Warriors Nov. 16, 1957.
chance
to
see
attack.
what it can do this
year-old Clay reached his dressing he said.
His handlers were telling him a head.
t11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111D
At 33, Ben Whaley has been ac- year for sure.
room in triumph when promoter
cused of being young for the job. Built around returning fullbacks,
Herman Taylor was sending a
'The accusation still crops up from William Carver of Fayetteville, N.
wire to Durelle, offering him
time to time, even though in his C., and Norman Anderson of
$10,000 to meet the new sensation
second year as coach, 1958, he Hampton, Whaley's occasional
of the 175-pound division.
whipped the Pirates home to a employment of the Fullback Drive,
In the event the negotiations
7-3-0 season, the college's beAt which supplements the team's bafall through, Tony Graziano,
record ln 10 years.
sic Split-T formation, should also
Clay's manager, is willing to
When In took over the Hampton help him keep opponents guessing.
settle for bouts with Tony
helm in 1957, following Harry R.
Arthony, Jesse Bowdry, and in
Jefferson's retirement from coach
the far ruture, champion Archie
ins, Whaley decided before you
Moore,
could say "Twice around t h e
clay, up to now a local boy try•
field, in double-time, boys" that he
ing
to make good, broke into the
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — August
didn't have enough big men up
boxing
limelight with an impact
front to handle a powerful single- A. Busch, jr., president of the
In his bloody, abbreviated match
wing. At this scint, he msde a St. I,ouis Cardinals denied pu'iwith the 23-year-old Ray. The odds
mild bit of history in Hairston Usherl reports that Stan Musial
makers had established the bout
and chansed nes to the Split.T., would be traded to the N e w
as a "pick 'em fight." with
Long a student of the formation, York Yankees for Yogi Berra.
neither principal the favorite.
The story appeared in the
Whaley raid studied closely 1 Ii e
Clay, shrugging off a cat he sufsuccess with it enjoyed fly Wil- Sporting News, baseball weekly.
fered
above the left eye in the
"Stan will finish his career
kinson at Oklahoma and by Tatum
third, gashed Ray's left brow in
during lbs peak years at tns Uni with the Cardinals." Busch said.
the fourth and then floored him
versity of Maryland.
The 38-year-old veteran has
for a nine-count in the ebbing sec•
Fven prior to Jefferson s years himself said repeatedly that he
onds. He completed the &mollat lamo
Ole (allege haJ been would quit the game rather than
lion at 56 seconds of the fifth Ray
known la tar back as old timers, go elsewhere to play.
was a helpless, bleediss wreck
could remember as a single-wing! - - --when referee Zach Clayton halted
team. Whaley's !we-year record LEXINGTON, Va. — (UPI) —
GIANT TSAI TAMP.— James the
fight.
would seem, however, to justify Joseph Francis Lyles, former St
Sorey, 6-4. 280.nounder from
A meager arena croud knew
the change, as radical as it seem- Look university athlete and a
Tampa, }la., will threw his
the end was in sight for Ray as
ed in some alumni eyes.
member of the Billiken basketball
weignt around at tackle this
he rose shakily from his 0001
The youthful coach's prospects team which won the National In- season for the Texas Southfor the fifth round. Clay pounced
for 1959 with the Split-T seem the sdta•looal Tmiroarnoot in N o w
ern University Tigers, Who
,re st.de. a. 1,. Mum AL MEETING of the
A
on him with a long reTht hand
derson, Un(on, Ai thin Pull
best yet and have generated what York in 1948, has been named
I I, ollins. Gulf Coast: 111.
epen football practice Septemford. southern. II, R. Jeffer
Na lions! Athletic Steering
which brought a hurried flow of
lam, Jr.. Lincoln university;
Is possibly the most pre-season ex- baseball coach) at 'A dshingtoa and
D. Moore, S. Carolina State;
ber 1. The Tigers launch their
son,
blood from the Chi,agoan's
D. Henry, Grambline;
Committee lound the nation's
G. F. Lewis, Central State;
citement Hampton and nesrby en- Lee university. Lyles played mi- 1959 schedule with Langston
E. Muslin, S. Carolina State;
C. J. Kincaid, Tennessee, M.
damaged eye.
top coaches In attendance at
B. T. Harvey, Alabama State
virons have seen in a long time. nor league baseball in the o'd St. university Sept. 19 In Galves.
C. E. Gaines, Winston Salem;
Clay Was pounding Say with
Greene, Central State. (2nd
Chicago's Washington Park
14141 less than 34 players will re• 1.nais Browns'
Ctrd
row)
Talmage
and William Esum, Kentucky
11111. Morton. S,rey, whose plas ing both hands to the head and ribs
organizatioa from
YMCA including (first row,
row) 5. Kincaid II, B. C Pig- „ gan
Oita le the seaside campus come 1949 to 1953.
State; I. J. Newton, NCC;
Stale. (Defender staff pboi0.)
weight XS 248. is a senior,
when Clayton threw his arms
left to right) J. B. McClendon,
gott, A & T college; Tom HeeBy JOE ST. AMANT
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Bill Russell Signs
New Boston Pact

Won't Trade Musial
For Yogi Berra
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SCHOOL NEWS
oils, Mr. and Mrs. Partee Peppers
Arthur Mayfield, an eighth grade of 3825 Barron st., Memphis.
student at Mack's school, was de- The groom is the son of Mr. and
clared the winner in a talent pro- I Mrs. Frank Steel of 305 N. 12th
gram for seventh and eighth grade at., West Memphis.
students last ariday in the school Miss Mary Grancie Mays of 331
auditorium.
S. 11th st., has returned from MemArthur sang songs and read a phis where she visited
her sister
poem. Second place winner was and
brother-inlaw, Elder and Mrs.
Charles Redded, angther eighth John Lewis.
grader, while the third prize was
won by Vera Ellen, a seventh Miss Mays is the daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Victory Mays and
grade student.
The program was given under freshman at Wonder High school.
the direction of Mrs. Mary J.
% Mack nrincigiil of the school.
CHURCH NEWS
Successful revival services were•
recently concluded at Morning!
Star and St. John Baptist churches S
der the leadership of Rev. it!
Widen. Thirteen persons
were
baptized at Morning Star and innat St. John.
A musical program wn here recently by the
Zion No. 2 choir. Persons
"We don't serve you here," is a
program were Mrs. M. L
tatement that members of MiMrs. Bettie Walker, Mrs. t.
ami CORE, Committee of Racial
Johnson, Mrs. Frank Purdy, Mrs Equality, have heard many times
Jack Small, Henry and Jimmy in the last few months at lunch
Cage and Mrs: Lewis. Rev. S. L. counters and restaurants. ParticiHenry is past6r of the church.
pants in CORE's InlerroLial AcA picnic was given for the mem- tion Institute in Miami, September
bers of the Tiny Tots singing 5-20 will work to change this statechoir nf Pilgrim Rest church on ment to "May I help you please?"
Saturday, Aug. 8, at the home of Workshop participants from all
their managers, Mrs. Carrie Love over the country will learn
by
and Mrs. Emmer Berner, 233 using CORE's techniques of nonS. 12th st., and ice cream, cake, violent direct action to end discandy and roasted hot dogs were crimination in restaurants, employserved.
ments, voters registration and pub.
Mary L. Tucker won first valise lie accommodations during the 16In the potato sack race, and Ionia day action institute.
cker came in second.
Preliminary work of investinaAVEL NEWS
non and negotiation as well as folrs. Viola Willis of 119 S. 16th low-up to make
sore that diserlmi., has retiirned home from a va- nation
really is ended will be hancation in Cleveland, Ohio, where dled by the
Miami CORE group.
she visited her daughter, son-in- Scholarship aid tor
ened HAPPENINGS IN Jackson,
law and grandson, Mr. and Mrs. of it
is still available by writing
Miss., are really jumping as
Walter Withers, jr., and little Ron- to
the CORE office, 38 Park Row, the pictures above will tell
nie Withers. She also visited other
New York 38, N. Y.
you. Top left we see charmrelatives while in that city.
ing and shapely Miss Gladys
Miss Paulett Jamison has reWashington, senior at Woodturned from Cleveland where she
ruff high in Peoria, Ill., who
visited relatives. A senior at PheIs visiting her grandmother in
lix high school in Marion, she is
Jackson Top right is curvathe daughter of Mr. and Mrs Alceous Amanda Humphrey,
len Jamison of Marion.
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn. — (UPI) who is running for "Miss Mix.
WEDDING BELLS
—A grove of 12 Negro students sissippl." She's a native
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest F. Steel was turned away
Saturday while Jacksonian. CENTER LEFT
pledged their marriage vows rccen- trying to enroll at all-white
South are from left, Janet, Mrs. B.
ly in the home of the bride's par-' Fulton
high school.
E. and Sandra, all of the
Principal Lester Betty told the blurs* family. They were
Negroes that the school had no delegates at the Eastern Star
provisions for enrolling them. He annual session held in Jacksaid the Negroes were all very son. CENTER RIGHT a r e
nice" when he refused to let them newly weds Mr. and Mrs.
register, and that they left the Melvin. Gibbs. T h e bride
grounds lin mediately.
Is the former Miss Gussie
IICORDS FOR IVIIYONI
South Fulton, in the northwest Jean Young of Jackson. T Is e
section of Tennessee, is a .twin groom is from Hazlehurst.
365 Poplor
Levt•Male
I city of Fulton, Ky., where schools Bottom are from left Miss
Ilsow• JA 1-63411
i have been integrated for two Shirley Redd, Charlean RichAny years.
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BIG PAINT SALE
SAVE $2.00 ON GALLON

Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount

a Mays
to use
center
right
IllIllIlIllIlI

INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE PAINT
Free City Delivery — Orders Appreciated

NOW IN NEW LOCATION
H. A. Carroll & Co. Paints and

Wallpaper

405 MONROE — Same Phone — JA 3-1626
Herbert Streuli
• Smuts 1871 •
Walter Streuli
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'92 good-humors you...
with a LIGHT TASTE OF BARLEY
AT ITS BEST
-A loj of people take to the tarifa of '92... the
that
comes
taste
from LIGIIT BREWING of
the HEART OF THE GRAIN— the part of the
grain that's best.
No husky overtones. Just alight taste of barley
at its best. Chances are, you'll find this light.
bright, barley goodness easy to like a lot. Get
nix and nee. Ask for Oertels '92.

••

OLDEST, CONTINUOUSLY OPERATSO 11141FIAINY ups 114INTUCKY • SINCE 14192
055191 IIREW5NO CO149.4544y. it/C LOUiSviLt.a. sY.
94112919,,
"
- ••"••' — •

ard, Nettle Richard and Bessre Mayes, a quartet of charming co-eds, preparing to get

back to the books. Miss Redd
is running for Miss Sophisticated Laverette.

Memphis Girl Enjoys
London Engagement
Coming back to New York City
on a jet last week after four tri•
umphant weeks at Churchill's in
London was Miss Frances Burnett,
who made her debut as a singer
with the Teen Town Singers of
Memphis as a high school student.
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Happily anticipating a repeat
performance there and on the Continent early in 1960, Miss Burnett
said, "I enjoyed a successful engagement and found the work pleasant and exciting.
"As you know many top stars
appear at Churchill's and I followed Kay Ballard, a frequent performer on the Jack Pear television show here. Funny, but I had
to go all the way to London to
meet and chat with Bob Hone who
was there doing a spectacular
benefit show. I also met the ambassador from Ghana to Great
Britain," she recalled enthusiastically.
APPEARED ON TV
The shapely honey-colored starlet did several guest appearances
on English television, among them
"Cool For Cats" on BBC, and was
seen with Jayne Mansfield, songwriter LeRoy Anderson and Olga
James over International Television.
She taped "Jazz Man's Diary,"
a radio show which is sent all over
Europe for men In the Armed
Services, and was guest of Johnny
Hartman when he opened at the
Astor Club.
"I enjoyed the fabulous scenes
in London, saw the palace and
watched the changing of t Is e
guard, strolled on the grounds at
Oxford and saw beautiful Windsor castle. I shared the joy and excitement of the British when they
found out that Queen Elizabeth
was expecting another child."

See Bar Journal For
Executive Material
Thousands of persons have re.
quested me to furnish them with
information relative to government
secrecy and the so-called "Doctrine of Executive Privilege."
Extensive information in this
field has been developed by no.
memos hearings and investigations
conducted by the Senate Constitutional Rights Subcommittee, but
the printed record of the Subcoll-,
mittee's work runs to several thiA'
volumes, flinch too bulky, of cour
to furnish to those who seek ii
formation. To fill these request
and knowing of your interest ii
national problems, I am taking ttu•
liberty of mailing an article 14,
you which appeared in the Ameri-j
can Bar Associition Journal. The'
article summarizes the Commit:
tee's findings in the field of Sn
necessary Realty.

A. R. TAYLOR

COMPANY,INC.
Stationers And

Office Outfitters
18-20 South Second Street
Phone JA 5-5791

WE DELIVER
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Racial Violence

—

FRANCIS BURNETT
-----

p1 1

ATLANTA
(UPI) — Municipal Judge Luke Arnold issued a
warning Tuesday that he would
"make an example" of anyone,
while or Negro, brought before
him for racial violence.
Arnold's warning stemmed from
a street fight early Sunday between a small group of whites and
Negroes in downtown Atlanta. A
lone policeman broke up the fight
and arrested two participants. The
fight started after a minor traffic accident.

MADAM BELL

(Fnalish Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
This ls her new office at the Mississippi
State I Me. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of twine away and at last she in
11'44
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
A GYPSY
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yes
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BEI.L advise you at once. Sha
will read lit, to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or busInesa is not a success If you have
failed in the rent come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to liernando. Her borne is 2 blocks below
where she toted to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be stir.
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and set
H
off
Sta
sise
tiNt
.ine and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM RI I I g
HAND
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
to look for the RFD BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. She never had an office lin Went Memphis I
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

viol(
Radio 148, It's Great
LISTEN TO THE GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 A.M.---9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--- 3:30 P.M.
HEAR 'HUNKY DORY
6:00 A.M. --- 8:30 A.M.
11:30 A.M. --- 1:30 P.M.
YOU'LL ENJOY BROTHER BOB
4:00 A.M.--- 6:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.--- 2:30 P.M.

DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
3:30 P.M.---6:45 P.M.
It's OK If It's Advertised Orr WLOK

Hours S a in. to S p m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays

SAVE S & H GREEN STAMPS FROM
YOUR FRIENDLY NATIONAL FOOD STORES

I don't malts soy home calls or answer any letters. Re sure
to look he the right sign and the right name.

Economical, Clean and Convenient
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Medical Group Holds
64th Annual Confab
DETROIT, Mich. — The National Medical Association concluded
its 64th annual convention here
this week establishing a new high
In attendance with 1,565 physician
registering for the jam packed four
day meeting.
With major emphasis placed on
its in formative Scientific section,
the NMA also marked this convention with a well-planned program that included a full schedule of educational events for the
children of its members along with
active sessions for its Women's
Auxiliary, with more than 1,000
member in attendance.
The doctors, meeting at the Sheraton-Cadillac hotel, during t he
four-day meeting, heard Dr. Aims
C. McGuinness, Assistant Secre-

tary of Health of the United States
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, call for a voluntary
health program and also promise
an extensive governmental hospital building program that would
include a new building at Howard
University's Freedmen's hospital.

MARSHALL SPOKE
They heard Thurgood Marshall,
general counsel for the NAACP,
urge the members of the NMA not
to become too complacent because
of their personal security. "Your
organization has a rich heritage
in this never ending battle to
earn full citizenship for all peoADMINISTRATIVE
NC M's
ple. You must continue your
staff supper guests of Presiactive fight on the civil rights batdent and Mrs. Asa T. Spauldtlefront while pursuing your suc- ing. First row,
from left: R.
cessful way in your chosen proKelly Bryant, jr., manager, orfession."
dinary department; Mrs. G.
They honored several of their W. Cox, Sr., Mrs. James I.
members including Dr. Matthew Bolden, Mrs. William S. TayWalker, chief surgeon at Meharry lor, assistant to the
controller;
Medical college, Nashville, Tenn.,
G. W. COI, jr., administrative
who received t h• distinguished
assistant. Second row: Mrs. it.
service award, and Dr. L. M, DonKelly Bryant, jr.; Miss Snow
aldson of Fayetteville, Tenn., who
Bailey, director advertising
was named the "General Pracand public relations; Mrs. Fantitioner of the Year."
nie L. McLean, secretary to
A number of substantial financ- the president; Mrs. Eula W.
ial contributions were made by
the NMA to various worthy orMrs. Septima Clark, Director of ganizations, including checks for
Education at Highlander Folk $3,000.00 to the NAACP Defense
school, has announced that the Fund and $2,000.00 to the United
school will hold its workshop on Negro College e'uncl.
Citizenship Schools, on September Contributions were also made
4-7to the National Foundation, the
The September workshop will be National Health Council, the Nafocused on opportunities offered by tional Medical Education Fund
the local discussion and action and the Cancer Foundation.
group or "citizenship school."
The Organization was promised
These invited to participate are continued aggressive and progress
ITTA BENA, Miss. — The Mismen and women, with or without iv* administration as Dr. Edward
formal school training, who are in- C. Mazique, 47 year old internist s ssippi Vocational college campus
is
a beehive of activity as the colterested in their neighbors and are from Washington, D. C., took ofseeking ways of working through fice for the ensuing year. Dr. Ma- lege readies for the Fall Quarter
civic, fraternal, religious and social zique, highly regarded in the pro- opening of its 1959-60 academic
organizations for the betterment fession, assured that the NMA year which bows in Sunday, Sept.
6 with the opening of the dormiof their communities,
will be given vigorous leadership.
retries for freshmen and new stu-

Harris, chief lay underwriter;
Mrs. Frank McCrea, assistant
to the secretary. Third Row:
James I. Bolden, manager,
tabulating department; Mrs.
William A. Cleland, adminis.

trative assistant; President and
Mrs. Asa T. Spaulding, Dr.
William A. Cleland, William S.
Taylor. Not Shown: Mrs. A.
N. Shearin, manager, industrial department.

Folk School To
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September 4-7
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where he is supposed to do it.
The reply might be: You don't
the
This article is chiefly for
have to go to school to do that.
ones
who
will
The
young people.
It is true that you can become
make the world of tomorrow.
educated without going to school.
You might ask, why stay in President R. M. Hutchins, while
school? The shortest answer is, president of the University of Chito get an education. The question cago, visited the Field Museem,
might then be, what is education and commenting on the value of•
and what good is it?
museum in education said, "leo:mActivities moved off rather slow
Someone has said that an edu- ai education in schools, colleges
ly last week around town. Interests cated man is one who does what and universities is something you
seemed to be centered through he is supposed to do when and finish, but you go on with your
here on crop production, along the
education many years thereafter.'
cotton line, that is. Being in a
It is true that schools have no
p
mvc
beginare
farmers
area,
farming
monopoly on the dispensation of
ning to watch closely for the first
knowledge, but they are the best
boll of the white fluff that will be
institutions that we have for helptheir winter's security. As of now,
ing one to get it.
I have not seen any cotton open,
They make the job easier and
however, it is reported to be openare
ther•
you
faster while
ing in some areas,
•
and after you leave.
Schools are still in session with
person
can
get
more
An
educated
a good attendance but it won't be
out of a trip, a show, reading a
long now until they will lay aside
book, the radio, T. V., etc., than
their books again for the brief reCLEVELAND, Miss. — "Amen- an uneducated one can. We
cess to gather in the grain.
this country often put too mud
At this writing, Joe Simpkins is ca has the greatest form of freeiemphasis on the dollar. That is
still convalescing at the Lauder- dom the world has ever known," 1
not wise, but an educated person
dale County hospital.
'declared the Mississippi Vocation- can handle money, matters bet.
Funeral services for Porter Reed'
ter
than an uneducated one.
were held at the Old Canaan Bap. al college president, J. H. White,
list church last Tuesday. Mr. and in the principal address for the Someone used to say over the
Mrs. Alex Reed and daughter of annual Negro Farm Bureau Day radio "Send a boy to college, the
if
program
aiio
otaelehmeoldhrey
ttih H. M. boys will teach him something,
right.e
East St. Louis were here to at- N
the professors don't." He was
r
school,
tend the funeral. Sincere thanks'
While in college, you will learn
comes from Mrs. Anna Camp-, The president of Mississippi's
bell and sisters for the mane and the nation's youngest Negro to live better with others, and
and kind expressions of sympathy state college described America as what you become is more imcoming from friends and neigh-'the land of honey where blessings portant than what you know.
Probably the greatest thing that
bors,
flow from a horn of plenty" and
Rev. B. F. Harris was in Cleve- challenged the group to have a schools, colleges and universities
land, Ohio, last week attending the "sustaining faith in your respect- will do for you is to show you
I how l(tie you kriov., If you have
meeting of the College of Bishops. ive communities."
good sense you will try to learn
Sorry to leave you here, but you Paying tribute to the
important
didn't call in your news. Hope role farmers play in
you'll remember next week. See ya. President
White asserted America and the world have realized
By EDGAR T. STEWART
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Wrecks Car, Ruins
His Perfect Record

2nd Grandchild
Others appearing on the Satur- For Screen Star

day program were the Rev.
I
— McInnis, pastor, Solomon A. M. E. —SANTA MONICA, Calif. —(
EASTBOURNE, England
Actress Irene Dunne became
l,
(UPI) — Robert Cook's car got church; G. M. Spears, president of
grandmother for the second time
stuck in reverse and ruined his Negro section, Bolivar County
Sunday when her daughter, Mary
perfect driving record. Cook had Farm Bureau; A. J. Godbolt, asFrances Shinnick, gave birth to a
never had an accident until t h e,sistant Negro county agent, Boil,
daughter at St. John's hospital.
car went out of control, back- var County, and Mrs. Vera S.
Mrs. Shinnick and her husband,
wards.
Rainey, Negro ;tome demonstra- Richard, also have a son, Mark,
It hit another car, crossed a,tion agent, Bolivar County.
22 months old.
dents.
sidewalk, went up a bank, crossed
President J. H. White leads MVC
a lawn, skidded back to the road
y
officials in the belief that this
MRS. LOUISE PROTHRO, na•
years experience in food field,
and finally stopped two feet in
year's enrollment should equal or tionally known food demonMrs. Prothro will share her
front of a wall.
I
surpass last year's all time regis• strator and home economist
know-how with thousands as
I
1 1111111111111111111111111g
=
tration high of 650.
for
Pet Milk company, St.
she demonstrates new and conI—.
As the college moves into its 10th Louis, Mo., will be featured
venient recipes for the mod- building wit h t h a nationally
year of operation, the plush, ultra
known home economist, Mrs. Lou-'M
at this year's Tri-State Fair
ern homemaker.
•
I....
modern new Administration Build- Oct. 9-11. A veteran of 34
ise Prothro, of Pet Milk company, sE
ing will go into service with the
present as guest demonstrator.la
•
, new Science-Library Building slatMrs. Prothro will be making her ea..
ed to open shortly therea'ter. The
first appearance at the Tri-State =
•
I new Infirmary is expected to be
Fair. Arrangement for her cornready before the starting of the
ing was made through the local E.
Winter Quarter and gromidbreae•
Pet Milk office and Lewis 0. Swing- =
Ma is currently underway for the
-....
ler, newspaper publisher.
E
=
MVC Student Union scheduled for
Home economics students and =
=
qempletion in 1960.
their teachers of schools in the :=
Dean of the Collega 0. P. Lowe
Tri-state area are beine invited 1,,,.....
Repeating
its
last
year's
theme,
vide
a
wealth
opening
of
Fall
the
announced
has
entertainmeat the Louise Prothro
Home Show.
"Investing
in
a
Growing
America,
talent
dormitories
Sept
8
—
throughout
the
as:
fair.
schedule
Prizes will be offered teachers and
Agriculture,
Industry,
Commerce,"
studnew
'AG
and
SITE
freshmen
for
open
schools reporting the largest at- =
cots; Sept. 0—freshmen orientation the 46th Annual Tri-State Fair will' Scene of the annual Food Show tendance of students during the'2
Sept. 11-12 — freshmen aad new open Friday, Oct.. 9, for three this year will be the Agriculture first two days of the home
show.1731111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111g
- students registration; Sept. 14-15 days at the Mid.-South Fair —
— upper class students registra- Grounds. The exposition, largest
tion: Sept. 16 — registration of of its kind in America under Nein-Service teachers for Fall Short gro leadership, will offer m ore
Term; Sept. 18 — classes begin. than $10,000 in premiums for exhibits, and demonstrations of talents reflecting progressive farm
•
life, and advances in other areas
of modern living.
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, retired principal of Booker T. Washington
High school, is president of the
Tri-State Fair and in that capacity has directed the exposition in:1
line with the overall development
of Memphis as the capitol of the ,
Mid-South. The venerable educat-'
or was associated with the Late
Dr. L. G. Patterson, and the late
Rev. J. L. Campbell in the formation of the Tri-State Fair in 1913.
EXPECT 130,000
Prof. R. J. Roddy, manager of
the Fair, estimated that last
year's attendance of 125,000 would
be exceeded by 5,000 during the
three-day exposition.
"Our prediction is based on the
increased participation on the part
of schools and farm groups," Mr.
Roddy stated.
Competitive events such as the
Talent Search, and the Spelling
Bee, both sponsored by radio station WDIA; and the Home, Commercial, and Trade Exhibition,
including the food show, have contributed to the increased attendance during recent years, Manager Roddy pointed out.
WDIA awards 2600.00 in prizes
to winners in the Talent Search,
and Spelling Bee, while radio station WLOK has given hundreds of
dollars in prizes at the home exhibition. Both stations also pro.. •
IN • 11 II NEL.
•

Go B Bus

Tri-State Fair Slated
For Mem his October 9
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Fast
Safe
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MEMPHIS STREET RAILYIAY CO.

DON'T MISS

TASTE THE GREATNESS
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... of this time-honored bourbon
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SEN.DANIEL WEBSTER called(
Crow "the finest in the world" a,
cording to historical records.
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Since the day Old Crow was born 124 years
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